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Abstract

Why do supply chain contracts take the forms that they do? Which
contracts should firms adopt to coordinate incentives along a supply
chain? This monograph synthesizes the theory of contracts along supply
chains. It integrates developments from two largely separate literatures,
the management science literature on supply chain coordination and
the economic literature on vertical control.



1
Introduction

1.1 Setting the Stage

A supply chain is the sequence of firms involved in the production of a
product or service, from the procurement of raw materials through the
production of intermediate inputs to the distribution of the product
to ultimate buyers. Supply chain management involves all economic
decisions along this chain, including product design, the choice of inputs
at each stage, the choice of which suppliers to use, transportation of
both inputs and final products, inventory decisions at each point of the
chain, and ultimate pricing. No single firm controls all decisions along
the supply chain. Many firms, each with their own management and
shareholders, make decisions that must be coordinated.

Real-world contracts reflect the need for this coordination. We
observe in supply chains an extraordinarily rich array of agreements.
Contracts may specify complex nonlinear pricing schedules. Contrac-
tual restrictions may be imposed on input suppliers well beyond the
obligation to supply at a specified price. Restrictions imposed on
downstream firms include restraints on prices or territories, exclusiv-
ity requirements of various types, or minimum quantities. We observe
inventory risk-sharing arrangements, e.g. buy-back contracts in which
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1.2 The Aim of This Monograph 149

an input supplier agrees to purchase unsold inventory; revenue-sharing
and other royalty agreements; loyalty contracts, including market share
discounts; and so on.

Why do supply chain contracts take the forms that they do? Which
contracts should firms adopt in a given market environment? Exist-
ing surveys of the theory underlying these questions approach the area
from either the management science perspective (e.g., [33]) or from
the perspective developed in the economics literature (e.g., [97]).1 This
separation reflects a division in the community of scholars working in
the area, coming largely from either management science or economics.
In reference to one of the principal economic approaches to the question,
the transactions-cost-economics (TCE) approach, Williamson [200]
writes “. . . some cross-referencing between the TCE and supply chain
literatures notwithstanding, these two are mainly disjunct. Arguably,
the complementarities and tensions between them should be more
fully worked up [and] this could be the beginning of a constructive
conversation.”

1.2 The Aim of This Monograph

Like other areas in operations management and management science,
the theory of supply chain decisions has expanded from its traditional
domain of operations optimization by a single decision maker towards
the coordination of the incentives and decisions of multiple firms. The
theme of this monograph is that as supply chain management moves
from a focus on optimization problems to issues of coordination, a closer
link to the underlying economic foundations is essential. We offer a
synthesis of the economic foundations of supply chain contracts.

A review of all of the relevant economics would require volumes.
Accordingly, our treatment is selective, incorporating elements of eco-
nomic theory that we believe will be of most value to our intended
readers, students and scholars of management science and operations
management. “Economic foundations” herein refers to the alignment

1 Our focus is on the theory of supply chain contracts. Lafontaine and Slade [116] offer an
excellent review of the empirical evidence on inter-firm contracts.
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of incentives by contracts to achieve maximum benefits for firms along
supply chains.

1.3 Our Approach

The conceptual starting point for understanding contracts along a
supply chain is, ironically, a theoretical benchmark under which there
are no contracts. Consider a good being produced in a perfectly com-
petitive upstream market, and distributed by a perfectly competi-
tive downstream market. (Let us call the firms “manufacturers” and
“retailers” for concreteness.) The only decisions in this ideal market
environment are quantity decisions, as prices are outside the control of
any single firm. And these quantity decisions are coordinated perfectly
along the supply chain by the price system. Indeed, in an economy
with perfect markets the price system alone conveys all the informa-
tion that is needed for individuals to make decisions that are in the
best interest of the society as a whole [52, 178]. The efficiency of simple
price-mediated exchange along a supply chain under perfect market
conditions is Adam Smith’s “invisible-hand theorem” writ small. With
the price system acting as an invisible hand there is no need for any
inter-personal or inter-firm contracts at all. Firms along a supply chain
make the same decisions as if they costlessly met and decided on each
detail of their production plans. Contracts play no role.

The price system in reality, not just in theory, provides the central
mechanism for coordination of decisions along a supply chain. Con-
sider, for example, the decisions of all parties who produce inputs into
a pencil: the graphite miners, the lumberjacks, the mill operators, the
final producers and the retail distributors. These parties are not mem-
bers of a single, huge multi-party contract or planning committee. They
interact anonymously for the most part, each maximizing profit given
prevailing prices [159]. In maximizing its own interest given the prices
along the supply chain, each party makes more or less efficient decisions.

But not perfectly efficient decisions. If the price system functioned
as well in reality as in the abstract theory then we would see no con-
tracts. The invisible hand theorem, in other words, tells us that we
must depart from the perfect market benchmark to explain contracts.
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Introducing any particular deviation from the perfect market setting
gives rise to specific incentive distortions, i.e., specific failures of the
price system. The economic theory of supply chain management can
be thought of as a mapping from “imperfections” in the economic con-
ditions, to incentive distortions, and then to contracts that optimally
resolve the incentive distortions:

Market imperfections → Incentive Distortions → Contracts

In the domain of this mapping lie a large number of potential
market imperfections. One is the market power that firms have in set-
ting prices. Firms rarely take prices as outside their control. A second
departure from the ideal world arises from uncertainty. Demand and
costs are never entirely predictable. This would create no incentive
problems with a sufficiently rich set of futures markets and insurance
markets, as in the Arrow–Debreu model.2 In reality, this set of markets
is incomplete. The price system fails, and the coordination problem
arises, whenever some markets are missing.3

One source of missing markets is asymmetric information. Down-
stream firms such as retailers are often better informed about the state
of demand in their market than upstream producers. Alternatively,
as in the case of innovators with special knowledge of the value of
their innovations, information may be superior at the upstream stage.
Exchanges cannot be made contingent upon events that are not jointly
observed. Consumer information is also limited. Consumers may be
influenced in their demand by retailers’ actions such as sales effort, or
the provision of information. Outlets must attract consumers through
advertising and other product promotions because of limited consumer
information. These are merely some examples of departures from the
ideal of perfect markets.

2 Specifically, the economic theory of exchange in perfectly competitive markets assumes a
complete set of markets for contingent commodities [52] or a complete set of securities
markets with ex post markets for goods [11]. A contingent commodity is a good specified
not just by its physical characteristics but also by the date and “state of the world” in
which it is to be delivered.

3 The phrase “missing markets” encompasses all imperfections including market power,
which is the absence of competitive markets.
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Moving from the domain of the mapping to its range (observed
contracts), contractual relations can be thought of as falling along a
spectrum representing the degree of centralization. At one end of this
spectrum is uniform pricing: a contract in which the seller states a price
and the buyer chooses a quantity. At the other end is the vertically
integrated or centralized firm.

In the supply chain literature both within the theory of manage-
ment and traditional neoclassical economics, the concept of vertical
integration or a centralized firm owning the entire supply chain has
come to mean, usually implicitly, a contract in which all decisions are
taken in the interest of the integrated firm. For example, the literature
often asks when particular contracts can achieve the “first-best” profits
that would be earned by a vertically integrated firm coordinating all
decisions at zero cost.4

Against the benchmark of the centralized firm one can assess
the performance of “minimally intrusive” or “minimally sufficient”
contracts that restrict a smallest subset of the actions of contractual
parties. The search for the simplest contracts that can achieve the cen-
tralized solution is an implicit recognition of costs of writing and enforc-
ing complex contracts. Minimal contracts are more easily enforced than
contracts dictating all the actions of agents involved. For example, in
the classic paper by Pasternack [153], a contract providing for the buy-
back of a retailer’s inventory at an agreed upon buyback price will
elicit first-best retailer decisions on inventory. Implicit in this theory
is the assumption that contracting directly over inventory is infeasible,
or problematic for reasons outside the model.

In systematically analyzing contracts in this monograph, we will
identify the source of the failure of the simple price contract in terms of
the externalities introduced by the market conditions. An externality,

4 The hypothetical costless, complete contract represented by the centralized firm is a very
useful benchmark. In reality, however, incentive distortions arise even within the firm. The
decision between undertaking a particular set of transactions through a market or within
a firm involves a tradeoff between the costs of imperfections in the market — transactions
costs, in economic terminology — with the transactions costs of allocations within the
firm. While the main focus of this monograph is on the set of inter-firm contracts that
align incentives along a supply chain, we will synthesize as well key contributions to the
Coasian (1937) question of whether to transact in a market or within a firm.
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in our context, is a failure of a firm (or individual) to capture the
full benefits and costs of its decisions to contract partners along a
supply chain. Having identified particular externalities at the heart of
the “market failure” of the price system, we then design contracts that
resolve the distortions in a minimally intrusive way. Note that while
perfectly competitive markets yield the socially efficient outcome, con-
tracts that arise as a response to missing markets will be structured to
achieve privately efficient outcomes for the firms with market power.
The use of contracts to achieve privately efficient outcomes may or
may not increase social surplus. The focus of this monograph is on the
private incentives for coordination and not on the appropriate policy
towards restrictions on contracting. Iacobucci and Winter [89] offer an
overview of the law and economics of placing imposing restrictions on
the contracts that market participants may enter.

We organize the synthesis of supply chain contracts according to
a single dimension of the market environment: the market structures
for which contracts are designed. These are depicted in Figure 1.1.

Fig. 1.1 Market structures.
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For brevity, we refer to the market structures as 1–1 for the two-
stage monopoly; 1–2 for the upstream monopoly facing a downstream
duopoly; and 2–1 for the upstream assembly problem and common
agency problem in which two upstream firms face a single downstream
firm. In our review, we take the market structure as exogenous for the
most part.

1.4 Plan

As practical background, we provide in Section 2 an overview of
evidence on the nature and frequency of specific supply chain contracts.
We then offer in Section 3 some brief remarks on methodology concern-
ing the application of economic theory to supply chain contracting.
The basic setting, perfect markets, is reviewed in Section 4 of the
monograph. The simplest departure from perfect markets is the intro-
duction of market power, which we examine in Section 5 via the
assumption of a single monopolist upstream, facing a competitive down-
stream market. Section 6 considers contracts in a standard framework:
one firm operates at each of two levels of a supply chain. Section 7 adds
imperfect competition downstream. Section 8 considers contracts in a
setting with a single downstream firm and multiple upstream firms,
including the case of a single incumbent firm facing potential entry.
Section 9 reviews the role of contracts in competing supply chains (each
chain with a single firm at each level). In Sections 10 and 11 we offer
overviews of the dynamics of supply chain contracting as well as an
explicit asymmetric information approach to contracting. Section 12
reviews the key contributions to the fundamental issues of vertical
integration, investment in specific assets, and long run or relational
contracting. We consider as well the economic theory on the role of rep-
utational forces in resolving incentive distortions. Section 13 concludes
the monograph with an overview of additional issues in the economics
of supply chain contracting.



2
Background: Supply Chain Contracts in Practice

This section delineates the range of contracts — pricing strategies,
sharing strategies, restrictions and additional contractual rights and
options — that are adopted in practice. We review a wider range of
contracts that has been analyzed in the management science literature
to date.

The simplest contract between a buyer and a seller involves uniform
pricing. Under this contract, an upstream firm sets a price for an input
at which downstream firms are free to purchase any quantity they want.
At the other end of the spectrum of contractual relations is complete
vertical integration, in which all aspects of a transaction are internalized
within a single firm. We review contracts lying along this spectrum. We
also discuss the feasibility of various contracts in terms of monitoring
requirements, enforceability and legal requirements. (We refer to any
contract beyond uniform pricing as a complex contract.)

2.1 Pricing Strategies

While uniform pricing is the simplest supply chain contract, “pricing”
captures a wide range of strategies. We discuss here two dimensions
along which pricing contracts vary: the mechanisms for adjustment of
prices over time and the various forms of non-linear pricing.

155
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Price adjustment clauses: As Lafontaine and Slade [116] note that even
uniform pricing contracts can be long term, and often allow for the
adjustment of the prices to changing circumstances. In cost-plus con-
tracts, prices automatically adjust to changing costs. The wholesale
price may be set at a specified fraction of the retail price. In gen-
eral, clauses that specify how prices may be adjusted over time can be
categorized into redetermination and renegotiation clauses [48, 116].
Redetermination clauses specify formulae that determine precisely the
adjustment of prices. The price may increase over time at a fixed rate;
it may be tied to a raw-materials price index; or to the spot price of
an output. Renegotiation clauses, on the other hand, specify a pro-
cess rather than a rule for determining an adjustment in the price.
A renegotiation clause may come into force once costs or external prices
have gone outside specified limits.1 A renegotiation clause, or even a
clause related to pricing of an input to be developed in the future,
may contain seemingly vague phrases such as “on commercial terms”
or “fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory”.2 The clause may specify
a process for price offers and responses during negotiation, and may
allow for arbitration.

The price adjustments in a contract may be a function of prices in
other contracts. For example, a contract between a buyer and a seller
may dictate that if another buyer (e.g., a rival) receives a better price
from the seller, the buyer in the contract is refunded the difference
in prices. In other words, the buyer is guaranteed the lowest price for
the seller’s input. This is referred to as a most-favored-nations (MFN)
clause in a contract. Parallel to the MFN contract is a contract that
refers to future opportunities that may arise for the buyer in the market.
A meeting-competition clause guarantees to the buyer that the seller

1 For example, Goldberg and Erickson [71] in a study of contracts for petroleum coke, in
which over 90% of the contracts contained a price adjustment, found some contracts that
called for renegotiation when the crude oil price was above or below some limits. Other
contracts allowed for price adjustment indexed to crude oil prices. After the oil crisis of
1973, when market volatility increased substantially, many indexing clauses were replaced
by renegotiation clauses.

2 Fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory terms (FRAND) is a phrase often required by
standard-setting organizations for members that participate in the organizations. (Stan-
dards ensure compatibility and interoperability of devices manufactured by different com-
panies.)
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will match future prices that become available to the buyer from other
sources.

Nonlinear pricing : A general nonlinear pricing schedule is an increasing
function R(q) announced by a seller. Buyers react to this announced
schedule with their individual choices of quantity and payment,
[q,R(q)]. Non-linear pricing can thus be interpreted as a menu of
quantity–payment pairs from which the buyer can choose.

The class of nonlinear pricing schemes includes many specific sub-
classes. The simplest class is quantity discounts. Block pricing refers
to the setting of piece-wise linear revenue schedules, and is used in
electricity pricing, for example. Two-part pricing involves the set-
ting of a fixed fee, f , in addition to a constant variable price p, i.e.,
R(q) = f + pq. Two-part pricing is common in franchise contracts and
observed throughout the economy [112]. Credit cards that charge an
annual fee plus a per-transaction fee, membership discount stores that
require an annual fee for admission, telephone service with a monthly
fee and a call fee per minute, are all examples. Amusement parks charge
for admission as well as for individual rides within the parks (hence the
name “Disneyland Pricing” sometimes attached to two-part tariffs).3

A generalization of two-part pricing is the offer to buyers of a menu of
two-part pricing schedules, from which buyers may choose. Any convex
nonlinear pricing schedule can be implemented via the offer of a menu
of two-part prices [190].

The fixed fee in two-part pricing contracts need not be positive.
Slotting allowances are fixed fees paid by grocery manufacturers for
the right to have their products carried by stores. Sometimes the fixed
payment is in exchange for the right to prominent shelf or display loca-
tions [172].

Nonlinear pricing includes as well take-or-pay contracts, in which the
seller receives a minimum payment for a specified quantity, whether or
not that quantity is taken by the buyer. In this case R(q) includes a
fixed fee, with R′(q) = 0 up to the minimum purchase quantity, and

3 “Disneyland pricing” refers specifically to two-part pricing in which the variable price
exceeds marginal cost [146]. We note that Disneyland Inc. no longer uses Disneyland
pricing.
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may be linear beyond that quantity. In a retail market, this is essen-
tially equivalent to quantity forcing, in which a downstream retailer is
required to sell a minimum amount of an input. Contracts are observed
in the food industry and elsewhere in which the buyer has an option
to purchase an amount up a given quantity, B, at a fixed price, and
the supplier has the right to sell a minimum amount, A < B, at the
fixed price. This is an example of explicitly incomplete contract, in
which prices for amounts outside the range [A,B] are left up to ex post
negotiation.

We set aside, for the most part, the richest set of pricing strate-
gies: strategies aimed at price discrimination. The incentives for price
discrimination, reviewed by Varian [196], has not been central in the
literature on supply chain contracting.

2.2 Sharing Contracts

By sharing contracts, we mean contracts in which the payment from a
buyer to a seller is a function of variables other than quantity pur-
chased. Royalty payments depend on the quantity sold or revenue
earned downstream by an input purchaser. Franchises typically pay
revenue royalties, and video rental stores enjoyed a surge in profitability
when their contracts with movie distributors were switched to revenue
royalties [38, 140]. Contracts that involve the transfer of rights, such as
patent rights, often contain output royalties [66].

Share-based royalties depend on the share of the buyer’s purchases
of a class of inputs that the seller provides. For example, a discount
in price may be offered if the buyer agrees to use the seller’s input for
more than 90 percent of its needs. This is one form of a loyalty contract.

2.3 Options

Contracts can contain many kinds of options that affect the ultimate
payment by the buyer to the seller. A right-of-first-refusal is an option
for the seller to meet the price offered to the buyer by another seller.
A buyer or a seller may have the option to purchase or to sell additional
units at specified prices. In the case of the buyer’s option, this is simply
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part of a nonlinear pricing schedule; the seller’s option represents is
distinct from nonlinear pricing.

Inventory buybacks and returns are often observed in supply chains.
Wholesale suppliers of books, magazines, newspaper and other prod-
ucts often accept returns of unsold inventory, at a contractually agreed
upon buyback price. Beyond printed material, returns policies are used
for recorded music, computer hardware and software, greeting cards,
and pharmaceuticals [152]. Buyback options are used most often when
the product has a very low marginal cost of production relative to
market value, as these examples suggest. In Japan, returns policies are
used more often than in the U.S., and for products including consumer
durables, furniture and even soft goods such as apparel [131]. Under a
consignment contract, the manufacturer maintains control over retail
inventory levels and full responsibility for all unsold inventory. A quan-
tity flexibility contract obligates a manufacturer to meet orders within
specified lower and upper limits, essentially placing a bound on the
amount of unsold inventory for which the manufacturer is responsible.

Channel rebates are arrangements where a manufacturer reimburses
a retailer based on the units sold. Under a linear rebate scheme the
retailer is paid for each unit sold while a target rebate offers a per-
unit reimbursement for each unit sold above a target level. Capacity
reservation contracts are option contracts allowing a firm to reserve
production capacity at its supplier. In a model with uncertainty and
inventory, the amount that a retailer sells can differ from the amount
that the retailer buys. All the contracts discussed fall within the class
of (possibly nonlinear) payments to the manufacturer as a function of
the amount purchased and amount sold at the retail level.

2.4 Vertical Restraints

Vertical price restraints: Moving beyond the payment form itself, sup-
ply chain contracts often involve restrictions on the actions of par-
ties, the downstream firm in particular. Vertical price restraints, or
resale price maintenance involve restrictions (most often a price floor)
imposed by an upstream firm on resale prices set by a downstream
distributor. Vertical price floors have been imposed on retailers of a
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wide cross-section of products: clothing, skis and other sports equip-
ment, watches, jewelry, luxury goods of all kinds, candy, beer, bread,
floor wax, furniture polish, milk, toilet paper, cereal, canned soup,
books, shoes, mattresses, large appliances, and automobiles, to name a
few [90, 150]. Products in virtually every category have been subject to
resale price maintenance at one time or another, and estimates of the
proportion of retail sales that have been subject to resale price mainte-
nance range as high as 25% in the U.K. and 4%–10% in the U.S. [168,
p. 549]. In Canada, before the law prohibiting resale price maintenance
was enacted in 1951, an estimated 20% of goods sold through gro-
cery stores and 60% sold through drugstores were ‘fair-traded’ [150,
p. 153, 155].

Restraints may be imposed on relative prices rather than absolute
prices. A restraint may restrict the size of a discount that can be offered
on one product variety, for example. Or a restraint may specify that a
downstream retailer not sell the upstream firm’s product at a higher
price than the price for a product of rival firms. For example, restric-
tions by some credit card companies prohibit merchants from charging
more for transactions under one credit card than under another.4

Customer restrictions involve restraints on the set of buyers to
whom a reseller may sell a product. Sometimes, for example, an
upstream supplier may retain large customers to deal with directly
rather than have those customers contract with a downstream distribu-
tor of the supplier’s products.5 Territorial restrictions involve contracts

4 Restraints in contracts are traditionally viewed as strictly enforced constraints, designed
with the expectation that parties to the contract will maximize profit subject to the
restraint. The property-rights approach to contracts [75, 80, 82] reviewed in Section 12
of this monograph takes a different perspective on some restraints. To take an example,
consider an exclusivity restraint providing that a dealer be the sole reseller within a given
geographical area. The property-rights theory (PRT) interprets this as the assignment of
decision rights — the right to add a second dealer to the area — to the dealer in the
contract. The efficient decision as to the entry of a second dealer will be taken ex post,
as the upstream manufacturer and first dealer will maximize joint profits, but a larger
share of the gains from the additional dealer accrue to the first dealer under the territorial
“restraint”. The restraint is more accurately seen as an initial assignment of decision rights
or property rights to the extent that renegotiation is a possibility. See ref. [136] for the
empirical test of a PRT model applied to vertical territorial restraints.

5 The White Motor Company, a truck manufacturer, prevented downstream resellers from
selling to large customers; see White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. 253 (1963).
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on where a retailer (e.g., a dealer) may locate or sell. In some cases, ter-
ritorial restrictions go as far as disallowing sales to customers located
outside the dealer’s designated area. Territorial restrictions represent
a combination of a restriction and protection. Because they are also
imposed on other resellers, the restrictions offer the reseller protec-
tion against horizontal competition. In some contracts, e.g., franchise
contracts and automobile dealership contracts, this protection is pro-
vided by a slightly different form of territorial restriction: that the
upstream manufacturer cannot sell a new franchise or dealership within
a specified distance from the franchise under contract. In some cases,
territorial and price restraints may be combined: in Eastern Scientific
Co. v. Wild Heerbrugg Instruments6 the defendant distributed its prod-
uct through a system where each distributor was bound by a price floor
outside its territory but not within.

Bundling of two products refers to the sale of two products as a
package, in a fixed ratio of quantities. Mixed bundling, a variation on
this, refers to discounts offered if products are purchased as a bundle, so
that the buyer has the option of purchasing a single product or a pack-
age. Mixed bundling is familiar in fast food restaurants, for example.

Requirements tying, or simply tying, stipulates that the buyer pur-
chase all of its requirements of an input B from the seller if the buyer
is to purchase input A from the seller. IBM, for example, required
purchasers of its adding machines to buy all of their requirements of
cardboard cards from IBM as well. Standard Stations supplied gaso-
line to dealers on the condition that the dealers purchase their entire
requirements of other inputs from a specified set of suppliers.7 Fran-
chisors have sometimes required that franchisees purchase all input
requirements from them when this restraint has been legal.8

Exclusivity restrictions may be imposed on downstream buyers or
on upstream suppliers in a contract. That is, buyer’s purchases from
another seller may be ruled out, or sales to rivals of the buyer may
be prohibited. Of retail sales through independent retailers, more than
one third was found to be subject to some form of exclusive dealing

6 F.2d 883 (lst Cir.), cert. denied, 99 S. Ct. 112 (1978).
7Standard Stations of California v. U.S.
8 See Chicken Delight, Inc., 448 F.2d 43 (9th Cir. 1971).
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in a recent study [114, 194]. A well-known example of exclusivity is in
the Standard Fashions case,9 in which the supplier of dress patterns
reduced its wholesale price, by half in some cases, in return for exclu-
sivity on the part of department stores.

2.5 Feasibility of Various Contracts

2.5.1 Monitoring and Arbitrage

This monograph explains the incentives for contracts of various forms
in supply chains, but the choice of contracts depends of course on which
restraints or payment schemes are feasible. Some discussion of the fea-
sibility of various contracts is therefore important.

If a seller has no control over arbitrage, that is, if resale of its
products among any parties can take place at zero transaction costs,
then uniform pricing is the only feasible contract. No more complex
contract can be implemented. An attempt to implement a nonlinear
pricing scheme, for example, would lead arbitrageurs to purchase the
amount that minimized the average price paid per unit, then re-sell the
units to downstream firms at this average price. And any attempt to
impose a restraint on a downstream firm would be undone by resale to
firms that had no contractual relationship with the supplier and were
therefore free of the restraint.

If the monitoring ability of the upstream supplier is limited to
detecting sales of a product by agents outside a designated set of
purchasers (but the manufacturer cannot monitor resale among the
designated agents) then two-part pricing is the most complicated con-
tract feasible. Any attempt at a more complex nonlinear pricing scheme
would lead to arbitrage among the downstream firms that have paid
the fixed fee.

Contracts with restrictions require monitoring even beyond the pre-
vention of arbitrage. The manufacturer can impose a restraint on prices,
territories, tying, customer restrictions only if it can monitor whether
the restraint is being followed. For example, if a manufacturer can mon-
itor whether or not a downstream reseller is selling its rival’s products

9 See Standard Fashion v. Magrane-Houston Co., U.S., 1922.
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(but not necessarily how much of those products it sells) then it can
enforce exclusivity contracts. Similarly for upstream exclusivity con-
tracts. If the manufacturer can determine from the reseller’s accounts
not just whether the retailer is selling rivals’ products but how much
of its sales are in rivals’ products, and the share of the reseller’s sales
that it captures, it can enforce market share contracts. In the case of
inventory buybacks of paperback books or magazines, the retailer may
be required simply to rip off the front cover and return it (as proof of
inventory not sold).

In some cases, the monitoring itself is decentralized. Resale price
maintenance, in the case of a vertically imposed price floor, is monitored
by competing retailers, who have the incentive to report violations of
a resale price maintenance agreement. (Resale price maintenance cases
often start with complaints by one retailer about violations of a resale
price maintenance agreement by another retailer.) The same cannot be
said of vertical price ceilings.

2.5.2 Legal Restrictions

The history of antitrust restrictions on vertical restraints is long, com-
plicated and the subject of many papers and books itself. The trends
in antitrust law in this area have been heavily influenced recently by
economic analysis of the efficiency roles of restraints in supply chain
contracting. The central issue in legal cases involving vertical restraints
is increasingly whether the restraint in question is designed to serve
the role of efficiently coordinating incentives along a supply chain, or
whether it is designed to lessen competition among rivals at some stage
of the supply chain.

For scholars analyzing the design of optimal supply chain contracts,
we summarize briefly the law on vertical restraints. First, territorial
restraints have been effectively per se legal since Continental Televi-
sion v. GTE Sylvania, 433 U.S. 36 (1977). Vertical price ceilings have
been effectively legal since State Oil Co. v. Khan, 522 U.S. 3 (1997)
overturned Albrecht v. Herald Co., 390 U.S. 145 (1968).

Minimum resale price maintenance, or vertical price floors are by
far the most important vertical restraint [207]. The law on vertical price
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floors recently changed in the U.S. with the Supreme Court decision
in Leegin Creative Leather Products, Inc. v. PSKS, Inc., 551 U.S. 877
(2007). In this case the Court reversed a doctrine from 1911 that ver-
tical price restraints were illegal per se under Section 1 of the Sherman
Act.10 Leegin replacing the older doctrine with the rule of reason under
which the efficiency of the restraint and its potential anticompetitive
effects must both be considered. The burden of proof in resale price
maintenance cases requires further clarification in the common law,
but appears to rest on the defendant, who must demonstrate that the
practice has a legitimate role.11

While the status of resale price maintenance is generally described
as per se illegal prior to Leegin, there was (and remains) an important
exception to the restriction under the Colgate doctrine.12 The Colgate
doctrine, which has varied in scope over time, allows a manufacturer
to establish a vertical price floor providing this is done unilaterally as
part of the manufacturer’s design of a distribution system. A manufac-
turer risks conviction under Sherman Act if it discusses the price floor
with retailers (even prior to terminating a retailer) since this could be
interpreted as a conspiracy to raise prices in violation of the Sherman
Act. But is free to design a vertical price floor in a way that satisfies
unilaterality. In practice, even after Leegin lawyers continue to design
“Colgate programs” for their corporate clients for the purpose of ensur-
ing that vertical price floors are covered by the Colgate exemption.

The upshot for scholars in this area is that in designing optimal
contracts, vertical price floors should not be dismissed as a potential
instrument for aligning incentives on the basis that it is prohibited. The
law places some restrictions on the use of this instrument, but resale
price maintenance is, after Leegin, more easily implemented. And the
Colgate doctrine continues to offer significant scope for implementing
the practice. For scholars focussed on the positive economic question
of why firms adopt resale price maintenance, there is a very large set
of cases available as evidence (see, e.g., [90]).

10Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. John D. Park & Sons Co., 220 U.S. 373 (1911).
11 See, e.g., Federal Trade Commission ruling Modifying the Order in the Nine West Resale

Price Maintenance Case (May 6, 2008).
12 See Supreme Court’s ruling in U.S. v. Colgate & Co., 250 U.S. 300 (1919).
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With respect to other vertical restraints such as tying or exclusive
dealing and supply chain contracts in general, the law is, increasingly
influenced by economic theory and analysis of the incentive-alignment
role of supply chain contracts. Judging from recent legal history,
scholars in both economics and management science can potentially
influence the continued trend in the law towards stronger economic
foundations. The analysis of supply chain contracts can add not just
to the normative management question of the optimal design of con-
tracts for supply chain efficiency, or the positive economic question of
explaining existing contracts, but for a third issue: the normative policy
question of the socially optimal legal or regulatory restrictions on the
set of contracts.



3
Remarks on Methodology

The fundamentals of supply chain management draw on the economics
of contracts and game theory in general. It is helpful to discuss at the
outset a number of methodological issues regarding the application of
the theory. The first of these concerns theorems on the existence of
Nash equilibrium in supply chain management models.1 It is common
in applied microeconomics to adopt very stylized models. In industrial
organization, the field of economics that the supply chain coordina-
tion literature draws upon, models often yield existence of equilibria
for some parameter values but not for others. (The canonical model of
Bertrand competition with differentiated products is an example. For
this model a pure strategy equilibrium usually fails to exist if the degree
of differentiation is positive but small.) Models in industrial organiza-
tion including supply chain organization are useful simply to capture
the logic and intuition of economic arguments. As long as existence of
equilibrium can be assured for a wide range of parameters, the model

1 Examples of papers that develop existence theorems include refs. [22, 45, 125].
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is considered useful. Theorems on the general existence of equilibrium
within supply chain models we believe to be of limited interest.2

A related methodological point is our application of what is called
the “first-order” approach in contract theory. This approach assumes
that first-order conditions are not only necessary but sufficient for the
agent’s optimal decisions within a principal–agent model. In setting
up optimal contracting problems under this approach, incentive com-
patibility conditions are replaced by the agent’s first-order conditions.
Rogerson [163] and Grossman and Hart [74] provide conditions under
which this approach is valid in the principal–agent model. The approach
is common in applied incentive theory generally.

The first two methodological points, existence and the first-order
approach, are connected by a common assumption of quasi-concavity
of payoff functions. Quasi-concavity is sufficient for existence of pure
strategy equilibrium in game theory models [61] and as a property of
agent utility is sufficient for the first-order approach in incentive theory.

A third remark on methodology concerns the formulation of the
optimal contracting problem. We assume for the most part in our
synthesis that lump sum transfers are possible among firms and that
the firms are risk-neutral. An optimal contract under these conditions
and symmetric information at the time of contracting, can be char-
acterized as maximizing the sum of expected profits. The assumption
of wealth transfers is essentially that parties can set prices for infra-
marginal units different from the prices for marginal units. In practice,
we observe many mechanisms to implement wealth transfers. Two-part
pricing, quantity discounts, slotting fees — all of these instruments
act to transfer wealth between parties without distorting incentives
by changing marginal prices. The assumption that contracts maximize
combined wealth, which dates back at least to Coase [43], is the nat-
ural first step to take in understanding the role of complex contracts.
Any model that rules out lump sum transfers must — to be internally
consistent — build in the reasons that such lump sums are not fea-
sible. (One such reason would be the combination of uncertainty and

2 In general equilibrium theory, in contrast, the most basic theorem of economics is the
existence of an equilibrium that can support a Pareto optimal allocation of resources [52].
In general equilibrium models, existence theorems are fundamental.
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limited wealth on the part of firms.) We offer some remarks at various
points, especially in the section on asymmetric information, about the
robustness of results to relaxing our assumption of transferable utility.3

Since our focus is on the simplest contracts that can achieve effi-
ciency, and because we assume transferable utility, we do not focus on
the allocation of profits among different firms in the supply chain. In
contrast, bargaining and cooperative game theory approaches in supply
chain management are concerned precisely with the issue of how prof-
its are allocated in supply chains. In a recent review, Bernstein and
Nagarajan [24] discuss both non-cooperative and cooperative models
in supply chain management. The review of cooperative game theory
and bargaining models presents results from the “atomic model” (our
1–1 structure) and then discusses bargaining solution concepts in more
complex supply chain structures. With its focus on the allocation of
profits in a supply chain, the bargaining approach is complementary to
the non-cooperative approach that we follow. The approach we review
in this monograph, mapping market conditions to observed contracts
by characterizing externalities and distortions, can generate testable
implications. For example, resale price maintenance can elicit efficient
inventory levels in the 1–2 market structure under uncertainty, and
would dominate uniform pricing.

A final remark on methodology concerns what we could call implicit
versus explicit assumptions of asymmetry in information between a
downstream firm and an upstream firm. In most of the models that we
will discuss, the upstream and downstream firm can contract on a range
of variables — price, quantity, etc. A complete contract would simply
specify all decisions (as assumed to happen in a “centralized solution”).
When we ask whether efficient inventory, downstream pricing or other
decisions, can be elicited in the model, we are asking whether a contract
simpler than the complete contract can achieve first-best incentives.

3 Many papers in the supply chain contracting literature do not adopt the framework of joint
wealth maximization and transferable utility. Lariviere and Porteus [117] restrict attention
to a price-only contract and analyze the efficiency of supply chain decisions under this
constraint on contracts — assuming a single manufacturer and a single retailer. Perakis
and Roels [154] characterize the efficiency of various other supply chain configurations
including assembly systems and supply chains with a single manufacturer and multiple
retailers.
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By assuming that the simpler contract is feasible but the full contract
is not, we are implicitly relying on some form of asymmetric information
or non-contractibility.4

All of these methodological points follow from our perspective on
the basic purpose of economic theory in supply chain management.
None of the models that we survey has been or could be used as a com-
pletely realistic and operational description of real-world supply chains.
None could be used to estimate numerically the optimal parameters of
a supply chain contract. Management science has a strong tradition
of applying models to find optimal solutions to practical problems.
In the area of supply chain contracting, however, as in the economics of
industrial organization generally, the main role of models is to provide
intuition and testable implications. To explain any particular incentive
distortion and associated contract in supply chains, the simplest model
is always preferred. The simplest model illuminates the forces at work
with the greatest clarity.

4 The distinction between complete and incomplete contracting has come to take on a
second meaning in the contracting literature. A complete contract in the second sense is
a contract that is the most general one possible under the information assumptions of
the model. See ref. [191]. An incomplete contract involves an exogenous, arguably ad hoc,
restriction of some kind on the set of feasible contracts. For example, assuming away any
kind of lump-sum transfers is generally ad hoc.



4
The Benchmark: Perfectly Competitive Markets

The starting point for understanding the optimality of complex con-
tracts in coordinating decisions along supply chains is, ironically, a
world in which contracts are completely unnecessary: perfectly compet-
itive markets. As we explain in the introduction, the most fundamental
of all economic principles is under that ideal market conditions, the
price system alone elicits incentives perfectly. This section sets out this
theorem.

The perfect markets benchmark is abstract and a far cry from the
complexities of real world supply chains. But as a conceptual starting
point the theorem is essential. The benchmark set of conditions is an
ideal from which departures will be taken to understand why supply
chains contracts are organized the way that they are.

A perfectly competitive market is one with zero transactions costs,
a homogenous product produced by all firms, perfect knowledge on
the part of market participants, and zero market power in the sense
that each firm takes prices as given. Consider a pair of vertically
related, perfectly competitive markets; see Figure 1.1(a). In the down-
stream market, a large number of firms compete. All firms share
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the same production technology, described by a production function
q = F (x0,x1, . . . ,xn) that gives the firm’s output q as a function of the
quantities of inputs x = (x0,x1, . . . ,xn).1 We assume throughout that F

is differentiable and that it obeys Inada conditions: as xi approaches 0,
∂F/∂xi approaches ∞. (The Inada conditions guarantee interior solu-
tions.) It will be convenient to assume that F is homothetic, i.e., that
F = h(G(x)) for some linear homogenous function G and strictly mono-
tonic function h. We can allow for variable proportions, i.e., substitution
among inputs. Our consideration of supply chain contracts in subse-
quent sections will often involve fixed proportions.2

Given input prices w = (w0,w1, . . . ,wn), the cost function for a firm
is defined as C(q) = min[w · x|F (x) = q]. The average cost curve is
defined as c(q) = C(q)/q. The demand side of the market is represented
by a demand function, Q(p), and we let P (q) represent the inverse of
this demand curve.

Technology is often assumed to exhibit constant returns to scale.3

Constant returns to scale in the production function leads to flat aver-
age cost curves. Or the production function may be assumed to yield
U-shaped average cost curves (which indicate returns to scale that
are initially increasing, then decreasing). Economists often generate
U-shaped average cost curves with an assumption that some factor,
such as CEO managerial capacity, is inherently fixed. This captures
the fact that firms cannot in reality simply duplicate their production
processes without limit. To generate U-shaped cost curves we shall take
the first factor, 0, as the fixed factor, giving it a value of 1 for each firm.
The firm technology is therefore described by q = F (1,x1,x2, . . .) where
the function F exhibits constant returns to scale. The U-shaped average
cost curve is due entirely to the fixed amount of the first factor.

1 The production function is entirely a description of the physical process available for
production; markets or any considerations of the organization of production do not enter.

2 A production function with fixed proportions is characterized by a vector (a1, . . . ,an), with

F (x0, x1, . . . ,xn) = min(a1x1, . . . ,anxn)

For example, the assembly of an automobile from parts requires 4 tires, 1 steering wheel
and so on. Note that in the case fixed proportions, inputs are perfect complements.

3 A production function F (x0,x1, . . . ,xn) involves constant returns to scale if, for any λ > 0,
F (λx0,λx1, . . . ,λxn) = λF (x0,x1, . . . ,xn).
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In a competitive market, the profit maximization problem faced by
any firm is4

max
x1,...,xn

π = pF (1,x1,x2, . . . ,xn) −
n∑

i=1

wixi (4.1)

A competitive equilibrium in the downstream market is a price equal
to the minimum average cost, p∗ = minq c(q); a quantity for each firm
q∗ = argminc(q); a total quantity q∗ = Q(p∗) and a number of firms
m∗ = Q∗/q∗. As is common, we ignore the constraint that the number
of firms in the market must be an integer. In this equilibrium, the
downstream firms all operate at minimum average cost and source each
input from an arbitrary set input suppliers. Firms earn zero economic
profit, but since costs include a normal rate of return to capital, the
accounting profits of firms are positive. The notion of a “supply chain”
does not apply in a competitive setting, since each downstream firm
simply purchases inputs from an input supplier without the need for a
“relationship” of any kind with the supplier.5

We can easily demonstrate the efficiency of the price system in
coordinating vertical incentives. Consider a single upstream firm and a
single downstream firm. The two firms may operate separately in the
competitive markets or as an integrated firm. Does vertical integra-
tion — that is, complete contracting at zero transactions and enforce-
ment costs — yield any gain in profits relative to price-mediated
exchange? If not, then the price system achieves first-best efficiency
because even complete contracting would not improve profits.

Let the upstream firm be the supplier of input 1 and, for simplicity,
assume that the upstream firm (and its competitors) produce at con-
stant unit cost c1. Suppose that the upstream firm integrates with a
downstream firm. The integrated firm solves the following problem

max
x1,...,xn

π = pF (1,x1,x2, . . . ,xn) − c1x1 −
n∑

i=2

wixi (4.2)

4 We can ignore the cost w0 in the profit maximization.
5 We will sometimes use the result that a competitive market behaves as a single, constant-
returns-to-scale, price-taking firm with all n + 1 inputs.
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Comparing this equation with (4.1), note that for input 1, the upstream
cost, c1, rather than the market price w1, enters the expression for
profit. But since in the competitive equilibrium without integration
w1 = c1, this problem is identical to the maximization problem solved
by a downstream firm prior to integration. The choices taken by the
downstream firm are, trivially, identical to the integrated firm. Incen-
tives are unchanged by integration. There is no incentive for verti-
cal integration. This result is both simple and deep. The price system
alone coordinates decisions perfectly along a supply chain under ideal
conditions.6

Uncertainty and competitive markets: Since so much of supply chain
economics and design involves decisions under uncertainty, especially
inventory decisions, it is important to extend the perfect-competition
benchmark to incorporate uncertainty. With the introduction of uncer-
tainty, the perfect-competition benchmark in economic theory becomes
even more abstract or distant from the practice of supply chain man-
agement than the framework outlined above. But it remains important
as a benchmark, so that we can understand incentives and contracts
as consequences of the gap between the real world and the theoretical
ideal.

Uncertainty is introduced into perfect competition, preserving the
fundamental theorem of the efficiency of competitive markets, via the
assumption of a complete set of contingent markets [52, Chapter 7].
Imagine — and it does take some imagination — that for every possible
future contingency or “state of the world” there is an ex ante market
today for delivery of each product contingent upon the state in the
future. For example, suppose that one can trade today in a frictionless
market for the delivery of lithium, at 9:43 am on November 14, 2028,
contingent upon the weather, state of innovation, population growth,
the election results in Kazakhstan, and any other exogenous variable.

6 The proof that the price system leads to efficient decisions under ideal conditions of perfect
competition is extremely simple, in the supply chain context, as we have shown. The sim-
plicity follows from the partial equilibrium nature of the model: prices outside the markets
of focus are taken as fixed. The Arrow–Debreu theorem on the efficiency of competitive
prices is much deeper in involving general equilibrium, the determination of all prices in a
market economy.
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With the introduction of these contingent markets, the economy with
uncertainty is “reduced to the previous case” of certainty simply by
extending the concept of a product to include delivery contingent upon
a particular state of the world. With a complete set of contingent
markets, and retaining assumptions of zero transactions costs and sym-
metric information, and various other assumptions such as convexity, a
perfectly competitive economy continues to achieve the ideal allocation
of resources [52]. As in the case of certainty, a version of this principle
holds for a supply chain: the price system alone elicits efficient quantity
decisions for all agents along the supply chain.

The perfectly competitive, complete-contingent-markets economy
is, to emphasize once again, useful not as a realistic description of real
world conditions but as a benchmark from which to analyze the impact
of departures from this ideal. In the following section, we start with the
simplest departure from the perfectly competitive economy.



5
Upstream Market Power

The perfectly competitive market setting analyzed in Section 4 includes
the assumption that many firms offer identical products at each vertical
stage. In this setting, if any single firm raised its price by even one
penny, the firm would lose all demand. Individual firm demand, in
other words, is perfectly elastic.

The simplest departure from this benchmark, to begin our explo-
ration of supply chain contracts, is to consider a firm facing demand
that is downward sloping. In other words, the firm has market power.
We take the simplest assumption of an upstream monopolist for one
of the inputs, input 1. The downstream market, and the markets for
inputs, i = 2, . . . ,n remain competitive.1

The incentive distortion introduced by market power is immedi-
ate. The input monopolist, with downward-sloping demand, sets price
w1 > c1 to maximize profits. Under the variable proportions assump-
tion, downstream firms then substitute away from the monopolized
input towards other inputs. These firms face the monopoly price for

1 We set aside consideration of market power in the downstream market, i.e., monopsony
power. Monopsony power involves a distortion analogous to the variable proportions dis-
tortion.
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the input, as their opportunity cost for purchasing additional units,
rather than being guided by the “correct” price which is the upstream
firm’s marginal cost. The input distortion, known as the variable pro-
portions distortion, is perhaps the most basic of all incentive distortions
in supply chains.

We elaborate in this section on the variable proportions distor-
tion and explore potential contractual resolutions to the distortion in
a framework of certainty. We then introduce uncertainty in market
demand into the framework and review the consequences of market
power for decentralization of optimal inventory decisions.

5.1 Certainty: The Variable Proportions Distortion

5.1.1 The Distortion

Consider, as in Section 4, a good produced by firms in a competitive
market with demand function Q(p). All have the production function
F (1,x1, . . . ,xn). The first input into production, x0, is fixed at 1 unit
for each firm.2 The second input, x1, is monopolized. All other inputs
i = 2, . . . ,n are competitively supplied at prices equal to their unit cost,
wi = ci.

The standard formulation of the upstream monopolist’s problem
starts with the definition of derived demand. The derived demand
for input x1 at a price w1 is the amount of input x1 that would be
purchased by the downstream competitive market facing input prices
(w1, c2, . . . , cn) for inputs 1, . . . ,n. For a formulation of the input demand
in terms of the technology F and the demand function Q(p), we refer
to [195]. It suffices here to represent the derived demand function as
q̃(w1). The monopolist’s optimal input price, w∗

1, satisfies the well-
known Lerner condition

w∗
1 − c1

w∗
1

=
1
η

(5.1)

2 The variable proportions distortion can be developed in a model with constant returns to
scale at the firm level, but our analysis below of contractual resolutions to the problem
benefits from the assumption of U-shaped average cost curves.
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where η is the elasticity (in absolute value) of the monopolist’s derived
demand, q̃(w1).

We analyze the variable proportions distortion by comparing the
decisions of a decentralized input monopolist, in which only w1 is set
by the monopolist, with the decisions of a centralized or vertically inte-
grated firm.

One could formulate the decentralized firm’s problem as
maxw1(w1 − c1)q̃1(w1). Instead, we formulate the decentralized firm’s
problem in a way that facilitates comparison with the efficient solution.
The upstream firm maximizes total system profits: since downstream
firms earn zero economic profits, this is equivalent to maximizing its
own profits. The decentralized firm’s problem is represented as the
choice of w1, the downstream price p, and the entire vector of inputs x

for each competitive downstream firm — but is subject to incentive-
compatibility-type constraints that x and p be chosen to be consistent
with the competitive equilibrium downstream that results from w1.
This formulation parallels the contract-theoretic approach that we
adopt throughout this monograph.

max
w1,x,p

pQ(p) − c1x1 −
n∑

i=2

wixi (5.2)

subject to

(x1, . . . ,xn) = arg max
(y1,...,yn)

pq(y1, . . . ,yn) − w1x1 −
n∑

i=2

wiyi

pq(1,x1, . . . ,xn) = w1q1 +

(
n∑

i=2

wixi

)
Note that in this maximization problem we effectively pretend that the
firm has control over p and x as well as w1, but constrain the firm to
select only the (p,x) compatible with w1.

To understand the distortion introduced by market power, we com-
pare the solution to this problem with the solution to the centralized-
firm (first-best) problem. The centralized firm solves the problem (5.2)
without the constraints. In identifying distortions in the price system,
in other words, we are asking whether the incentive compatibility con-
straints are binding.
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The failure of the price system to achieve coordination is immediate
from a comparison of the first-order conditions in the constrained ver-
sus the unconstrained problem. The efficient use of x1, via the uncon-
strained problem, equates the marginal rate of technical substitution
between factor 1 and each of the other factors, j, to the ratio of oppor-
tunity costs

∂q/∂x1

∂q/xj
=

c1

cj
(5.3)

The first-order conditions of the constrained problem (5.2) however
imply

∂q/∂x1

∂q/xj
=

w1

wj
=

w1

cj
(5.4)

We have our first failure of the price system. As a consequence of
market power and the ability of downstream firms to substitute away
from a monopolized input, distortions arise in the choice of input mix.
The downstream firms choose the “wrong” mix of inputs because they
see w1 as an opportunity cost rather than being guided by the true
opportunity cost, c1.

The source of the incentive distortion is a vertical externality : each
downstream firm ignores the gains to the upstream monopolist that
flow through the wholesale margin, (w1 − c1), with the purchase of
each additional unit of input x1.

A simple example of the variable proportions distortion is the case
of the upstream supplier of material into a production process. Down-
stream firms substitute inefficiently into other inputs as a result of
the upstream firm’s monopoly pricing. For example, if the aluminium
industry is monopolized, car manufacturers can substitute away from
aluminium to other materials.

The variable proportions distortion, we would argue, also applies
(broadly interpreted) to manufacturers supplying retail markets. Con-
sider a monopolist producer of high-end paint supplying the market
for hardware stores. Hardware stores can be considered as competing
in the market for a single “generalized” product, the basket of items
required to maintain a home. A hardware store aims to offer the best
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generalized product at the lowest cost, and will substitute away from a
high-margin input (the high-end brand of paint) towards less expensive
inputs or brands. This inefficient substitution is a source of lost profits
for the entire supply chain. The variable proportions distortion problem
is therefore a source of potential benefits from the use of more complex
contracts. The depiction of retail markets as perfectly competitive is, of
course, unrealistic. But the aim of the theory is to focus on the variable
proportions distortion by adopting the single departure from the ideal
economy that gives rise to the distortion.

5.1.2 Contractual Responses to the Variable
Proportions Distortion

Vertical integration: The variable proportions distortion has been dis-
cussed in the economics literature mainly as an incentive to vertically
integrate [199]. In theory, perhaps, a paint supplier could purchase all
hardware stores. In practice, vertical integration is often not a feasi-
ble solution, as this example illustrates. What kinds of contracts, short
of vertical integration, can resolve the problem? We outline several
contractual responses to the input-mix distortion that have been dis-
cussed in the economics literature, and suggest additional contracts
that potentially resolve the distortion.

Bundling and requirements tying : A well-known article by Burstein [31]
shows that tying (or tied-sales contracts) can resolve the variable pro-
portions distortion. Tying comes in two flavors: bundling is a strategy
that requires a buyer to purchase two or more inputs in fixed propor-
tions. For example, the buyer may be required to purchase two units
of input 1 for each unit of input 2. A bundling contract simply dictates
the mix of inputs that a downstream firm must purchase. Consider,
for example, a supply chain in which the only substitute for x1 is the
second input, x2. By bundling the two inputs in the efficient propor-
tion, the upstream supplier resolves the variable proportions distortion
directly.

A requirements tying contract differs from bundling. A requirements
contract constrains the buyer of the monopolized input 1 to purchase
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all of the buyer’s requirements of input 2 from the monopolist as
well.3 A requirements contract allows the monopolist to raise the price
of input 2, while lowering the price of input 1, and thus to collect
monopoly rents over two inputs instead of 1. This allows the monopo-
list to mitigate the distortionary substitution away from input 1 into
input 2. If inputs 1 and 2 are uniquely substitutable, with no other
input substituting for either, then requirements contracts can elimi-
nate completely the distortion.

To make this argument formally, assume that there are only two
variable inputs x1 and x2. The production function is F (1,x1,x2,). An
example is the supply of plastic, high quality (x1) and low quality (x2),
to the production of a machine part. A requirements tying contract in
this case allows the manufacturer to set both prices w1 and w2 instead
of w1 alone. The two prices can be set in the efficient ratio:

w1

w2
=

c1

c2
(5.5)

The input mix chosen by the downstream purchasers (auto parts pro-
ducers), which is governed by (5.4), is efficient under this requirements
tying restriction because under (5.5), (5.4) and (5.3) are equivalent.
The marginal rate of technical substitution, set by input demanders to
equal the input price ratio, is non-distorted. The requirements restraint
is necessary for the implementation of efficient pricing because if the
supplier sets the price w2 > c2 without the requirements restraint, buy-
ers would simply purchase from a competitive firm instead.

Output royalty : A simple contract that is equivalent to tying all inputs
used in a downstream competitive market is an output royalty. We usu-
ally think of a firm as collecting revenue in proportion to the amount of
an input that it sells — i.e., charging a price for input that it provides —
but there is no reason that payment streams in contracts should be so
restricted. Any action of the buyer could be “taxed” in this sense. Set-
ting an output royalty, i.e., a tax on total output of the downstream

3 Alternatively, the monopolist may require that the downstream firm purchase alternative
inputs from a set of input suppliers who are being compensated by the monopolist for
inclusion in the contract.
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firms, in addition to the efficient marginal cost pricing of the input
provided, is a strategy that eliminates the variable proportions distor-
tion. When Microsoft sold the Windows operating system to O.E.M.’s
in the 1990s, it charged a price based on all personal computers sold
rather than on the subset incorporating its operating system, a strat-
egy referred to as “per-processor pricing,” it was adopting the strategy
of an output royalty — arguably in response to a variable proportions
distortion.4 The marginal cost of its input was zero, and charging a
markup on its input into the final product, sales of personal computers
with software included, necessarily involved substitution away from the
input relative to an efficient mix.

Market-share discounts: In addition to bundling, tying and output roy-
alties as efficient responses to the variable proportions distortion, a
fourth contract that can resolve the distortion is a market-share require-
ment or discount. A market share requirement in a contract with an
upstream input supplier is a restraint that the downstream firm use the
supplier’s input for a minimum share of its requirements of some class
of inputs. Pricing based on market share can, in principle, eliminate
the variable proportions distortion just as bundling does.

Market-share pricing is not uncommon. Examples of this practice,
are found in antitrust cases, AMD v. Intel (2005); Masimo v. Tyco
Health Care (2004), Concord Boat v. Brunswick (2000) and U.S. v.
Microsoft (1998).5 As suggested by our reference to antitrust cases,
the variable proportions distortion is only one motivation for market-
share contracts. Other motivations for market-share based contracts
(as for requirements tying contracts) are more contentious.6

Two-part pricing : Given that the variable proportions distortion oper-
ates through a positive wholesale margin, (w1 − c1), it is natural to
ask if the monopolist can avoid the distortion by simply collecting

4 In the 1995 Consent Decree with the U.S. Government, Microsoft agreed to end per-
processor pricing, but was unconstrained in offering quantity discounts.

5 For a discussion of these cases and an excellent analysis of market share based contracts,
see ref. [151].

6 The other potential uses of market share contracts, including at the extreme exclusivity
contracts, is the exclusion of other firms from a market. We discuss the use of supply chain
contracts for exclusionary purposes in Section 8.
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revenue through a fixed fee alone, leaving an efficient variable price
w1 = c1. Eliminating the wholesale margin would remove the vertical
externality.

In the competitive setting with U-shaped average cost curves, set-
ting a fixed fee f for each downstream firm changes the total cost for
each downstream firm from C(q) to C(q) + f . The average cost func-
tion changes from c(q) to c(q) + f/q, which reaches a minimum point at
a higher output level. (See Figure 5.1.) Since competitive firms produce
at the output where average cost is minimized, the fixed fee introduces
another distortion: too few downstream firms operate in equilibrium.
In other words, there is too little reliance by the aggregate competitive
firm (or industry) on the first input, x0.7 The optimal two-part price
balances the two distortions but does not in general yield a first-best
optimum.8 Ordover and Panzar [148] offer a full analysis of two-part
pricing by a monopolist facing a downstream competitive market.

In subsequent sections of this monograph, we will find that a two-
part pricing strategy is often first-best because it allows a “residual
claimancy” contract. In the context here, however, two-part pricing
does not resolve completely the variable proportions distortion. The
upstream firm benefits from two-part pricing, but not to the extent of
eliminating the distortion.

Resale price maintenance and two-part pricing : Two-part pricing alone
is beneficial, but as we have seen it introduces another distortion in
inducing excessive output levels by each competitive firm downstream.
We suggest that this new distortion can be corrected with resale price
maintenance. Consider a downstream competitive market operating
under a binding price floor constraint. The price floor exceeds minimum
average cost. Additional downstream firms will enter the market until
the point where the price floor equals average cost, as in Figure 5.1.
(Given the excess supply in the market, each firm would like to supply
more that it is allocated in this equilibrium; we are assuming that the

7 Recall that x0 is set at 1 for each firm in the market, and note that the competitive market
can be modeled as a single, aggregate, price-taking firm.

8 The optimal two-part price is equivalent to optimal multi-product Ramsey pricing of the
inputs 0 and 1 to the aggregate competitive firm. (For a discussion of Ramsey pricing, see
ref. [134].)
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Fig. 5.1 Resale price maintenance and two-part pricing.

input is equally distributed among firms.) That is, free entry guaran-
tees that each retailer produces at the point where the average cost,
c(q) + f/q, equals the maintained price. Setting the price floor at the
appropriate level elicits the efficient output on the part of each down-
stream firm — this is the output level where the average cost curve
c(q) (as opposed to c(q) + f/q) is minimized.

Note that at this price, each firm would prefer to sell additional
quantity since its marginal cost lies below average cost and therefore
below the price floor. The firm would like to undercut the price set by
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its rivals, but is unable to do so because of the price floor. Setting the
minimum price appropriately elicits the efficient output level for each
firm downstream. Thus, two-part pricing and resale price maintenance
together allow first-best profits.

Recall that the variable proportions distortion can be interpreted
as applying to a monopolist selling into a competitive retail market.
The resolution of resale price maintenance and two-part pricing there-
fore applies potentially to the use of resale price maintenance in retail
markets. Interpreted in a retail market context, this theory is consistent
with the common argument that price floors are profitable as a means of
attracting more outlets to the market — the “outlets hypothesis” [72].

5.2 Uncertainty: Inventory Incentives

Along with prices, inventory levels — i.e., quantities — are the most
fundamental decisions that must be coordinated along a supply chain.
Maintaining the single departure from the perfect competition ideal,
upstream market power, we address the vertical coordination of inven-
tory incentives under demand uncertainty.

Anecdotal evidence suggests strongly that incentives to maintain
efficient inventory levels cannot be elicited without complex contracts.
When Corning Glass Works was constrained to simple contracts fol-
lowing a case brought by the Federal Trade Commission in 1975 which
ruled out resale price maintenance, one of the most detrimental effects
to the firm was the cutback in inventory by downstream distribu-
tors and the loss of its smaller outlets [91, p. 325]. Hourihan and
Markham [87] examined a set of cases also involving the prohibition of
complex contracts. These authors found as well that with the restriction
of firms to simple contracts, in three of the four cases where the restric-
tion was binding, the availability of the product to buyers dropped.9

This drop in availability the authors attributed to a decline in inven-
tory levels and in downstream decisions to carry the product at all.

9 The reader may wonder why the law sometimes restricts the set of contracts available to
firms. The answer is that the law is sometimes wrong. In Section 2.4, we discussed the
development of the law on resale price maintenance.
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In these case studies, the contract that had supported superior inven-
tory levels was resale price maintenance. The task for economic and
management theory in illuminating these cases is to explain the role of
resale price maintenance in generating adequate inventory incentives.
The key papers on this topic, in a competitive downstream setting,
are [54, 55]. We present here simple models that capture the ideas of
Deneckere et al. [55].

The starting point to any inventory incentive theory is the foun-
dational newsvendor model. A firm, facing a random demand, must
choose inventory before the realization of demand. All unsold inven-
tory perishes. The conventional assumption is that price is exogenous.
This corresponds to an implicit assumption that all consumers value
the product at some common value, v. The demand facing the firm is
then perfectly inelastic up to a price equal to v, i.e., demand is rect-
angular; only the size of this demand is uncertain. Taking the usual
notation, we let the random demand be x, with a distribution F and
continuous density f . The firm produces at a cost c < v. Thus we have a
monopolist with uncertain, perfectly inelastic demand, whose product
has a perfect substitute available at price v. The monopolist solves

max
y

π(y) = vE min{y,x} − cy = vy − vE max{y − x,0} − cy (5.6)

which yields an optimal condition

[1 − F (y)]v = c (5.7)

The marginal benefit of an additional unit of inventory, [1 − F (y)]v,
is equated to marginal cost, c, at the optimum. This yields the classic
fractile solution:

1 − F (y∗) = c/v

at the optimal inventory, y∗.

Ex post pricing : Suppose, however, that the monopolist must distribute
its product to final buyers through the intermediation of a competi-
tive retail sector. The monopolist simply sets a wholesale price w and
sells to retailers, which bear no cost other than w. The retailers must
choose their purchases of inventory prior to the realization of random
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demand. After the realization of demand, price is determined in an
ex post market. The ex post market consists of the realized demand
curve (rectangular out to the realized value of x) and a supply curve
that is perfectly inelastic at the amount y of aggregate inventory chosen
by firms in the sector. For any realization of demand up to y, inelastic
supply exceeds inelastic demand, and the market-clearing price in this
ex post market is 0. For realizations of demand greater than y, the
market-clearing price is v, the maximum amount that buyers will pay.
That is, given y and realized x, the market price

p(x,y) =
{

0: x ≤ y,

v : x > y
(5.8)

Industry profits are given by:

[1 − F (y)]vy − wy = vy − vyF (y) − wy (5.9)

Compare the classic newsvendor profit function (5.6) with the
industry profits under competitive intermediation (5.9). The inventory
problem under competitive intermediation is equivalent to an optimal
inventory problem in which the monopolist faces the constraint that if
its inventory turns out to be excessive (even by one unit), the entire
revenue from the inventory must be abandoned. For the supply chain as
a whole, retail competition destroys all profits if inventory is excessive
even by one unit.

The downstream competitive market will order inventory, y, up to
the level at which each of the price-taking firms (firms take the price,
conditional upon any realization of x, as given) foresees zero expected
profits. The aggregate zero-profit level is where the expected revenue
from each unit equals its cost, i.e., [1 − F (y)]v − w = 0.10

Incorporating this competitive market reaction as a constraint, we
write the monopolist’s problem as follows

max
w,y

(w − c)y (5.10)

subject to

[1 − F (y)]v − w = 0

10 This equation expresses the zero expected profit condition, although it is identical to the
optimal inventory condition for a downstream firm facing an upstream price w.
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Substituting the constraint into the objective function, the monopo-
list’s problem can be written as maxy([1 − F (y)]v − c)y. The first-order
conditions to this problem yields the following characterization of the
optimal inventory level, y∗:

[1 − F (y∗)]v = c + f(y∗)vy∗ (5.11)

Compare (5.11) with (5.7). Competitive intermediation adds a term to
the classic fractile characterization of optimal inventory — the addi-
tional term f(y)vy on the right-hand side of (5.11) as compared to
(5.7). When an additional unit of inventory is added, the probability of
losing the entire revenue vy is increased by the amount f(y), and this
additional marginal cost is reflected in the first-order condition. This
means that the optimal inventory is lower as a result of the intermedi-
ation by competitive firms. Profits are reduced.

Setting aside vertical integration as a solution, we turn to the
simplest contracts that resolve the incentive distortion. The natural
strategy to consider, given case evidence, is (as Deneckere et al. [55]
suggest) the adoption of resale price maintenance (RPM).

Consider the imposition of a price floor at an arbitrary price p. Hold-
ing p constant leads to a one-to-one relationship between the instru-
ment w and the outcome y, as firms are induced to raise inventory to
the point where the aggregate profits in the competitive retail sector
are zero. This relationship is given by the following:

py − pE max{y − x,0} − wy = 0

Under RPM, the price does not fall to zero as soon as x is slightly
below y. The monopolist’s problem becomes the following11:

max
w,y,p

(w − c)y (5.12)

subject to

py − pE max{y − x,0} − wy = 0

Solving the constraint in this problem for w and substituting it into the
objective function (5.12) replicates the original newsvendor maximiza-
tion problem for the vertically integrated firm. The monopolist can set

11 This formulation assumes that the price floor is binding; this is easily demonstrated.
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p = v, and set w so that the downstream retailers choose the first-best
inventory level. (Note that the w that elicits first-best inventories will
be greater than marginal cost c.) Adopting RPM, therefore, allows the
monopolist to achieve the first-best system profits. This is the simplest
theory of the observed role of resale price maintenance in supporting
inventory levels.

Ex ante pricing : In a contemporaneous paper, Deneckere et al. [54]
develop a similar model with demand uncertainty and inventory
choices, but in which retailers must commit to prices before the real-
ization of demand. In the simple-contract game (with no vertical
restraints), the manufacturer sets a wholesale price, w, and the retail-
ers then each choose price and inventory levels simultaneously. In
many markets, including video markets and fashion good markets that
Deneckere et al. [54] describe, the resolution of uncertainty is short,
and retailers must choose prices ahead of the realization of demand.
The pricing cycle is as long or longer than the production/inventory
cycle.

We can capture the basic idea of Deneckere et al. [54] with a model
in which — as before — all consumers share the same value v for a
unit of demand, but in which the number of consumers is random, and
represented by a smooth distribution, F (x).12 But now prices are set
ex ante. We assume, for simplicity, that each retailer provides one unit
or none. The “inventory” decision is thus whether to carry the prod-
uct or not.13 Consumers are assumed to enter the market sequentially,
rather than simultaneously.

The result is that the retail market is characterized by the following
equilibrium, also studied by Dana [49]. With a continuum of buyers
and a continuum of retailers, the result is an equilibrium with price
dispersion: sellers in equilibrium set a variety of prices and buyers enter
the market compare prices perfectly, each buying (upon entry) from
the lowest-priced supplier still available. Retailers set prices along a
continuum, trading off a higher probability of sale (at a low price) with

12 Deneckere et al. [54] present a numerical example with unitary demand and common
value, as we are doing here, but assume three possible states of demand.

13 This assumption is inessential.
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a higher realized profit conditional upon sale (at a higher price). Along
the continuum, retailers each earn zero expected profits.

Consider the retail market facing a given wholesale price, w, and
no other costs. For a given distribution G(p) of retailers charging
various prices up to p,14 a retailer charging a particular price p̂ will
sell if x ≥ G(p̂), an event that happens with probability 1 − F (G(p̂)).
The retailer’s expected profit from selling one unit is therefore [1 −
F (G(p̂))]p̂ − w. An equilibrium price distribution is a distribution that
results in zero retailer profits at each price, and thus is the solution G∗

to the following functional equation:

[1 − F (G∗(p))]p − w = 0 (5.13)

It is straightforward to show that G cannot have atoms, and that the
support of G must be [w,v]. Note that G∗(v) is the total number of
retailers.

At a given w the total inventory ordered by retailers, i.e., the input
demand function facing the upstream monopolist, is given by G∗(v),
the total number of retailers. The profit of the monopolist is given
by (w − c)G∗(v), where G∗ is the solution to the retail equilibrium
equation.

Consider, instead of the simple contract, a contract in which the
upstream monopolist imposes a price floor at v. In this case, the inven-
tory purchased from the monopolist is the amount that yields zero
profits downstream, as earlier. That is, y is the solution to the following:

vy − vE max{y − x,0} − wy = 0 (5.14)

Note that instead of a distribution of downstream prices on [w,v],
all the downstream firms set price v. In terms of economics, if the
G∗(v) retailers under the simple contract suddenly face a price floor
at v, the quantity demanded under each realization of uncertainty
is unchanged but price is higher. The higher price elicits more entry
ex ante (via either additional retailers or additional inventory at each
retailer). Resale price maintenance thus increases the demand for the
upstream firm’s product. As before, the manufacturer can set w to elicit
first-best inventory and profit levels.

14 We omit the dependence of G on w to keep the notation simpler.
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The Deneckere–Marvel–Peck models, the essence of which is cap-
tured in our two simple settings, are in our view fundamental contri-
butions to the foundations of supply chain organization. The models
capture the failure of the price system to convey the optimal incentives
for inventory with the introduction of the smallest departure from per-
fect competition, market power upstream. And this smallest departure
is enough to explain the role of resale price maintenance in correct-
ing the incentive distortions. Marvel and Wang [132] add a buy-back
policy to resale price maintenance and show in the model of inven-
tory with pricing flexibility (the second model analyzed above) that
addition of this second instrument yields first-best profits. The man-
ufacturer need not even know the distribution of demand uncertainty
in implementing the optimal policy, but can instead rely on retailers’
inventory incentives. Marvel and Wang [133] extend the analysis to the
additional instrument of revenue sharing, and show that any two of the
three instruments — a constant wholesale price, buy-backs and revenue
sharing — can achieve first-best coordination.

5.3 An Aside: Perfectly Competitive versus Monopoly
Choices of Inventory in One Market

The focus of this monograph throughout is on the vertical control of
decisions such as the choice of inventory under conditions of market
power. The setting that we adopt in various forms has two vertically
linked markets. But is useful as an aside to consider a more basic
question: what is the impact of market power on the optimal inven-
tory choice in a single market (i.e., a single-stage setting rather than a
vertical setting)?

Rectangular demand : We show first that when demand is rectangular,
i.e., all consumers share the same value v for the good, a compet-
itive market and a monopolized market yield the identical equilib-
rium inventory level. Just as in the textbook case of equilibrium under
rectangular demand with certainty, market power has no impact on
quantity.15 Consider the standard newsvendor setting for the optimal

15 A monopoly will set price at v and quantity equal to the number of consumers. A perfectly
competitive market will set price equal to cost and sell to the same number of consumers.
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inventory problem. The monopolist produces an inventory y at cost c

per unit, prior to the realization of demand. Demand consists of a ran-
dom number of consumers x with common value v for a product. The
distribution of x is F (x) with density f(x). The monopolist will set
price v. (This is irrespective of whether price is set ex ante or ex post;
we take the assumption of ex post pricing.) The monopolist’s expected
profit is π = vE min(x,y) − cy. The monopolist’s optimal inventory sat-
isfies F (y∗) = (1 − c/v), the classic fractile solution. This can also be
written 1 − F (y∗) = c/v.

Consider next a competitive market, i.e., market with free entry,
in which prices are flexible (i.e., there is market-clearing ex post). The
amount of inventory set by a competitive market will be the level yc that
yields zero profits. Profit depends on the price that is set ex post. The
demand curve ex post is rectangular up to x at a price equal to v; and
the supply curve is perfectly inelastic at a quantity yc. The equilibrium
price is therefore v if x ≥ yc and 0 if x < yc. Expected industry profit can
be expressed as [1 − F (yc)]vyc − cyc = 0, or 1 − F (yc) = c/v. The com-
petitive market and the monopoly market produce the same inventory
when prices are flexible and demand is rectangular. The difference in
the market outcomes between competition and monopoly with rectan-
gular demand, as under certainty, is in which parties capture the market
surplus. In the monopoly case, the single firm captures the entire
surplus; and under perfect competition, consumers gains total surplus.

Downward sloping demand : When demand is downward sloping and
prices continue to be set ex post, then perfectly competitive markets
yield a higher quantity than monopoly, as in the textbook setting with
known demand, under reasonably regularity conditions. To show this,
let q(p,θ) be a demand curve with the standard property that elasticity,
ε(p,θ) = d lnq(p,θ)/d lnp, is increasing in price (for every θ). Let P (q,θ)
be the inverse demand. Define ε̃(q̂, θ) as the demand elasticity at the
market clearing price (i.e., at the price where q̂ = q(p,θ)) and assume
that ∂ε̃(q̂, θ)/∂θ > 0.16 The monopolist’s problem in this case can be

16 This regularity condition holds for multiplicative demand uncertainty, q(p,θ) = θq̃(p) for
some function q̃(p).
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written as the following

max
y,ỹ(θ)

Eθ[P (ỹ(θ)) − c]ỹ(θ)

subject to

ỹ(θ) ≤ y

This maximization problem allows for the fact that the monopolist will
gain ex post by disposing of some output, rather than selling it, if θ is
realized below the critical value θ̂ defined by ε̃(y,θ) = 1. In the range
θ < θ̂, the elasticity of demand is less than 1 at the price at which
y would be sold, and the monopolist gains more revenue by raising
price to the point where ε(p,θ) = 1 than by selling all units.17 The
monopolist’s first-order condition for this problem, with respect to y, is∫ θ̂

0
−cdF (θ) +

∫ ∞

θ̂
P (ỹ(θ),θ) − c + ỹ(θ) · ∂P [ỹ(θ),θ]

∂ỹ(θ)
dF (θ) (5.15)

At each θ in the first integrand, where the monopolist is disposing of
some output, the realized change in profits from increasing y includes no
additional revenues. In this region, the constraint in the maximization
problem is not binding. The second integrand is the familiar derivative
of monopoly profit with respect to quantity.

At the inventory level set in a competitive market equilibrium, yc,
expected profits are zero. Therefore, Eθ[P (yc,θ) − c ] = 0, which we
re-write as∫ θ̂

0
[P (yc,θ) − c]dF (θ) +

∫ ∞

θ̂
[P (yc,θ) − c]dF (θ) = 0 (5.16)

Evaluate the monopolist’s first-order condition (5.15) at y = yc. The
first integrand in (5.15) is less than the first integrand in (5.16) since
P (yc,θ) > 0. That the second integrand in (5.15) is also less than the
second integrand in (5.16) is easily shown using the fact that the elas-
ticity of demand is less than 1 in this region, i.e., that |p/y · dp/dy| < 1.

17 A monopolist will never sell quantity in a region of the demand curve where elasticity is
less than 1.
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The monopolist, therefore, sets an optimal inventory level less than the
competitive market, in this case of ex post pricing.

Note that in terms of the impact of market power on total surplus
in this setting, the monopolist is inefficient not only in setting inven-
tory too low ex ante, but also in disposing of valuable output ex post
under some realizations of demand. The image that is brought to mind
is the bulldozing of agricultural products in European countries once
the government has arranged price at a collusive level. Thus, with ex
post price flexibility, the undergraduate textbook result that monopoly
involves lower output and lower welfare extends to the simple inventory
model with uncertain demand, providing that prices are flexible, being
set after the realization of demand.

Downward sloping demand and ex ante pricing: Monopoly may be effi-
cient. When prices are set ex ante, the comparison is not so straightfor-
ward. With rigid prices in the face of demand uncertainty, and a fixed
level of inventory as well, demand will be rationed ex post in the states
where inventory falls short of quantity demanded at the fixed price.
Two kinds of rationing mechanisms can be considered.18 Suppose that
individuals with the highest value for the product are those who are
served (perhaps they walk faster on their way to the outlet) — the
efficient rationing mechanism — then the conventional results of lower
output and lower welfare under monopoly are preserved.

If instead rationing is proportional, with the probability of facing
a stock-out being independent of willingness-to-pay across consumers,
then the monopoly may yield higher surplus. Suppose, for example, that
some individuals have extremely high willingness-to-pay for the prod-
uct, but that a very large number are willing to pay only a penny above
unit cost. Randomness is in the number of the latter type of consumers.
A monopoly would price to serve only the high willingness-to-pay con-
sumers, and all of these consumers would be served. A competitive
market, on the other hand, would price at cost. This would unleash

18 Tirole [190, p. 212]. See also ref. [125] for an analysis of various rationing schemes under
a different market structure (duopoly).
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the low-demand consumers to take up demand with high probability
in rationing states, crowding out (randomly) some of the high-value
consumers for whom successful transactions generates the most surplus.
Total expected surplus falls with a move from monopoly to competition
in this example.



6
Two-stage Market Power:
The 1–1 Market Structure

We introduced market power at one stage of the supply chain in
Section 5 for purposes of understanding the incentive and contract
implications from the smallest departure from the world of perfect
competition. But market power is ubiquitous. What are the contract-
ing implications of market power at both stages of a two-stage supply
chain? Recall that with perfect competition downstream, market power
upstream creates incentive problems in a world of certainty only when
technology exhibits variable proportions. This is no longer true with
market power at two stages. Even with fixed proportions at two stages,
incentive distortions arise.

We take the simplest setting with a monopoly at each of two levels.
(See Figure 1.1(c).) The upstream monopolist provides the only input,
for example a product that is resold downstream. This is a fixed propor-
tions technology, which sets aside the variable proportions distortion
covered in the previous section of this monograph.

195
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6.1 Certainty

6.1.1 Price Decisions Only: The Double Markup Problem

Among the first contributions to the analysis of supply chain incentives
was Spengler [181], who pointed out that vertical integration between
two vertically related firms with market power will reduce the price.
Spengler assumed certainty in demand, but restricted firms to the adop-
tion of uniform-pricing contracts. The incentive issues with two-stage
market power arise, in the simplest setting, where the two firms with
market power are assumed to have no access to lump sum transfers.
Under this assumption, the objective function of the upstream firm in
setting its price will be its own profit.

Consider a two-stage supply chain with one firm operating at each
stage. The final demand curve, q(p), is downward sloping. To describe
Spengler’s double mark-up problem, we start with the benchmark of a
vertically integrated (centralized) firm. In setting the price of the final
product, this firm faces a straightforward maximization problem

max
p

Π(p) = (p − c)q(p) (6.1)

We assume that the absolute value of the elasticity of demand, ε(p) =
|d lnq/d lnp|, is nondecreasing in p. (This is a standard assumption and
sufficient for the second-order conditions in (6.1)). Let εI = ε(p∗) where
p∗ is the optimal price for the integrated firm. The first-order condition
for the maximization problem (6.1) yields the familiar Lerner equation:

p∗ − c

p∗ =
1
εI

(6.2)

The price p∗ is the efficient (profit-maximizing) price for the supply
chain.

In the two-stage, non-integrated case, the upstream firm faces a
derived demand q̃(w) = q(P̂ (w)) where P̂ (w) is the price that the
downstream firm will set given w. Expressing P̂ (w) formally: P̂ (w) =
argmaxp̃(p̃ − w)q(p̃). The upstream firm sets w to solve the following
problem

max
w

πu(w) = (w − c)q̃(w) = (w − c)q(P̂ (w))
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We denote ε̃(w) = |d ln q̃(w)/d ln(w)| be the elasticity of the derived
demand function. We denote also εu = ε̃(ŵ) where ŵ is the optimal
price for the upstream, non-integrated firm. The optimal price ŵ sat-
isfies the following Lerner equation

ŵ − c

ŵ
=

1
εu

(6.3)

Given ŵ, the downstream firm solves

max
p

πd(p) = (p − ŵ)q(p)

which yields, for the downstream firm, an optimal price p̂, that satisfies
p̂ − ŵ

p̂
=

1
εd

(6.4)

where εd = ε(p̂). From (6.2) and (6.4) we have

p∗ εI − 1
εI

= c and p̂
εd − 1

εd
= ŵ (6.5)

Defining G(p) = p · [ε(p) − 1]/ε(p) (6.5) can be rewritten as G(p∗) = c

and G(p̂) = ŵ. By (6.3) we know that ŵ > c, and we know that G is
increasing (from the assumption that ε(p) is nondecreasing). It follows
that p̂ > p∗.

This captures the classic double markup problem arising from two-
stage market power. The downstream firm marks up price above the
wholesale price (which has already been marked up by the upstream
firm) instead of the opportunity cost for the system, c.

Economists focussed initially on vertical integration as a solution to
the double markup distortion. If two firms along the same supply chain
have market power, then vertical integration of the firms will reduce
prices, increasing not only the profits of firms involved, but consumer
surplus as well.1

The source of the incentive distortion is a vertical externality : in
setting the price, the downstream firm does not consider the nega-
tive impact on upstream profits of an increase in the price. When
price is increased by 1 unit, the upstream profits drop by (w − c)q′(p).

1 The important relationship between firms for which a merger is presumptively price-
reducing is that the firms produce complements. Vertically related firms are merely an
example of this.
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The externality, working through the wholesale margin (w − c), drives
a wedge between the downstream firm’s objective function and the
collective interest of both firms.

6.1.2 Resolution: Two-part Pricing and the
Residual Claimancy Principle

Under the assumptions of this simple model, the incentive problem
is easily resolved. A two-part price, with the variable price equal to
marginal cost, eliminates the variable wholesale markup and therefore
eliminates the incentive distortion. No more complicated contract is
necessary, since this contract yields first-best profits. Under the assump-
tion of certainty, any other nonlinear pricing scheme, such as quantity
discounts [94], would work as well: any contractual outcome imple-
mented with a nonlinear price can under certainty be implemented
with a two-part price.

This two-part pricing solution to the potential double mark-up prob-
lem, is an example of the residual claimancy principle: if a single agent
is taking a decision and a contract leaves the entire marginal prof-
its from the decision with the agent, then the contract eliminates all
externalities and therefore all incentive distortions. The agent’s decision
under a residual claimancy contract is first-best.

Three factors prevent the residual claimancy solution to contracting
problems in practice. Consider the set of principal–agent problems. The
first set of circumstances preventing the residual claimancy solution is
the combination of uncertainty and limited wealth on the part of the
agent. A residual claimancy solution is effectively the sale of the project
or venture to the agent. The principal takes a lump sum and is no longer
involved; all externalities are internalized. But if the return is uncertain
and the agent’s wealth is limited, the agent will in general be unable
to promise an adequate lump sum payment to the principal. The lim-
ited wealth constraint will bind. The second set of circumstances pre-
cluding residual claimancy contracts is the combination of uncertainty
and agent risk aversion. Even if the agent’s wealth or limited liability
constraint is not binding — so that a residual claimancy contract is
feasible — the contract will not be desirable. The residual claimancy
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contract leaves all risk with the risk-averse agent, whereas sharing of
the risk by the principal is part of a first-best solution. In this case,
the second-best optimal solution balances the incentive benefits of allo-
cating residual claim to the agent with the risk-allocation benefits of
leaving some risk with the principal.2 Finally, if there is more than
one agent, the single residual claim must be split among agents (in the
absence of a budget breaker [84].3

6.1.3 Extension to Multi-task Agency

It is natural to ask how incentives and contracts change when the down-
stream firm’s decisions involve not just price but sales effort as well.
(“Sales effort” is interpreted here and throughout the monograph as any
action affecting demand.) Retailers do more than set prices. Retailers
provide point-of-sale information, a comfortable shopping environment,
adequate numbers of sales staff and cashiers, and so on.

The extension of the two-stage monopoly problem to the case where
the downstream retailer takes more than one action — an example of
the multi-task agency problem [86] — is straightforward. The residual
claimancy principle is unaffected by the inclusion of multiple tasks on
the part of the single agent. The residual claimancy contract internal-
izes the entire profit-maximization problem for the agent, and whether
the agent has one task (pricing) or many, the first-best outcome is
achieved. In other words, when a downstream retailer undertakes mul-
tiple tasks a two-part pricing scheme, with variable price equal to
marginal cost, continues to elicit the first best.

6.1.4 Failure of Residual Claimancy: Bilateral Agency
in the 1–1 Market Structure

The multi-task nature of decision-making along a supply chain
characterizes both downstream distributors and upstream firms.

2 “Second-best” refers to optimality under the constraints rather than the unconstrained
first-best contract.

3 These three sets of circumstances ruling out the simple residual claimancy contract give
rise to three classes of principal–agent models: the risk-averse agent models [83, 176] the
limited-liability principal-agent model [166] and the bilateral agency model [84].
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Manufacturers invest in product quality, advertising and in product
support activities such as honoring warranties; retailers undertake local
promotion, sales effort, dimensions of point-of-service product quality,
and so on. Not all of these actions can be guaranteed by contract
but will instead be chosen once contracts are established. Hence the
need to design a contract that will optimally elicit incentives not just
downstream but also at the manufacturer’s level. The 1–1 principal
agent problem becomes a bilateral agency problem: the contract must
be designed to account for the post-contractual incentives of both
parties to the contract. The manufacturer is no longer a “principal”
but becomes instead an agent as well — an agent being defined (as
always) as any contractual party that takes a decision influenced by
the contract.

Leaving either party with the full residual claim, and zero for the
other agent, would not in general be optimal. The optimal contract
leaves each party with positive, though incomplete, incentives to under-
take effort. Lafontaine [112] concludes, for example, from an empirical
analysis of franchise contracts that “results are broadly consistent with
a two-sided hidden-action or moral-hazard explanation of franchising,
suggesting that there are incentive issues on both sides.” Bhattacharyya
and Lafontaine [25] cite additional literature with evidence supporting
the theory of bilateral moral hazard. In the context of franchising, for
example, the payoff depend not only on the efforts of the franchisee but
also on inputs of the franchisor. This conclusion surely extends from
franchising to supply chains generally.

The supply chain coordination problem arises from the non-
contractibility of the actions taken by the two agents. The question
that naturally arises here is the nature of the second-best optimal con-
tract given the bilateral agency constraint against residual claimancy.
Bhattacharyya and Lafontaine [25] and Romano [164] analyze the
bilateral-agency supply chain model. In these models, an upstream firm
and a downstream firm both take actions to enhance the value of the
product. One interpretation is that an upstream firm invests in product
quality and a downstream firm invests in promotion or sales effort.

In simple bilateral agency models, with risk-neutral agents (or no
uncertainty), two-part sharing rules implement any solution achievable
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with general nonlinear rules. That is, a rule consisting of a fixed fee
and a constant share of output implements the second-best solution.4

In the Romano [164] model, the constant shares are implemented
via a constant wholesale price. We offer here a simple version of his
model. Romano shows that a vertical restraint on the prices set by the
downstream firm — the one action of the firm that is contractible in
his model — is second-best optimal. With the downstream price as the
only contractible action, the contract consists of a wholesale pricing
function W (q) = wq + F and a retail price, p, imposed on the down-
stream firm. Let c be the constant production cost of the upstream
firm, y denote the upstream expenditure on quality and x the down-
stream expenditure on promotion or sales effort. Final demand is a
function q(p,y,x). The upstream and downstream profits (disregarding
any fixed fee transfer) are πu = (w − c)q − y and πd = (p − w)q − x.
These functions are assumed to satisfy standard regularity properties.5

In any contracting problem under certainty, in which lump sums
are freely transferable between contracting parties (so that the con-
tracting game is one of transferable utility), the objective function in
designing the contract is the sum of profits. The bilateral supply chain
contracting problem therefore becomes6

max
w,p,y,x,q

(p − c)q(p,y,x) − y − x

subject to the incentive compatibility constraints

y = argmax
ỹ

(w − c)q(p, ỹ,x) − ỹ

x = argmax
x̃

(p − w)q(p,y, x̃) − x̃

4 The sufficiency of a two-part sharing rule is clear. Under any general nonlinear sharing
rule, each agent at the optimum equates his expected marginal return to his marginal
cost. Replacing the general rule with a two-part rule with constant shares equal to the
same expected marginal returns leaves each agents’ incentive unchanged. The two constant
shares will add to 1.

5 See (a1)–(a7) from Romano [164].
6 Romano’s description of this problem is more complicated in that (a) he includes only the
upstream firm’s profit, and (b) imposes a participation constraint downstream. With a
lump sum transfer as part of the contract, we can reformulate the objective as maximizing
combined profits.
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Given that the price p is set in the contract, the wholesale price
becomes purely an instrument to divide the residual claim, (p − c) for
each unit of demand, between the upstream and downstream parties,
with (w − c) going to the upstream firm and the remainder, (p − w),
going to the downstream firm. Intuitively, the greater share of resid-
ual claim will go to the party whose non-price actions are (a) most
important to the overall enterprise — here q(p,x,y) — and (b) most
sensitive, via the incentive compatibility constraint, to the allocation
of residual claim. Constraining the retail price to be higher than the
level that would be voluntarily chosen by the retailer has the benefit
of raising the total residual claim, (p − c), available to entice greater
non-price instruments — but at the cost of demand being discouraged
by the higher price. At one extreme, if non-price variables are not very
important, the optimum contract would be close to the two-part pricing
contract, with w = c and no price restraints, that allocates all residual
claim to the downstream firm since it makes the one decision, on p, that
matters in this case. Romano shows that the contract will constrain the
retailer to setting a specified retail price if non-price variables matter.7

In reality, the impacts of the manufacturer’s decisions on demand
and the retailer’s decisions on demand are different in terms of the
timing. An upstream manufacturer invests in quality and brand name
promotion to build reputation — a capital stock. If the manufacturer
were to shirk on reputation by cutting back quality, it would lose an
asset of substantial value: its reputation as a high-quality, prominent
brand. This is an asset that is valuable not just for the current period
or current transactions but well into the future. A downstream retailer
shirking on effort in setting x to sell the current inventory often faces
a less severe reputational effect. This suggests that actual contracts
should be geared towards concern over downstream shirking and incen-
tives more than upstream incentives. This is exactly what we see in
franchise contracts [78, 99]. In Section 12, we explore more generally

7 The exception is the (coincidental) case where E ≡ θ(−εp + εxηx) + (1 − θ)εyηy = 0,
where θ is (w − c)/(p − c), the manufacturer’s share of residual claim, the ε variables
are elasticities of demand with respect to p, x and y; ηx is the elasticity of the provision
of x with respect to the equilibrium price; and simply for ηy .
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the impact of reputational and related long-run factors on supply chain
coordination.

6.2 Uncertainty

Within the market structure of two-stage monopoly of this section, we
now introduce uncertainty. Uncertainty is represented in the simplest
way by a demand function that depends not only on price, p, but also
on a random variable, θ: q(p,θ). We divide our synthesis of contracts
under uncertainty into three cases: in the first case, the only down-
stream decision is retail price; in the second case, inventory (quantity)
is the only downstream decision and; in the third case, both price and
inventory decisions are made downstream.

As discussed earlier, uncertainty by itself does not preclude a first-
best contract. If the downstream firm is risk-neutral and has sufficient
wealth, it can pay the upstream firm a lump sum equal to the expected
profits from a first-best contract and, because it then holds the entire
residual claim, will have internalized the incentive problem. First-best
incentives would follow. The simple residual-claimancy resolution is
ruled out, however, if either the agent has limited wealth, and therefore
cannot commit to paying the upstream firm a sufficiently high fixed
fee, or if the agent is risk averse. In analyzing the pricing decision,
we outline the case of limited agent wealth, assuming that the agent’s
wealth is equal to 0. With zero wealth, the agent cannot purchase the
entire supply chain to implement the residual-claimancy contract.

6.2.1 Price Decision Only

6.2.1.1 Optimal Two-part Pricing

The upstream firm offers a contract ex ante. Uncertainty is real-
ized and then the downstream firm accepts or rejects the contract
and, if it accepts, chooses retail price p. We assume as before that
demand uncertainty takes a multiplicative form θq(p), with θ having
a continuous probability density with support [θ,θ]. With respect to
the feasible contracts, we consider first a two-part pricing contract,
W (q) = F + wq. We then briefly discuss the structure of the more
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general nonlinear pricing contract. We subsequently consider contracts
that include restrictions on the retail price.

In the two-part pricing problem formulation, the contract offered
ex ante by the upstream firm is (F,w). The multiplicative form of
demand uncertainty, θq(p) means that the price chosen by the agent
is independent of θ, since demand elasticity is independent of θ.
The agent’s incentive compatibility constraint is therefore particularly
simple: p = argmaxp̃(p̃ − w)q or (p − w)/p = 1/ε where ε = d lnq/d lnp

is the elasticity of demand. The multiplicative form of demand uncer-
tainty thus leads to a degenerate class of contract problems, in which
the agent’s first-best action is independent of the state.

The individual rationality constraint, that the agent not be made
worse off by participating in the contract, applies ex post. That is,
the agent has the option, upon realization of θ, to refuse the contract.
For a given contract (F,w), the agent will consider ex post whether to
remain in the contract on the basis of whether her profits are positive.
It is straightforward to show that the agent will accept the contract
ex post if θ is not less that a critical value θ̂. The optimal two-part
price contract solves the following:

max
F,w,θ̂,p

∫ θ

θ̂
F + (w − c)θq(p) dθ

subject to

p = argmax
p̃

(p̃ − w)q(p̃) (ICC)

(p − w)θ̂q(p) − F ≥ 0 (IR)

This is a “Disneyland pricing” problem [146]. In the solution to this
problem, the optimal variable price, w∗, exceeds c and the agent earns
rents in every realization θ > θ̂.8 The positive wholesale margin, w∗ − c,

8 The proof that w∗ > c can be sketched as follows. Suppose that w∗ ≤ c. The manufacturer
can raise w∗ slightly above c and reduce the fixed fee F by an amount that leaves the
marginal type θ̂ indifferent. This ensures that the set of agents accepting the contract, [θ̂, θ],
remains unchanged. All agents of type θ > θ̂, who buy more than the marginal agent θ̂,
end up paying more under the new contract. Since the individual rationality constraint is
not binding for any of these agents, the manufacturer’s profit increases.
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is used by the manufacturer to extract additional rents at high realiza-
tions of demand, at the cost of forgoing rents in states θ < θ̂, and at
the cost of inefficiently low quantities of sale in all states. Importantly,
this is a second-best solution. Two distortions are involved. First, each
retailer sets a price that is inefficiently high at the optimum because
(w − c) > 0 yields a vertical externality — a benefit to the upstream
firm that is not taken into account in the agent’s decision. Second,
retailers below θ̂ drop out whereas all retailers would sell in the first-
best optimum. The distortions that remain under Disneyland pricing
raise the question, addressed below, as to whether more elaborate con-
tracts can yield greater profit.

A more general class of strategies available to the upstream man-
ufacturer is nonlinear pricing. A general nonlinear pricing scheme
specifies a payment from the retailer to the manufacturer as a function
of the amount of the input purchased: R(x). The optimal such scheme
can be characterized via application of the revelation principle. This
principle states that an optimal mechanism can always be formulated
in terms of a report by the agent as to the state of demand (i.e., the
optimal mechanism is a direct mechanism) with incentive compatibility
constraints that it is optimal for the agent to announce the truth (an
incentive compatible direct mechanism). This is a standard nonlinear
pricing problem which in general yields higher profits than two-part
pricing. We refer the reader to ref. [190] or [205].

6.2.1.2 Vertical Restraints

We turn now to contracts involving not just pricing but also vertical
restraints on the actions of the downstream agent. In this setting, under
the multiplicative demand assumption, a strategy for the complete res-
olution of incentive problems is immediate. The first-best outcome is
easily achieved via a contract that includes a restraint that the down-
stream firm set price to maximize (p − c)q, i.e., that the agent set price
to solve (p − c)/p = 1/ε. This achieves maximum total profits.

The ease of this solution is misleading, however. It is an artifact
of the multiplicative form that the first-best price is independent of
the realization of demand. More generally, if elasticity varies with the
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realization of θ the optimal contract will involve a second-best outcome,
even with some vertical restraints on price, or payments that depend
upon retail price.

6.2.2 Inventory Decision Only

Let us move from the coordination of pricing decisions to the sec-
ond of the basic supply chain decisions, quantity. With uncertainty in
demand, quantity becomes an economic decision that is distinct from
pricing. Quantities, in reality, must (at least to some degree) be deter-
mined prior to the resolution of uncertainty. Hence the classic inventory
problem: selecting the optimal inventory ex ante to the realization of
uncertain demand.

With price exogenously determined, the solution to this problem
in the simplest setting for a single firm is well-known. As explained
in Section 5.2, in the newsvendor setting, the firm knows the distri-
bution of demand, F (x), and chooses inventory y to maximize profits,
pE min{x,y} − cy. From this, the fractile rule for optimal inventory y∗

follows directly from the first-order condition: 1 − F (y∗) = c/p. Equiv-
alently, F (y∗) = (p − c)/p.

In a vertical setting, with a uniform wholesale price, w, and a con-
tractually enforced retail price, p , the downstream firm chooses inven-
tory to satisfy 1 − F (y) = w/p. If w > c, the downstream firms choice
of inventory is inefficient. Again, we run into the vertical externality:
the downstream firm ignores the profits going to the upstream firm
in the form of the upstream margin, (w − c) with each unit of inven-
tory added. The downstream firm therefore orders an inefficiently small
number of units.

The most direct solution to this incentive problem (in a world with-
out wealth constraints) is a two-part pricing scheme, with a variable
price that reflects the true marginal cost to the supply chain, c, of
the inventory. Once again, this is an implementation of the residual
claimancy principle.

Another celebrated solution is suggested by Pasternack [153]: an
inventory buyback at a rate b. Consider the design of a contract (w,b) by
an upstream firm, consisting of the wholesale price w and the buyback
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rate, b. Under such a contract, the inventory problem solved by the
downstream firm is

max
y

p

∫ y

0
xdF (x) − [w − bF (y∗)]y (6.6)

The appropriate buy-back contract can elicit elicitation of the first-best
inventory y∗, defined by F (y∗) = (p − c)/p. To see this, note that the
agent’s optimal y under the contract, from the first-order condition
corresponding to (6.6), yields

F (y) = (p − w)/(p − b) (6.7)

Choose b to solve the following

b =
w − c

p − c
· p (6.8)

Then (6.7) and (6.8) imply F (y∗) = (p − c)/p. Thus, the right choice
of b yields the first-best solution.

One of Pasternack’s insights is that there is a degree of freedom
left in choosing w and b to solve (6.8). Any increase in the two instru-
ments that preserves the equality (6.8) yields the efficient solution and
distributes a greater share of profit upstream. Thus a buyback policy
allows both first-best efficiency and arbitrary division of rents.

But the question arises, what problem does the Pasternack contract
really solve? One problem it solves is eliciting optimal inventory by a
single downstream agent when price is fixed exogenously, as we have
explained. But this problem already has an easy solution: the two-part
pricing scheme with the efficient transfer price, c. We suggest in Section
11 that the Pasternack solution is uniquely robust to the introduction
of asymmetric information in the knowledge of the demand distribution
F in a way that the residual claimancy contract is not.

6.2.3 Coordination of Both Price and Inventory Decisions

6.2.3.1 Restatement of Price-setting Newsvendor Problem
for a Centralized Firm

We consider next the coordination of price and inventory decisions.
Consider first the case where the downstream firm, facing uncertain
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demand, chooses both price and inventory. For a centralized supply
chain, this problem, the “price-setting newsvendor,” has been studied
extensively (see ref. [155] for a review). We reformulate the price-setting
newsvendor problem before addressing incentive coordination issues.

A long establishment observation in the price-setting newsvendor
literature within management science is that additive and multiplica-
tive uncertainty have different qualitative effects on the optimal price.
Specifically, with additive uncertainty the optimal price is less than the
optimal “riskless price,” while this inequality is reversed under multi-
plicative uncertainty.9

Salinger and Ampudia [165] explain this observation by applying
a modified version of the Lerner rule to the price-setting newsvendor
problem. From an economist’s point of view, it is natural to think of the
Lerner rule as applying to this context: a price-setting newsvendor is
simply a monopolist facing demand uncertainty. Recall that the Lerner
rule follows from the optimality condition that marginal revenue equals
marginal cost. The usual definition of marginal revenue is the additional
revenue from selling one more unit while the definition of marginal cost
is the additional cost from producing an extra unit. In the monopoly
pricing problem under certainty, the quantity produced is always equal
to the quantity sold, but this is not so under uncertainty. One can
adapt the Lerner rule to the price-setting newsvendor by ensuring that
marginal revenue and marginal cost are measured on a consistent basis:
either per expected unit sold or per unit produced.

We reformulate the Salinger–Ampudia argument follow-
ing Krishnan [107]. Denote the number of sales by t(p,y;θ) =
min{q(p;ε),y}. The expected profit function is

EΠ(p,y;θ) = pEt(p,y;θ) − cy (6.9)

Note that each unit in inventory will either be sold or will be an
“overstock.” Denote the number of “overstocks” as O(p,y;θ) = [y −
q(p;θ)]+. The inventory level y = ES + EO, i.e., the available inventory

9 The optimal riskless price is the optimal price for a monopolist facing a demand function
where the random variable representing uncertain demand is replaced by its mean value.
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is equal to the expected sales plus the expected overstocks. The profit
function can be rewritten as:

EΠ = pES − c(ES + EO) (6.10)

The optimal price for the firm is characterized by the following first-
order condition10:

∂EΠ
∂p

=
∂[pES − c(ES + EO)]

∂p
(6.11)

= p
∂ES

∂p
+ ES − c

(
∂ES

∂p
+

∂EO

∂p

)
= 0

We can rearrange (6.11) as follows:

p −
(

1 −
∂EO
∂p

− ∂ES
∂p

)
c

p
=

1
−∂ES

∂p
p

ES

(6.12)

Denote the denominator of the RHS of Equation (6.12), ∂ES
∂p

p
ES ,

by ηA. Now consider the second term in the numerator of the LHS

of Equation (6.12),
(
1 −

∂EO
∂p

− ∂ES
∂p

)
c. This term can be rewritten as

(∂ES+∂EO
∂ES )c. Because y = ES + EO, this can further be simplified

as ∂y
∂ES c. Denote this term by C. Substituting ηA = ∂ES

∂p
p

ES and C =(
1 −

∂EO
∂p

− ∂ES
∂p

)
c into Equation (6.12) gives us the Lerner rule modified

for the price-setting newsvendor:

p − C

p
= − 1

ηA
(6.13)

Note that ηA = ∂ES
∂p

p
ES is “the elasticity of the average quantity

sold with respect to price.” And C = ∂y
∂ES c is the “marginal expected

cost of an expected unit sold.”11 By expressing both the elasticity and

10 Another first-order condition, for the inventory decision y, is needed to fully characterize
the price-setting newsvendor’s problem. Here, however, the focus is only on the pricing
decision.

11 This is because for each expected unit sold, we will have to produce some extra inventory,
which will end up as an expected overstock. The term ∂y

∂ES
c exactly captures the extra

cost required (through investment in inventory) for one extra unit of expected sales.
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marginal cost in terms of each unit sold, the above equation yields a
modified Lerner rule for the price-setting newsvendor. Thus the price-
setting newsvendor problem is reduced to the most fundamental of all
economic formulations of monopoly power: the Lerner equation.

6.2.3.2 Coordination of Incentives in a Decentralized Firm

We now move to the coordination of price and inventory decisions in
our context of a 1–1 supply chain. Recall that total profits are given
by Π(p,y;θ) = pt(p,y;θ) − cy. Maximizing EΠ(p,y;θ) with respect to
p and y yields the following first-order conditions as a characterization
of the centralized optimum:

Et(p,y) +
∂Et(p,y)

∂p
p = 0 (6.14)

p
∂Et(p,y)

∂y
− c = 0 (6.15)

Let (p∗,y∗) denote the first best (p,y) that solves these two condi-
tions. Under a uniform pricing contract (i.e., a wholesale price only),
the retailer will maximize Eπ(p,y;θ) with respect to p and y, given w.
The retailer’s first-order conditions are:

Et(p,y) +
∂Et(p,y)

∂p
p = 0 (6.16)

p
∂Et(p,y)

∂y
− w = 0 (6.17)

Anticipating the comparison of centralized, or efficient, choices with
decentralized incentives throughout this monograph, it is useful to
describe the difference between decentralized and centralized marginal
returns as follows:

∂Eπ(p,y;θ)
∂p

=
∂EΠ(p,y;θ)

∂p
(6.18)

∂Eπ(p,y;θ)
∂y

=
∂EΠ(p,y;θ)

∂y
−

vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
(w − c) (6.19)

It is clear, from a comparison of (6.15) and (6.17), that the uniform
pricing contract cannot achieve the first-best outcome. This is because
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of the vertical externality on inventory leads to a divergence between
these two optimality conditions: this is the vertical externality captured
in (6.19). Note, however, that in (6.18) there is no vertical externality
on price: the double-markup effect is at work only on the inventory
decision. This follows from the fact that given a level of inventory, the
retailer will choose price to maximize revenue, which is exactly what
the centralized firm would do at the same level of inventory.

The incentive problem can be resolved easily with a standard
residual claimancy contract, a two-part price with variable price equal
to c. Unlike the Pasternack inventory-only problem, however, here an
instrument consisting of w and a buy-back price b (and no fixed fee)
cannot elicit first-best decisions. To show this, note that under a buy-
back policy the retailer’s profit function is π(p,y;w,b,θ) = pt(p,y;θ) −
wy + bO(p,y;θ) and the agent’s first-order conditions in choosing p

and y are:

Et(p,y) +
∂Et(p,y)

∂p
(p − b) = 0 (6.20)

and

p
∂Et(p,y)

∂y
− w + b(1 − ∂Et(p,y)

∂y
) = 0 (6.21)

Setting w > c in order to collect revenues under a (w,b) contract
necessarily creates a vertical externality in the agent’s inventory deci-
sion. As in the Pasternack inventory-only model, this externality can
be offset by setting b > 0 to induce the retailer to hold more inven-
tory. Here b > 0 now creates a vertical externality in price. Specifically,
as a result of b > 0, the retailer will raise price (and sell fewer units)
because the cost of raising price is partially borne by the manufacturer.
The externality decomposition with b > 0 is the following:

∂Eπ(p,y;θ)
∂p

=
∂EΠ(p,y;θ)

∂p
−

vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
b

(
∂Et(p,y)

∂p

)
(6.22)

∂Eπ(p,y;θ)
∂y

=
∂EΠ(p,y;θ)

∂y
−

vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
(w − c) + b

(
1 − ∂Et(p,y)

∂y

)
(6.23)
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A buyback price, b∗, that sets the vertical externality in (6.23) to zero
would achieve first-best inventory conditional upon the retail price. But
the retail price p would vary with the buyback price b. The decomposi-
tion in Equation (6.22) reflects this fact. Since b > 0 introduces a new
vertical externality on price, this means that the buy-back policy must
be accompanied by a price restraint to yield the first-best outcome.
A price ceiling will constrain the retailer’s incentive to raise price. The
prediction, in this 1–1 market structure, is that buy-backs and price
ceilings are complementary instruments.

The above arguments can be extended to the coordination of non-
price decisions such as effort. Taylor [188] and Krishnan et al. [108]
consider the coordination of inventory and effort decisions in a supply
chain. In Taylor’s model, effort is exerted ex ante while the Krishnan,
Kapuscinski and Butz model considers ex post effort. Both models
show that a buy-back alone will, as in the price and inventory argu-
ment above, distort the retailer’s incentive to exert effort by subsidizing
unsold inventory. In this multi-task environment, a first-best outcome
requires that buy-back contracts be accompanied by additional instru-
ments such as sales rebates or markdown allowances which subsidize
retailer effort.



7
Downstream Duopoly:

The 1–2 Market Structure

A very rich setting for explaining supply chain contracts is a market
structure in which two competing downstream firms purchase from an
upstream monopolist. (See Figure 1.1(d).) To begin, we show below
that two-part pricing in the simplest version of this new market struc-
ture continues to eliminate the double markup problem. This was true
in the 1–1 market structure, but here two-part pricing includes a vari-
able price that now exceeds marginal cost. At the heart of all of the
new results in this section is the effect of moving from a setting with a
single potential externality (the vertical externality) to a setting with
two externalities, the vertical externality and a horizontal externality.
A horizontal externality is one imposed by an agent on a competitor
within the same organization, e.g., contractually linked to the same
upstream firm.

In developing the implications for contracts of the 1–2 market
structure, we draw upon the “balancing-externalities” methodology.1

Contractual instruments such as the wholesale margin, royalties and
buy-back prices affect the mix of vertical and horizontal externalities.

1 See refs. [110, 137, 206].
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Consider a downstream firm taking many actions. If the externalities
on a marginal change in any particular action by the firm are balanced
in the sense of summing to zero, then the agent’s action maximizes
combined profits for the entire set of firms in the contract. To achieve
first-best profits, a contract need restrict only those actions for which
externalities cannot be balanced.

The balancing-externalities methodology is first set out under con-
ditions of certainty. When we turn subsequently to the analysis of
contracts under uncertainty, we shall argue that an important failure
of the price system to coordinate incentives arises from an inherent
“missing externality” in downstream firms’ decisions. The consequence
of the missing externality, we shall argue, is the impossibility of balanc-
ing externalities within a set of contracts containing only prices. This
creates a role for vertical restraints.

7.1 Certainty

7.1.1 Price as the Only Downstream Decision

7.1.1.1 Uniform Pricing

Consider a supply chain in which an upstream firm supplies to two
symmetric downstream firms, both of which sell to the same set of
buyers. The downstream firms are imperfect substitutes, competing
in prices (i.e., as Bertrand competitors), with demand curves given
by qi(p1,p2), i = 1,2. The downstream firms incur no cost other than
the wholesale price, w, set by the upstream firm, which in turn has a
constant per-unit cost c.

The upstream firm’s choice of optimal w can be expressed as

max
w,p

π(p,w) = (w − c)(q1(p) + q2(p)) (7.1)

subject to the (incentive compatible) constraint that (pi,pj) is an equi-
librium in the downstream market, given w.

pi = argmax
p̃

(p̃ − w)qi(p̃,pj) (7.2)

Assuming a symmetric equilibrium, the pair of incentive compatibility
constraints (one for each downstream firm) can be reduced to a single
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constraint (7.2). We can re-express the constraint (7.2) in terms of the
optimal Lerner markup rule. The symmetric decentralized price, pd, is
given by:

pd − w

pd
=

1
ε

=
1

εm + εij
(7.3)

where ε is the elasticity of demand in the symmetric equilibrium and
εij is the cross-elasticity of demand. Equation (7.3) uses the fact that,
in a symmetric duopoly, the elasticity of demand facing a single firm is
the sum of the elasticity of market demand and the cross-elasticity of
demand2: ε = εm + εij .

The benchmark against which this decentralized equilibrium is
assessed is the centralized firm. The centralized firm’s problem results
in an optimal downstream price, p∗, given by

p∗ − c

p∗ =
1

εm
(7.4)

Note that if εij = 0, i.e., each downstream firm is a local monopo-
list, the double mark-up problem is identical to the previous section.
Compare (7.3) and (7.4) in the case where εij > 0. If w were set equal
to c, then the comparison shows that pd would be less than p∗. Total
profits would not be maximized because price is too low. As w is raised
above c, not only does the upstream monopolist increase its share of
the pie (starting from a zero share) it increases the size of the pie. Sup-
pose that the monopolist continues to raise w to the value, w∗, that
elicits p∗. Total profits are maximized at this wholesale price. As w is
raised slightly above w∗, however, the first-order impact on total prof-
its is zero by the envelope theorem. And the value to the monopolist
of raising its share further is a positive first-order effect. (The monop-
olist’s share of profits is strictly increasing in w.) The implication is
that, in this uniform pricing case, the monopolist’s optimal wholesale
price exceeds w∗. The equilibrium retail price exceeds p∗. The double
markup problem is mitigated by imperfect downstream competition,
but remains.

2 Market demand elasticity is defined as |d lnq(p,p)/d lnp|, and cross-elasticity of demand is
defined as |d lnqi(pi,pj)/d lnpj |.
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To express this mathematically, note that the manufacturer’s profits
can be written as the product of its share of profits, and total profits:

Πu =
(w − c)

(p(w) − c)
(p(w) − c)q[p(w)] (7.5)

Evaluating the derivatives of each term at w∗ (the value
of w that elicits p∗), d[(w − c)/(p(w) − c)]/dw > 0 and d[(p(w) −
c)q[p(w)]]/dw = 0. Hence, evaluated at w∗, dΠu/dw > 0. The outcome
under uniform pricing involves prices above the first-best price level,
just as in the basic Spengler double mark-up problem.

7.1.1.2 Two-part Pricing

Two-part pricing, as in the two-stage market power case, eliminates
double marginalization. Here, however, the optimal variable wholesale
price is the wholesale price w∗ that elicits p∗. This is the same w∗

that elicits p∗ in the uniform pricing case. (But note that under two-
part pricing, w∗ is optimal, whereas under uniform pricing, equilibrium
w and p exceed w∗ and p∗.) The optimal two-part pricing scheme is
characterized by the maximization (with respect to w and p) of the
sum of all profits in the supply chain system subject to the incentive
compatibility constraint that w elicit p:

max
w,p

2q(p,p)(p − c)

subject to

p = argmax
p̃

(p̃ − w)q(p̃,p)

The objective function is maximized at the first-best price, p∗,
given by

p∗ − c

p∗ =
1

εm
(7.6)

The incentive compatibility constraint can be written as

p − w

p
=

1
εm + εij

(7.7)
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Achieving the first-best with two-part pricing is simply a matter of
setting w so that the right-hand sides of (7.6) and (7.7) are equal. The
required wholesale price, w∗, exceeds c from the fact that εij > 0.

The retailer’s pricing decision in this setting is the first decision
in our framework that is distorted by more than one externality. We
can set out the impact of the externalities to illustrate our balancing-
externalities approach in the simplest way. The downstream firm’s first-
order condition, maximizing π1, and the centralized firm’s first-order
condition, maximizing Π, can be compared as follows:

∂π1

∂p1
=

∂Π
∂p1

−

vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂q1

∂p1
(w − c) −

horizontal externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂q2

∂p1
(p − c) (7.8)

The vertical externality works through (w − c) and the impact on quan-
tity q1. The horizontal externality, which works through the impact
on q2, contains a “purely horizontal effect,” operating through (p − w)
and an additional vertical component, operating through (w − c). The
externalities have opposite signs, and the optimal wholesale price, w∗,
balances the two externalities exactly, setting the sum of the last two
terms in (7.8) equal to zero.

7.1.2 Price and Effort

We begin to appreciate the richness of supply chain contracts once
we expand firms’ strategy space beyond price. In actual retail markets,
firms do much more than set price. Virtually anything that retailers do,
from keeping stores tidy to adequate staffing with cashiers to providing
sales advice and promotion, adds to demand.

We continue to assume that the demands for the product down-
stream at the two retailers are symmetric, with the demand at retailer
1 now given by q1(p1,s1;p2,s2) where pi and si are the price and sales
effort or service at the two outlets.3 Effort is measured in units of the
dollar cost of effort.

We move directly to two-part pricing (skipping the uniform pricing
case). Retailers bear costs given by the wholesale price, w, paid to the

3 This discussion draws upon Winter [206].
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upstream manufacturer, a fixed fee paid to the manufacturer for the
right to carry the product, and expenditure si on sales effort. The profit
for retailer i gross of the fixed fee is denoted by πi, and the total profit,
for the manufacturers and both retailers is denoted by Π. These profit
functions are given by

π1(p1,s1;p2,s2) = q1(p1,s1;p2,s2)(p1 − w) − s1 (7.9)

π2(p1,s1;p2,s2) = q2(p1,s1;p2,s2)(p2 − w) − s2 (7.10)

and

Π((p1,s1;p2,s2) = q1(p1,s1;p2,s2)(p1 − c)

+q2(p1,s1;p2,s2)(p2 − c) − s1 − s2 (7.11)

Assume that Π is maximized at a symmetric set of prices and effort
levels and denote this optimum by (p∗,s∗). Assume further that the
profit functions are concave. Can the symmetric (p∗,s∗) be elicited
with a single instrument, w, or are more complex contracts required?

The key to understanding any incentive distortions in retailer deci-
sions is to isolate and decompose the difference between the marginal
gain in individual profit and the marginal gain in total profit from a
change in either pi or si. From Equations (7.9)–(7.11), it follows that at
a symmetric configuration (p1 = p2 ≡ p and s1 = s2 ≡ s), this difference
can be expressed for retailer 1 (and similarly for retailer 2) as follows:

∂π1

∂p1
=

∂Π
∂p1

−

vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂q1

∂p1
(w − c) −

horizontal externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂q2

∂p1
(p − c) (7.12)

∂π1

∂s1
=

∂Π
∂s1

−

vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂q1

∂s1
(w − c) −

horizontal externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂q2

∂s1
(p − c) (7.13)

The individual retailer’s private optimum in setting p1 is distorted
from the collective optimum by the two externalities: when p1 is raised,
the manufacturer collects the wholesale markup, (w − c), on a smaller
demand through retailer 1. This is the vertical externality. The effect
of this externality is to distort the retailer’s price upwards. The second
externality operates through the cross-elasticity of demand between
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the two retailers. When p1 is raised, the competing retailer collects the
retail markup (p − w) on an additional ∂q2/∂p1 units and the manu-
facturer collects the wholesale markup (w − c) on the same additional
units; these add up to the term labeled horizontal externality in Equa-
tion (7.12). The effect of this externality is to distort the retailer’s
price downwards. The same two externalities distort the sales effort
decision. For each instrument, the vertical and horizontal externalities
act to distort the decentralized decision in opposite directions.

When will the right choice of w alone elicit the optimum p∗ and s∗

at both outlets? That is, when does the price system elicit (privately)
efficient incentives in this model of a distribution system? This effi-
ciency property will hold when the value of w that renders the sum
of the last two terms of (3) to zero at the optimum (p∗,s∗;p∗,s∗) also
renders the sum of the last two terms of (4) to zero. The externalities
must balance in both first-order conditions at the same value of w. If
they do not then the price system fails. The externality-balancing con-
dition can be expressed as εr

p/εr
s = εm

p /εm
s , where εr

p and εr
s are retailer

elasticities with respect to p and s and the right-hand side terms are
market elasticities.4

Let εi
p and εi

s be the elasticities of demand with respect to price
and service that each of the downstream firm faces. These are the per-
centage impacts on demand of a 1 percent change in price or service
respectively. The ratio εi

p/εi
s measures the marginal rate of substitution

between price and service in “producing” a given level of demand.5 Let
εm
p and εm

s be the same elasticities of demand but at the market level,
i.e., as seen by a centralized firm. Then a simple manipulation of (7.12)

4 This condition for the efficiency of the price system can also be derived as a direct impli-
cation of the classic theorem by Dorfman and Steiner [58] that optimal choice of p and s
leads to equality of the elasticity ratio with the ratio of revenue to s.

5 Our terminology is borrowed from production theory or preference theory. Given a pro-
duction function F (x1, . . . ,xn), the marginal rate of technical substitution between xi and
xj , when these variables are measured in logarithms, is given by

∂ lnF

∂ lnxi
/

∂ lnF

∂ lnxj

This is the percentage change in the input xi that must accompany a 1 percent change in
xj in order to leave total output unchanged. In our context, we are assuming that demand
is “produced by” inputs of price and service.
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and (7.13) shows that at the centralized optimum, there exists a value
of w, w∗, that simultaneously renders the last two terms of these equa-
tions equal to zero.

This is intuitive. The decentralized firms are biased towards exces-
sive price competition (compared to the centralized firm’s objective
function, total system profit) if εi

p/εi
s > εm

p /εm
s and if the inequality is

reversed, the firms are biased towards excessive effort or service com-
petition. Only if the marginal rate of substitution for the decentralized
firm is identical to that of the centralized firm is first-best efficiency
achievable through decentralization. No restraints are necessary and
the price system itself results in perfect coordination in this case.

This reduces the problem of why firms would have the incentive for
complex contracts (the failure of the price system) to an inequality.
But why would a decentralized downstream firm in this case be biased
towards or away from price competition?

Three main arguments have been given that explain a bias towards
price competition and away from service competition. The first is a
traditional free-riding argument [189]. Consider a stereo store provid-
ing expert sales advise, listening rooms and a comfortable shopping
environment — and in the same area of a town or city, another store
provides the identical products (model numbers) but “in the box” with
no service whatsoever. Consumers can choose the model that they want
from the up-market store, then walk to the other store and purchase
the model at a low price. The low-priced store free rides on the pro-
vision of information at the high-priced store, thus compromising or
eliminating the high-priced store’s incentive to provide information at
all. The sales of the product suffer because the price system alone has
failed to elicit the right incentives for information provision.

A second possibility for market failure is in the case where sales
effort may be product promotion or information provision that can be
targeted to a local area or selected set of potential consumers for the
retailer [137]. Lowering price attracts consumers from other retailers,
expanding the retailer’s market area — but raising promotional effort
works on expanding potential set of consumers within the retailer’s
area. The cross-elasticity of demand (between the retailers) with respect
to price is positive, but the cross-elasticity of demand with respect to
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promotion is zero. Letting the cross-elasticities be εij
p and εij

s , we have
(for the case of a symmetric duopoly)

εi
p = εm

p + εij
p (7.14)

εi
s = εm

s + εij
s

If εij
p > 0 and εij

s = 0, then it follows from (7.14) that εi
p/εi

s > εi
p/εi

s,
and the market is again biased, from the perspective of total profit
maximization, towards excessive price competition.

The third argument for bias towards excessive price competition
(and failure of the price system) is that consumers are heterogenous
in their willingness to shop and in the value that they put on ser-
vice [206] — and that there is a positive correlation across consumers
between the willingness to search and the tolerance for low levels of
service. An individual retailer’s strategy is designed around attracting
consumers both into the market and away from other retailers, whereas
the centralized firm (collective) profits are optimized by focussing only
on attracting consumers into the market. The retailer’s marginal rate
of substitution between the two instruments, εi

p/εi
s, is greater than

the manufacturer’s ratio εm
p /εm

s : given the positive correlation between
willingness to shop and tolerance for low service, to attract consumers
away from rival outlets, the retailer relies more on low prices than high
service. Again, the retailer bias is towards excessive reliance on low
prices, compared to the ideal, centralized firm-optimum (p∗,s∗).

We have outlined three reasons why prices alone cannot elicit
efficient retailer incentives. Efficient retailer incentives (in price and
service) can be achieved, however, with a vertical restraint on price.
Take the case of a bias towards too much price competition, i.e., where
the sum of externalities in (7.12) is negative at the optimal wholesale
price. Suppose that the manufacturer establishes a price floor at p∗.
Then lowering w has the effect of raising the retail margin (p − w),
which is the retailer’s marginal benefit to investing in service. (Price is
prevented from following the wholesale price downwards by the price
floor constraint.) By increasing the marginal retailer benefit to offer-
ing service, lowering w will elicit greater service. The wholesale price
will be lowered to the point where service reaches its efficient level, s∗.
Mathematically, taking price as fixed at p∗, w is set to the level that
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makes the last two terms in (7.13) sum to zero. This is a mechanism
that directly raises incentives for greater service.6

Klein and Murphy [106] suggest an additional, indirect mechanism
by which a price floor elicits greater service. Contracts between a man-
ufacturer and retailers may, explicitly or implicitly, constrain service to
an efficient level. Monitoring may be possible, but costly. In any incen-
tive setting where agents are undertaking decisions that are monitored
infrequently and with cost, it pays a principal (here the manufacturer)
to protect rents among the agents: the rents provide a “carrot” that
will be lost by any agent that is terminated. Protecting retailer rents
through resale price maintenance (and low or zero fixed fees), in com-
bination with monitoring by the manufacturer, elicits greater service.
(This kind of argument is known as an “efficiency-wage” argument; see
ref. [175].)

The three theories outlined above for explaining the source of
retailer bias towards excessive price competition — and the prediction
that price floors can resolve the incentive distortion — solve the puzzle
of why vertical price floors have been so popular, relative to vertical
price ceilings. A vertical price ceiling is easily explained as resolving the
double markup problem that was discussed in Section 6. Yet vertically
imposed price floors, when legal, have been much more popular than
price ceilings (see, e.g., [90]).

7.2 Uncertainty

Uncertainty is central to inventory decisions. A vast literature has
developed in both management science and economics on the coordi-
nation of supply chains with competition among downstream firms. We
begin this section with a review of selected articles from this literature,
and then offer an integrated model.

A building block to the theory of competing firms within a vertical
supply chain is the analysis of the horizontal duopoly game between
firms making inventory decisions. A standard reference to this problem

6 If, on the other hand, there is a bias towards too little price competition in favor of too
much service competition, i.e., if at the optimal wholesale price the sum of the elasticities
in (7.12) is positive, then a price ceiling elicits first-best incentives.
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is [125]. This paper considers two competing newsvendors who interact
in a market. The setting includes the following: uncertain demand faced
by the two competing newsvendors; a fixed (exogenous) price; spillover
of demand from one firm to the other in the event of a stockout.

In the Lippman–McCardle model, the competing newsvendors face
random quantities of demand, q1 and q2, which are (in alternative
variations) independent, identically distributed random variables or
derived from a random aggregate demand that is allocated to the two
firms according to one of various sharing rules. The exogenous price is
denoted by v. The authors consider a game in which the firms choose
inventories (y1,y2). If there is a stockout at firm j, with qj > yj , then
an exogenous fraction ai of the stockout is added to the demand at
firm i. The quantity demanded from firm i is thus7

Ri = qi + ai(qj − yj)+

The description of the game is completed with the specification of the
payoff to each firm i, in terms of expected profit8:

πi(y1,y2) = vE min{Ri,yi} − cyi

Lippman and McCardle offer two main results. First, a pure strategy
Nash equilibrium exists in this model. Second, if ai = 1, i = 1,2 then
the total industry inventory is always greater than in the case of a
monopoly.9 That is, competition increases inventories. This is a version
of the standard economic result that competition in markets increases
quantities.

The Lippman and McCardle model is purely horizontal, rather than
set in a supply chain context. Bernstein and Federgruen [22], in another
prominent contribution, add an upstream manufacturer. Bernstein and
Federgruen also endogenize prices, so that coordination of both deci-
sions is at issue. The authors propose a general formulation of demand,
but for tractability rule out demand spillovers entirely.

Bernstein and Federgruen begin with independent (non-competing)
retailers, which effectively yields (in our terminology) a 1–1 market

7 Throughout, (x)+ means max{0,x}.
8 Lippman and McCardle include as well a constant rate at which excess inventory can be
salvaged, as well as a constant penalty cost per unit of demand not met.

9 This result is easily extended to the more general case of ai > 0.
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structure. In this case, we can write the demand functions q(p,θ) as
depending on own-price as well as a random shock, θ. The payoff func-
tions for the case of an integrated firm can be expressed as

Π(p,y) = pE min{y,q(p,θ)} − cy = (p − c)y − pE[y − q(p)]+

We let the total-profit-maximizing, or efficient, values of the decision
variables be (p∗,y∗). Can (p∗,y∗) be elicited in a decentralized supply
chain? In the decentralized case, Bernstein and Federgruen allow the
manufacturer to offer a buy-back price, b, for retailers. As well, in their
model, the wholesale price w is linked to the retail price via a functional
relationship (a “price discount scheme”) w = W (p). Bernstein and
Federgruen restrict W to be linear, with an intercept at c: W (p) =
c + ap. The retailer’s payoff function, given the contract (b;a) is
given by

π(p,y;b,a) = [p − W (p)]y − (p − b)E[y − q(p)]+

The manufacturer’s payoff in the decentralized case is

πm(p,y;b,a) = [W (p) − c]y − bE[y − q(p)]+

Bernstein and Federgruen, in the spirit of Pasternack [153], show that
with the instruments b and a, the first-best profits can be achieved,
i.e., (p∗,y∗) elicited, with any desired distribution of profits between
the retailer and the manufacturer.

With competing downstream retailers, the combination of perfect
coordination plus complete flexibility in implementing desired shar-
ing of profits between upstream and downstream firms can again be
achieved, but the required functional dependence of w upon all prices
is now more complex. Bernstein and Federgruen select a particular
functional form for wi = W (p), and show that with this additional
form (and their other assumptions, including the absence of spillovers),
that first-best coordination is achieved. Again this includes the flexibil-
ity to implement an arbitrary division of total system profits between
upstream and downstream players.

Narayanan et al. [143] also develop a model with an upstream
monopolist and competing retailers, for the purpose of investigating
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contracts that will coordinate inventory and pricing incentives in the
supply chain. The Narayanan–Raman–Singh (NRS) model is some-
what restrictive, in that it assumes (as do Bernstein and Federgruen)
that there are no demand spillovers in the event of stockouts. Demand
is assumed to be perfectly correlated between retailers as well in this
model. NRS do allow, however, lump sum transfers from retailers to
manufacturers with the result that the supply chain coordination issue
is about implementing the efficient (total profit maximizing) choices of
price and inventory.10 NRS show that the two instruments, wholesale
price and buy-backs, are sufficient to elicit the first-best choices of
price and inventory.

Butz [32] makes a similar point. Price, however, is flexible in the
Butz model, being chosen ex post. But the parallel argument holds:
buy-backs combined with a wholesale price instrument ensure optimal
prices and inventories. Butz shows that the alternative instrument of
price restraints also achieves the efficient outcome, and that the optimal
form of vertical price restraints is a price floor, as most often observed
in practice.

Krishnan and Winter [110] : We turn next to the externality-balancing
approach to the coordination problem in the case of uncertain demand.
This approach we applied in the certainty case above, in the case of
price only and price and service. With uncertain demand, we consider
incentives in two actions, prices and inventories.

The following model is developed in ref. [110]. A single manufacturer
sells a product through two competing retailers. The demands for the
product at the two outlets are qi(pi,pj ;θ), i, j = {1,2}, i �= j and θ is a
random variable. Before the realization of uncertainty, the retailers set
prices and choose inventory levels, y1 and y2.

Let λi(pi,pj ;θ) be the proportion of any excess demand from outlet
i that would spill over to outlet j in the event of a stock-out at outlet i,
and similarly for λj . Note that the proportion of inventory that “spills

10 The Pasternack consideration of dividing profits between upstream and downstream firms
is set aside.
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over” in the event of a stockout depends on the prices at the two outlets,
but not on the inventory levels.11

The timing of the game is as follows. The manufacturer offers con-
tracts; the two retailers observe the contract offers and simultaneously
choose to accept or not; the two retailers simultaneously choose price
and inventory levels from some intervals [0,p] and [0,y]; uncertain
demand is realized; and finally, consumers make purchase decisions.

Given prices (p1,p2) ≡ p and inventories (y1,y2) ≡ y and the real-
ization of θ, the demand at outlet i is given by Di(p,yj ;θ) = qi(p;θ) +
λj(p;θ)(qj(p;θ) − yj)+. The “transactions” or sales at outlet i are
given by

ti(p,y;θ) = min{yi,Di(p,yj ;θ)}
= yi − (yi − Di(p,yj ;θ))+ = yi − Oi(p,y;θ) (7.15)

where Oi(p,y;θ) is the number of “overstocks” at outlet i.
The realized profit of outlet i can be expressed as

πi(p,y;w,θ) = piti(p,y;θ) − wyi − F (7.16)

The realized profit of the entire supply chain is

Π(p,y;θ) = p1t1(p,y;θ) − cy1 + p2t2(p,y;θ) − cy2 (7.17)

Uniform pricing and the missing externality : We can now derive
the first-order conditions, from (7.17) and (7.16), and compare the
individual incentives and collective efficiency in price and inventory
decisions. By taking the difference in first-order conditions we get fol-
lowing equations that are parallel to Equations (7.12) and (7.13) in
Section 7.1.2:

∂Eπ1

∂y1
=

∂EΠ
∂y1

−
vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷

(w − c) −

horizontal externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
p2

∂Et2
∂y1

(7.18)

∂Eπ1

∂p1
=

∂EΠ
∂p1

−

horizontal externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
p2

∂Et2
∂p1

(7.19)

11 In ref. [110], a structured model is provided which, when developed from first principles,
satisfies this condition.
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A fundamental feature of this model, in contrast to the model
in Section 7.1.2, is the “missing externality” in the last equation.
The missing externality captures the fact that, once we control for
the level of inventory, pricing decisions are not subject to a vertical
externality. In other words, the vertical externality imposed by the
manufacturer’s wholesale mark-up is reflected through the inventory
decision alone. Under a simple pricing contract, once the inventory
choices are made, the manufacturer has no direct (vertical) interest at
all in the price at which the inventory is resold: the wholesale revenue,
costs and hence profits are completely determined by the inventory
purchase.

But the simple pricing contract does not implement the efficient out-
come (p∗,y∗). Because of the missing vertical externality on price, the
horizontal externality distorting the price decision cannot be balanced
off with an offsetting vertical externality. This result relies only on the
necessary first-order conditions for the aggregate optimum.

Contracts that achieve coordination: More complex contracts, such as
those that allow for vertical price restraints or inventory buy-backs,
can compensate for the missing vertical externality on price. To see the
role of price restraints, note that if profit functions are quasi-concave,
the efficient (p∗,y∗) can be elicited with a price floor at p∗, a fixed
fee F , and a linear wholesale price w∗. The role of the price floor is
clear. The missing externality in the outlet’s first-order condition on
price leaves the outlet with the incentive to drop price below p∗.12

The floor constrains the retailer against pricing below the first-best.
The wholesale price can then be set such that the outlets, each facing a
newsvendor problem, have the right incentives to choose y∗, the efficient
inventory levels.

In contrast to a price restraint, a buy-back policy resolves the incen-
tive problem by creating a vertical externality: once the manufacturer
agrees to take back unsold inventory this affects the pricing decisions
of the retailers. The buy-back price can be chosen to be of the right
magnitude to precisely offset missing externality. The analytics are

12 A technical condition on the sign of the derivative dEt2/dp1 is imposed, but this is
satisfied for common distributions [110].
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straightforward [110]. The right buyback price is the buyback price
that creates exactly the vertical externality that satisfies the balancing
condition.13

This model yields the insight that RPM and buyback policies are
substitutes, as in Butz [32]. Other instruments can “fill in the miss-
ing externality” to solve the coordination problem. A price-discount
scheme, for example, links the wholesale price to the retail price and
therefore gives the manufacturer a direct interest (through its revenue
receipts) in the price charged by the retailer, even holding inventory
constant.

The externality-balancing approach is a promising framework for
investigation of the coordination of decisions beyond price and inven-
tory, along a supply chain. Consider, for example, the incorporation
of sales effort decisions into a supply chain model with the market
structure of one firm upstream and two downstream. The poten-
tially complex analytics of this model can be clearly organized around
the balancing conditions. And the approach suggests an answer to a
puzzle regarding another form of vertical restraints, territorial exclu-
sivity. Why would a manufacturer ever establish exclusivity — local
monopolies — in a downstream market? In the simplest of models,
creating market power downstream exacerbates the double-markup
problem and reduces total profits. Yet we commonly observe this prac-
tice, in contexts ranging from franchising to automobile dealerships.
One answer to the puzzle is that territorial protection mitigates (and
in the extreme case, eliminates) horizontal externalities. This leaves us
with the two-stage market power model in which coordination is easily
achieved with two-part pricing — no matter how many demand instru-
ments there are. Territorial exclusivity allows the residual claimancy
principle to be employed to resolve incentive incompatibilities through
the use of efficient transfer prices.

13 The expression for the optimal buyback price is

b∗ = − εt
pc

εt
p

p∗.
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Two Upstream Firms, Selling Through One

Downstream Firm: The 2–1 Market Structure

The 2–1 market structure (Figure 1.1(e)) covers three general areas
in the economics of supply chains. The first is the assembly problem
in which a downstream firm must strike contracts that provide for
the provision of complementary inputs and adequate inventories of the
inputs upstream. The second is the common agency problem in which
multiple upstream manufacturers compete in contract offers to a com-
mon downstream retailer and in sale, through the retailer. The third
context, which is in the mainstream of the economics literature rather
than the management science literature, is entry deterrence: the design
of supply chain contracts to gain a strategic, entry-deterring advantage
over a potential entrant.

8.1 Assembly Models

The assembly problem involves coordinating the supply of multiple,
complementary, inputs required (in fixed proportions) in the produc-
tion or assembly of a final product. The assembly problem has been
studied extensively in the supply chain literature. Our discussion here
approaches this problem through the lens of balancing externalities.
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Netessine and Zhang [145] have followed this approach. While the
Netessine–Zhang model deals with a 1–2 market structure — the dis-
tribution of complementary goods purchased from a single upstream
firm — and the assembly models deals with production of complemen-
tary goods that is used in assembly downstream, both classes of models
have the same incentive structure. Firms producing (or distributing)
complementary goods at one level deal with a firm at the other level.

Importantly, all firms in the assembly structure are producing com-
plements. This is in contrast to the 1–2 market structure where the
upstream and downstream activities are complements (both manu-
facturing and retailing are necessary inputs into the final product),
but the downstream firms’ actions are substitutes. As we discussed in
Section 7, it is this combination of vertical complementarity and hor-
izontal substitutability that allowed the externalities to balance out,
under a two-part pricing contract. When all actions in the supply chain
are complementary, as we shall see, the distorting externalities all have
the same sign and cannot balance.

Upstream inventory decisions: Consider a simple model with a down-
stream assembler trying to coordinate the inventory decisions of
upstream suppliers. Assembly models typically assume that the assem-
bler offers take-it-or-leave-it contracts to the suppliers. We adopt this
assumption and start with simplest case. One unit each of two upstream
inputs, 1 and 2, is needed by a downstream manufacturer m for assem-
bling a final product. Let the downstream firms’ market price, p, be
determined exogenously, and the demand for the final product be q(θ),
where θ is a random variable, and let the marginal production costs
of the inputs be c1 and c2. We start with an analysis of a simple two-
part pricing contract, where the manufacturer sets a variable wholesale
price, wi, for each retailer and (because of the fixed transfer) opti-
mal contracts can be characterized as maximizing total system profits.
Under this contract, each input supplier faces a newsvendor problem,
and chooses inventory levels, y1 and y2. The number of units of the
final product sold depends on three factors: the random demand, and
the inventory levels chosen by each input supplier. The assembly of
the inputs into the final product is flexible in the sense that it takes
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place ex post. Define t(q(θ),y1,y2) = min{q(θ),y1,y2} as the number of
transactions or sales of the final product.

The expected profit of the manufacturer is:

Eπm(w1,w2) = (p − w1 − w2)Et(q(θ),y1,y2)

The profit of input supplier 1 is:

Eπ1(w1,y1;y2) = w1Et(q(θ),y1,y2) − c1y1 (8.1)

and supplier 2’s profit is similar.
The profit of the centralized supply chain is:

EΠ(y1,y2) = pEt(q(θ),y1,y2) − c1y1 − c2y2 (8.2)

As before, we can derive the first-order conditions from (8.2) and
(8.1), and compare the individual incentives and collective efficiency in
inventory decisions. Decomposing the first-order conditions, we get:

∂Eπi

∂yi
=

∂EΠ
∂yi

− (p − wi)
∂Et

∂yi
(8.3)

Note that ∂Et
∂yi

≥ 0; an increase in inventory at one of the input sup-
pliers cannot decrease total sales. The centralized firm will set inventory
levels such that the marginal cost of each unit of additional inventory
is equal to the marginal expected revenue from eventual sales. Equa-
tion (8.3) shows that, under a simple pricing contract, each supplier
will under-invest in inventory, since some of the revenue from additional
units sold will be captured by both the other supplier and the manu-
facturer. Conditional on sufficient demand and sufficient inventory at
supplier j, supplier i’s investment in one additional unit of inventory
will yield wj to supplier j and p − wi − wj to the manufacturer. Invest-
ments in inventory by a supplier will have a positive externality on both
the manufacturer and the other supplier. In other words, both the ver-
tical and horizontal externalities are positive. Unlike the 1–2 market
structure case, the vertical and horizontal externalities on inventory
cannot be rendered offsetting with a two-part pricing contract.

Contractual resolutions: An offsetting externality can be created, how-
ever, by a contract that commits the manufacturer to paying not just
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for the products that the manufacturer buys from the supplier, but also
for each unit of inventory that the supplier produces. This inventory
(or capacity) “pre-commitment” contract is analogous to a buy-back
contract: a firm in the supply chain encourages another firm to invest in
the efficient resource level. Consider a contract where the manufacturer
pays the supplier a fee, si, per unit of inventory produced. For each unit
of inventory that is eventually consumed, the manufacturer pays an
additional wi. Supplier 1’s profit function under this pre-commitment
contract is:

Eπ1(w1,s1,y1;y2) = w1Et(q(θ),y1,y2) − (c1 − s1)y1

Following our familiar method, we can decompose the first-order
conditions:

∂Eπi

∂yi
=

∂EΠ
∂yi

− (p − wi)
∂Et

∂yi
+ si

The inventory fee, si, creates an incentive for the supplier to invest in
more inventory. This fee, if chosen appropriately, can offset the negative
externality that depresses inventory investment. For the two effects to
cancel out, we need to set si and wi such that:

si

(p − wi)
=

∂Et∗

∂yi
(8.4)

where Et∗ is the transactions at the efficient outcome.1 Note that (8.4)
involves the selection of two instruments to satisfy one constraint. The
implication of this fact is that (si,wi) can be chosen not only to resolve
the incentive distortion but to distribute profits as desired. The fixed
fee becomes redundant (as in the Pasternack [153] and Marvel and
Wang [133] solutions to the supply chain incentive problems).

We have sketched our own perspective on inventory incentives
in assembly systems. The simple model presented above, with only
upstream inventory decisions, can be extended to the case where the
downstream manufacturer also makes a decision, either installing pro-
duction capacity ex ante, or setting a retail price for the assembled

1 The efficient outcome can also be achieved by simply letting the manufacturer dictate
inventory levels to the retailer or can accept responsibility for the financial cost of upstream
overstocks.
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product. The management science literature offers a large number of
recent contributions to this theory including refs. [19, 20, 95, 198].

8.2 Common Agency

We turn next to supply chain coordination of price and promotion (or
effort) choices in a market structure with two firms upstream and one
downstream. Real-world supply chains quite typically overlap in hav-
ing a common retailer sell the products produced upstream. Virtually
any retailer, in fact, sells the goods of multiple manufacturers. The
2–1 model is the simplest structure for uncovering and resolving the
incentive issues that arise with common agency.

To this point in our monograph, a supply chain contract has been
designed to achieve efficiency or maximum total profits for the contrac-
tual parties. In the common agency context, we have a setting where
upstream firms compete in contract offers for representation in a down-
stream firm (a marketing agent or retailer). The key contributions here
are refs. [17] and [18]. We begin by outlining the Bernheim–Whinston
(BW) application of their common agency theory to a single retailer
selling the products of competing manufacturers [17]. BW consider a
setting in which contract offers are made by upstream suppliers to
a number of agents, and in which the selection of the agent is there-
fore endogenous. To keep within the conventional supply chain context,
however, we discuss the BW model in the case in which the agent is
pre-determined — BW’s intrinsic agency game.

In the BW model, there are two products, i = 1,2, each produced by
an upstream firm and sold through a downstream firm with a constant
marginal cost ci and possibly a fixed cost. The demand for product i

depends upon its price, pi, a level of marketing intensity, mi, chosen
by the downstream firm as well as a random variable, θ. The mar-
keting intensity, mi, is observable by the upstream firm and can be
contracted upon. The two principals (manufacturers) offer contracts
simultaneously to the single downstream agent. The contract from firm
i specifies a reward schedule Ii(xi,mi) as a function of xi, which denotes
the sales of product i, and mi, the observable marketing effort by the
downstream firm. Prices pi are set by the upstream firms, and (pc

1,p
c
2)
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represents the cooperative, or collusive, prices that would be set by a
fully integrated monopolist in the market.

BW show that there is an equilibrium for the intrinsic agency game
in which principals set prices pc

i and the reward schedules take the form
of 100% of profits minus a lump sum:

Ii(xi,mi) = (pc
i − ci)xi − Ki (8.5)

That is, the downstream agent becomes the residual claimant for
each upstream firm and therefore a residual claimant of profits for
the entire industry. As (8.5) shows, dependence of the contract upon
effort mi is completely unnecessary. The intuition for this result is clear.
Whatever the contract offered by the rival manufacturer, the residual
claimancy contract between a manufacturer and the retailer must elicit
a decision that maximizes the combined profits of these two parties.
Residual claimancy contracts guarantee first-best profits because the
agent undertakes effort decisions with zero externalities, internalizing
all benefits from additional effort at the margin. With the agent col-
lecting all marginal profit for the industry, it then pays each upstream
firm i to set its price at pc

i in order to maximize the value of the
lump sum payment at which it effectively sells its profit stream to the
agent.2

Cachon and Kok [36] analyze equilibrium contracts in exactly the
common agency market structure (2–1). Cachon and Kok restrict the
contract offers to one of three forms: uniform pricing, a quantity-
discount contract, and a two-part tariff. The authors compare the
welfare of the manufacturers and retailers across the games in which
the contracts are restricted to the different forms. For example, allowing
two-part tariffs, rather than uniform pricing can lead to more intense
competition between the manufacturers with the result that manufac-
turers are worse off even though total industry profits improve.

Cachon–Kok and Bernheim–Whinston illustrate a difference that
sometimes arises between the management science and economic
approaches to the same problem. From an economist’s perspective,

2 The logic is maintained when the pricing decision as well as the marketing effort decision
is allocated to the downstream agent.
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the form of the contract should be determined endogenously, as in
Bernheim–Whinston. No enforceable mechanism exists that would
restrict the form of the contract (e.g., to either uniform pricing or
to two-part pricing). Any restriction of the contract space is therefore
ad hoc. To look at the issue in a different way, in any equilibrium of
the Cachon–Kok uniform-pricing game, each contract is Pareto domi-
nated for the contracting parties by a two-part pricing contract. Noth-
ing internal to the model prevents the parties from simply moving to
the superior contract.

8.3 Supply Chain Design with the Threat of Entry

To this point, we have focussed on contracts as coordinating the incen-
tives of agents along a supply chain. Contracts can be designed to serve
a completely different kind of role: contracts can have strategic value in
competition against other manufacturers or other supply chains. While
this role has not been featured in the literature on supply chain coordi-
nation, it is prominent in the contract theory foundations of antitrust
policy. In this section, we offer an overview of one particular strategic
role: the use of contracts to deter entry into a market.

The theory begins with the classic article by Aghion and Bolton [3].
An incumbent, in a market with a single downstream firm, faces the
threat of entry by another firm. The downstream firm requires one unit
of the input, which it values at a known value v. The incumbent’s cost
of producing this unit is cI . Entry is uncertain because the entrant’s
cost, c, is random. Let G(c) represent the distribution of the entrant’s
cost. The incumbent is assumed to have a first-mover advantage in
contracting in the sense that it can contract with the downstream firm
before the entrant’s cost is realized. A contract can be expressed as a
pair (p,d) consisting of a price that the buyer (the downstream firm)
agrees to pay if it buys in the future as well as a stipulated damages,
d, that the buyer pays if the decision is made not to purchase (i.e., too
purchase from the entrant instead). Equivalently, the buyer pays d up
front and an additional (p − d) if the decision is made to purchase. In
other words, the contract is a call option with an option price po = d

and an exercise price, x = p − d.
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If a contract is not struck in the Aghion–Bolton model, the
incumbent and the entrant compete in prices ex post. In the Bertrand
equilibrium of this no-contract subgame, if c < cI then the entrant sup-
plies ex post at a price equal to cI ; if c > cI then the incumbent supplies
at a price min(c,v).

A contract yields a superior combined payoff to the buyer and
incumbent than no contract, because if a contract is in place, then
the entrant must meet the exercise price x of the contract option if it
is to supply the buyer.3 By lowering x below cI , which is the price that
a low-cost entrant would have to charge to attract the buyer in the
absence of a contract, the incumbent and buyer as a pair are thus able
to extract a lower price from the entrant (conditional upon the states of
successful entry) than in the absence of a contract. The optimal choice
of x satisfies

cI − x

x
=

1
ε

(8.6)

where ε ≡ d lnG(c)/dc is the elasticity of the distribution function [96].
Since G(p) is the probability that the entrant would be willing to supply
at a price p, G can be interpreted as a supply curve of the entrant,
and ε as the elasticity of supply. Equation (8.6) is the Lerner equation
for a monopsonist (rather than the more familiar monopolist Lerner
equation): the value that the incumbent–buyer pair obtain with the
purchase from the incumbent is cI , the incumbent’s cost of production,
because this is the opportunity cost avoided when the purchase is made.
The incumbent and buyer, as a pair, sign a contract that extracts the
optimal monopsony rents from the entrant.

A contract can thus be designed to extract a transfer from a party
outside the contract — in the Aghion–Bolton model, a transfer from
the entrant. Jing and Winter [96] suggest a variation on this theory.
The variation involves actions by four parties: the incumbent, the buy-
ers downstream from the incumbent, a set of entrants, and an input
supplier further upstream from the incumbent. Suppose that entrant’s
costs are common but random. Instead of market power resting with

3 If buyers have an option to buy at x, then an entrant can attract them only with a price
offer less than x.
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an entrant, the supplier of an input further upstream is a monopo-
list (with known cost). The incumbent anticipates future negotiations
with the upstream supplier over its input price. The incumbent strikes a
long term contract (with a relatively low exercise price) with the down-
stream buyer. The downstream contract makes the market less prof-
itable for the entrants because they have to meet a low exercise price.
This reduces the willingness-to-pay of the entrants for the upstream
input (since it is now harder for them to cover costs upon entry). Since
selling to an entrant is the upstream monopolist’s best alternative to
selling to the incumbent, the incumbent is therefore able to bargain for
a lower input price. Thus, long-term contracts at one stage of the supply
chain may be used by a firm to extract rents from a firm with market
power at another stage of the supply chain. Jing and Winter apply this
theory to an antitrust case in the supply of marketing information.

Let us return to the framework of a single potential entrant into a
market with one incumbent. Consider now the possibility of many buy-
ers. If the buyers (downstream firms) are all local monopolists, and the
entrant has constant returns to scale, then the story is unchanged from
Aghion–Bolton. If a potential entrant has a fixed cost, so that it needs
to capture a substantial share of the market to cover the fixed cost and
justify entry, then the theory of exclusionary contracts is strengthened.
To enter the market with a given cost realization, an entrant needs to
capture an adequate share of free buyers, those who are not committed
to a contract or who would choose not to exercise an option contract.
The incumbent can profitably sign up substantial numbers of buyers to
long-term contracts because each buyer, in signing a contract, ignores
the externality imposed on other buyers from its decision to accept
the contract and consequent reduction in the probability of successful
entry. Each additional contract reduces the number of free buyers, thus
dampening the discipline that the incumbent faces in competing for the
free buyers ex post from potential entry. Each contract with a buyer
allows the entrant to extract additional profits from the free buyers.
This theory is developed in refs. [158] and [169].

If buyers compete, however, the Aghion–Bolton theory can break
down [62]. A single buyer downstream may hold-out from joining the
contract, and then is available for the entrant. The entrant can charge a
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price that allows the single buyer to undercut the remaining buyers and
capture the entire market. As Fumagalli and Motta demonstrate, this
possibility eliminates the exclusionary effect of contracts when buyers
compete downstream.4 Simpson and Wickelgren [177] offer additional
insights in analyzing exclusionary contracts in the case of competing
downstream buyers.

4 Wright [208] and Abito and Wright [1] offer an alternative analysis of the impact of buyer
competition downstream in the Fumagalli–Motta model.
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Competing Supply Chains

We have, to this point, been analyzing the role of contracts as coor-
dinating incentives along a single supply chain, within the context of
different market structures along the chain. The consideration of com-
peting supply chains, Figure 1.1(f), expands on the strategic role for
contracts introduced in the discussion of entry-deterrence in the last
section. The observable choice of contracts by firms in a supply chain
will influence the decisions that rivals, in other supply chains, take in
the future. The design of contracts is again strategic, benefiting the firm
by eliciting a change in rivals’ behavior.

The central example consists of two supply chains each with a man-
ufacturer and an independent retailer. The supply chains compete. In
the absence of competition, the manufacturer would aim to elicit deci-
sions on the part of downstream firms that duplicated the decisions
of a centralized firm. A manufacturer that could control costlessly the
actions of downstream firms through vertical integration would do so.
A residual claimancy contract, i.e., two-part pricing with the variable
price equal to marginal cost, would achieve the same result. When
we move to considering competing manufacturer-retailer pairs (supply
chains), however, it may be optimal for a supply chain to retain an
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element of decentralization. For a manufacturer competing in prices
in a differentiated products setting, decentralization makes the supply
chain a “softer” competitor. The supply chain’s reaction curve, in com-
peting against the rival firm, rises. The rival, observing this increase,
sets a higher price. In other words, the rival responds by also adopting
less aggressive pricing. The equilibrium in the pricing game is estab-
lished at a higher price as a result of the commitment achieved through
decentralization via contracts.

The key articles in the literature on strategic decentralization of ver-
tical restraints are refs. [28, 138, 161]. The following is a simple model
that illustrates the main point of this literature, and is drawn from
Bonnano and Vickers. Two manufacturers, 1 and 2, sell products for
which demands are qi(p1,p2), i = 1,2, and produce at costs (c1, c2). The
manufacturers each have the option of selling through the intermedia-
tion of a retailer. In the first stage of a two-stage game, the manufac-
turers each set wi as well as a fixed fee (a franchise fee); in the second
stage the retailers, one for each manufacturer, set prices. A standard
residual claimancy contract would be one in which wi = ci. This con-
tract, equivalent to vertical integration, would be optimal for either
firm in the absence of the firm’s rival. In the strategic setting, however,
the optimal wholesale prices satisfy w∗

i > ci, under standard regularity
conditions on demand.1 When wi is set greater than ci, retailer i is
committed to a higher reaction curve. Figure 9.1 illustrates the logic.
Whatever the decision of the other manufacturer as regards vertical
integration or separation, it is optimal for each manufacturer to main-
tain separation since this elicits a higher price in the final retailer’s
pricing game.2

1 These conditions are that demands be downward sloping, ∂qi/∂pi < 0; concave,
∂2qi/∂p2

i ≤ 0; and that products be substitutes, ∂qi/∂pj > 0. Letting Ri(p1,p2;wi) =
(pi − wi)qi(p1,p2) be retailer profits, with subscripts as derivatives, further conditions
are stability of the Bertrand retailer game, Rii + Rij < 0 and that the goods be strategic
complements, Ri

ji = qi
j(p) + (pi − wi)qi

ji(p) > 0.
2 When the strategic variables in the competing supply chain model are quantities, rather
than prices, decentralization has no strategic value. In this case, the actions by compet-
ing supply chains are strategic substitutes rather than strategic complements. Reaction
functions are downward-sloping rather than upward-sloping. In this case, committing to a
soft reaction function through decentralization would be disadvantageous, in making the
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Fig. 9.1 Reaction functions under price competition.

It is important to note, as many authors have, that this conclusion
depends on the ability of each manufacturer–retailer pair to commit
to a contract that cannot be secretly renegotiated. Contracts that are
renegotiated in secret will revert back to wi = ci, since contracts struck
or renegotiated in secret lose the strategic motivation entirely. A com-
mitment to leave town is essential for the principal.

Katz [98], however, notes that if the downstream firm is risk-averse
(e.g., because it has low capitalization and wants to avoid bankruptcy)
then the privately optimal contract, even struck in secret, retains the
property that wi > ci. The strategic gains from separation are therefore
retained even with secret renegotiation if downstream agents are risk
averse.

Related papers: The McGuire and Staelin [138] model, which restricts
manufacturers to offering uniform pricing contracts to retailers, shows
that strategic decentralization by both manufacturers is an equilib-
rium when product differentiation is small. Coughlan [46] extends the
McGuire and Staelin [138] model to more general demand functions,
and also provides some preliminary empirical evidence in support of
this model: firms entering a new more market were more likely to use
an intermediary if the market was competitive. Gupta and Loulou [77]

rival supply chain more aggressive in the competition in quantities. (See refs. [30, 47, 190,
p. 207].)
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introduce a second consideration into the model: manufacturers invest
in process improvements in order to reduce production costs. They show
that decentralization remains an equilibrium even when investments
in process improvement are accounted for. In addition, decentralized
channels invest less in process improvement, further raising prices in
the decentralized channel.
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Dynamics

Many of the fundamental issues in management science require a
dynamic rather than a static perspective. The basic management
of inventories is inherently a dynamic problem due to fixed costs,
production or procurement lead times, inventory perishability, non-
stationarity of demand, and so on. Dynamic issues arise even with the
ability of consumers strategically to delay purchases of durable goods
and to stockpile goods in anticipation of future consumption and prices.

We begin this section with a review of the classic Coase conjec-
ture on optimal pricing by a durable goods monopolist. We discuss in
the same subsection a parallel topic that is tied even more closely to
supply chain management, the storable goods monopoly problem. We
then synthesize the basic dynamics of inventory and price incentives
in a stationary infinite-horizon model. This model relaxes the assump-
tion of complete perishability of inventory in the classic newsvendor
model, adopting as the key departure from the static framework a
simple assumption of inventory durability. We conclude this section
with a brief discussion of other issues in the dynamics of supply chain
incentives.
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10.1 The Durable Good and Storable Good
Monopoly Problems

The durable goods monopoly problem was identified by Coase [44].
Consider a monopolist selling a durable good to a fixed set of buyers.
If the monopolist could commit to selling at one date only, it would
choose the monopoly price (and quantity) to maximize profits. Con-
sumers who value the product more than the monopoly price would
buy at that price. Any consumers with values below the monopoly price
would not buy. If the monopolist cannot commit to selling at one time
only, however, consumers would be näıve to purchase at the monopoly
price initially. This is because once the monopolist has sold to the high-
valuation customers, it then has an incentive to reduce price and sell
to lower-valuation customers. The high-valuation customers, anticipat-
ing the reduction in price, will rationally delay their purchases. The
monopolists’ pricing power is undone because sales in the second (and
future) periods essentially compete with sales in the first period. The
monopolist competes with its future self.

The Coase conjecture is that as the time between selling dates
converges to zero, the monopolist’s price converges to the competi-
tive price, which is marginal cost. Bulow [29] reviews this topic and
discusses related issues.

Dudine et al. [59] focus on a parallel intertemporal demand
incentive. The monopolist’s inability to commit again drives the
dynamics. While the durable goods monopoly problem focuses on
buyers’ incentive to delay purchases, the “storable goods monopoly”
problem focuses on buyers’ incentive to advance purchases by stockpil-
ing goods for future consumption. While the operations and inventory
literature has analyzed numerous incentives to stockpile inventory (long
production lead times, fixed costs, and so on), the stockpiling incentive
in this monograph is driven purely by strategic considerations. The
argument in Dudine et al. [59] is the following. Suppose a monopo-
list faces an identical linear demand curve in each of two periods; let
qt(pt) = 1 − pt, t = 1,2 where t refers to the time period. The demand
is that of a single buyer. Assume that the marginal production cost is
zero. If the monopolist could commit to prices in both periods, then it
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would simply charge the monopoly price in each period, i.e., p∗
t = 1/2

and q∗
t = 1/2 for t = 1,2.

Now suppose that commitment to future prices is not feasible. This
provides an opportunity and incentive for buyers to influence future
prices by buying goods in the first period for use in the second. Suppose
the monopolist sets p∗

1 = 1/2. The buyer, acting strategically, buys q1 =
1/2 + ε, where ε > 0. Because the buyer has stockpiled ε units for use
in period 2, the demand function in period 2 is now q2(p) = 1 − ε − p.
The monopolist in this second period will maximize profits at a price
p2 = (1 − ε)/2. As a consequence of the buyers ability to store the good,
the price in period 2 is lower than the price that the monopolist could
have charged if the monopolist had been able to commit up-front to
the second period price.

The monopolist’s inability to commit allows the buyer effectively
to lower the second period price by stockpiling inventory. This lower
price benefits the buyer on all units purchased in the second period. As
long as the cost of stockpiling inventory is sufficiently low, the trade-off
between the cost of stockpiling inventory and the benefit of a lower
price in the second period works to the buyer’s advantage. In response
to the buyer’s strategic behavior, the monopolist will attempt to deter
the stockpiling by raising prices in the first period. In the equilibrium,
however, the inability to commit to the second period price will always
leave the buyer with an incentive to stockpile inventories.

10.1.1 Related Papers

Both the durable goods and the storable goods problems have been
analyzed in the supply chain management literature. In particular,
ref. [182] addresses intertemporal pricing with customers delaying pur-
chases (the durable goods effect) and ref. [183] deals with customer
stockpiling (the storable goods effect). In ref. [182] the monopolist has a
fixed amount of inventory that has to be sold over a finite time horizon.
Customers vary along two dimensions: their valuation for the product
and their willingness to wait. Su demonstrates that prices can decrease
or increase over time, depending on whether the high-valuation cus-
tomers are less or more patient than the low-valuation customers. In
ref. [183], customers can stockpile inventory and the manufacturer can
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commit to a price path. However, the manufacturer may benefit from
offering period price promotions as long as frequent shoppers are willing
to pay more than occasional shoppers.

Su and Zhang [184] consider a newsvendor setting in which cus-
tomers, anticipating ex post markdowns on unsold inventory, may
strategically delay purchases. The monopolist’s choice of low quantity,
i.e., high price, can alleviate this problem, but the monopolist may not
be able to commit credibly. Su and Zhang introduce a commitment
device that we have explored earlier in this review: decentralization of
decision-making. A decentralized supply chain with a simple uniform
pricing contract can, by introducing a vertical externality on price and
inventory decisions, credibly commit to keeping prices high and quan-
tities low. Arya and Mittendorf [13] also argue that “channel discord,”
i.e., strategic decentralization serving as a commitment device, can mit-
igate the durable goods monopolists’ problem.

Anand et al. [5] analyze the storable goods problem using a supply
chain model with an upstream seller and a single downstream buyer
facing a downward sloping market demand. The downstream firm can
strategically hold inventory in order to lower future prices. Anton and
Varma [8] consider an oligopoly version of this problem. Buyers’ incen-
tives to stockpile, the basic problem as perceived by the seller, are
exacerbated here because each firm bears only part of the future cost
of consumers stockpiling inventory and each firm has therefore low
incentive to suppress stockpiling.

Several recent papers consider related dynamic issues. Most consider
strategic incentives to delay purchases: see refs. [185, 186, 187]. The
strategic incentives to stockpile inventory, however, have received less
attention in the supply chain literature. Inventory dynamics are central
to supply chain coordination in reality and deserve further attention in
the theory literature.

The classic Clark and Scarf [41] article develops a serial multi-
echelon model, i.e., a model with one firm at each of many stages.
By establishing the concept of echelon stocks1 Clark and Scarf show

1 The echelon inventory level at any stage of the supply chain is the inventory available at
that stage and at all downstream stages.
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that the multi-dimensional problem can be solved as a sequence of one-
dimensional problems. Lee and Whang [119], Chen [40], Cachon and
Zipkin [39] and Porteus [157] all analyze the coordination problem of
attaining the optimal centralized outcome through appropriate trans-
fers for each echelon.

10.2 The Dynamics of Price and Inventory Incentives

Let us step back to the basic static model of coordinating price and
inventory incentives of Section 7.2. We argued in that section that
the conceptual key to understanding observed contractual resolutions
(including vertical price floors) is a missing externality. The upstream
manufacturer, in the static model, has no direct (vertical) interest at
all in the price at which inventory is resold, given the level of inventory
that is transacted. From the perspective of the balancing-externalities
approach to vertical contracting, this missing externality implies that
the price system alone cannot possibly coordinate incentives. More
complex contracts are necessary and the missing externality translates
into specific predictions about the contracts that emerge.

Introducing a simple assumption of inventory durability, rather than
complete perishability, changes things. A vertical externality is resur-
rected : when inventory can be carried over for use in future periods,
the manufacturer again has an interest in the retailer’s price decision
because this affects how much the retailer will buy in future periods.

The following infinite horizon model developed in Krishnan and
Winter [111]. In this 1–2 market structure, demand in each period is
uncertain and depends on the price and inventory level chosen by each
retailer i. In each period t, at retail prices pt = (p1t,p2t) and inventory
levels yt = (y1t,y2t), the demand at retailer i is qit(pt,yt,φt), where
φt is a real-valued random variable representing demand uncertainty.2

The number of transactions by firm 1 in period t is Tit(pt,yt,φt) =
min(qit(pt,yt,φt),yit). The parameter φt is a joint distribution for the

2 In this model note that inventory levels influence demand, and not just sales. This rec-
ognizes the fact that consumers will be attracted to shop at stores where they have a
higher likelihood of finding the product in stock. Models that consider the strategic role
of inventory in attracting demand include Dana and Petruzzi [50], Balakrishnan et al. [15]
and Bernstein and Federgruen [21, 23].
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two retailers, with a continuous density and independent and is identi-
cally distributed over time.

Let γ denote a “durability factor” of the inventory, which represents
the value that the product maintains from one period to the next. The
factor γ can be interpreted as the outcome of discounting and an expo-
nential rate of inventory decay. In other words, one unit of inventory
left over at the end of the previous period is worth γ(1 − c) in the cur-
rent period. Krishnan and Winter [110] show that Bellman equation
characterizing the optimal dynamic price and inventory reduces to the
following stationary (myopic) problem:

EΠd(p,y,φ) ≡ p1ET1(p,y,φ) + p2ET2(p,y,φ) − cy1 − cy2 (10.1)

+γc[yi − ETi(p,y,φ) + yj − ETj(p,y,φ)] (10.2)

where EΠd(p,y,φ) is the firm’s expected profit in each period. The
firm chooses (p,y) to maximize EΠd.

Similarly, each retailer chooses:

Eπd
i (pi,yi,φ; (pj ,yj)) = piETi(p,y,φ) − wyi + γw[yi − ETi(p,y,φ)]

(10.3)
As before, we can decompose the first-order conditions to isolate

the incentive distortions:

∂Eπd
i

∂yi
=

∂EΠd

∂yi
−

vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
(w − c)

(
1 − γ

(
1 − ∂ETi

∂yi

))

−

horizontal externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
(pj − γc)

∂ETj

∂yi
(10.4)

∂Eπd
i

∂pi
=

∂EΠd

∂pi
−

vertical externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ(w − c)

∂ETi

∂pi
−

horizontal externality︷ ︸︸ ︷
(pj − γc)

∂ETj

∂pi
(10.5)

Note that as long as γ > 0 then, unlike in the static case, the vertical
externality on price reappears. This reflects the fact that, conditional
on inventory, the price chosen by the retailer affects the amount of
inventory carried forward, which in turn affects the amount that the
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manufacturer can sell to the retailers in future periods. (If γ = 0, how-
ever, the static model of Krishnan and Winter [110] emerges which
implies that retailers will be biased towards price competition.) The
bias towards price competition holds for small values of γ. Krishnan
and Winter show under some conditions that there exists a threshold
value of γ below which retailer’s are biased towards price competi-
tion and above which the bias flips and retailers are biased towards
inventory competition. In other words, inventory durability versus per-
ishability is a key factor in determining incentive coordinating supply
chain contracts.



11
Asymmetric Information

The placement of a section on asymmetric information towards the
end of a monograph on applied contract theory must, to the experi-
enced reader, seem strange. Contract theory is built upon the foun-
dation of asymmetric information, either in hidden action or hidden
information [27]. To this point, we have incorporated the assumption
of asymmetric information only implicitly for the most part. Consider,
for example, the assumption, in our analysis of the use of complex
contracts to elicit the right inventory decisions, that contracts cannot
specify directly the level of inventory. Nothing formal in the models
of the literature reviewed prevents firms from contracting on all deci-
sions, including contracting on the amount of inventory. Nothing, that
is, except the assumption that inventory cannot enter the contract.
Inventory, in reality, is very easily observed by an upstream input sup-
plier since it is equal to the quantity purchased. The assumption that
inventory cannot be contracted upon, justified implicitly by asymmet-
ric information, speaks to a need for theories in which the asymmetry in
information is explicit. It is a standard requirement of contract theory
that the contracts be optimal within the informational and enforcement
constraints of the environment.

250
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We begin with a simple example of the insights that can be gar-
nered by introducing asymmetry of information explicitly. Consider
the classic Pasternack theory of buyback policies. In this theory, recall
that under a 1–1 market structure, a single upstream firm sets a
wholesale price w and an inventory buyback price b. The downstream
firm solves maxy py − (p − b)E[y − x]+ − wy, which yields a choice
of y satisfying F (y) = (p − w)/(p − b). If the upstream firm sets b

equal to b∗ ≡ [(w − c)/(p − c)]p then the optimal y∗, which satisfies
F (y∗) = (p − c)/p is elicited.

The inventory problem, under a 1–1 market structure, can be solved
easily with a two-part price instead of a buyback policy.1 The manu-
facturer under this strategy essentially sells the rights to sourcing its
product at cost, in return for a lump sum. The optimal inventory prob-
lem is then internalized completely by the downstream agent and the
first-best inventory decision is the result. Alternatively, a contract can
be written which simply calls for inventory y∗ to be purchased. These
simple alternatives to the Pasternack contract are not ruled out by the
informational structure of the model. What formal problem does the
Pasternack contract solve?

In the simplest extension to asymmetric information, the Pasternack
solution survives as an instrument that can elicit first-best incentives.
The other contracts applicable under certainty (two-part pricing, and
contracting directly on inventory) do not. To show this, suppose that
at the time that the manufacturer offers a contract, the distribution F

is itself private information to the retailer. The demand is random as in
any inventory model, but now the distribution of demand is known to
the retailer alone. We can represent this asymmetry in information as a
joint distribution over final demand x and a signal θ that the retailer has
observed but the manufacturer has not. Let this distribution be G(θ,x).
The first-best choices of inventory that the manufacturer would like to
elicit are those y∗(θ) that satisfy G(θ,y∗(θ)) = (p − c)/p.

The Pasternack solution elicits this first-best inventory conditional
upon any realization of θ. This follows from the fundamental result

1 We are setting aside the other constraints on implementing the residual claimancy contract,
including any limits on the buyer’s wealth level.
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that the optimal fractile solution to the newsvendor problem (from the
perspective of the centralized firm, with opportunity cost c per unit,
or from the perspective of the decentralized firm, with cost w per unit
and returns price b) yields a probability of default that is completely
independent of the distribution of demand, i.e., it is distribution-free.
The lack of knowledge of θ, i.e., the size of the market, has no impact
on the optimal Pasternack contract.

We have demonstrated the robustness of the Pasternack contract in
the case of a reservation profit of zero for the agent. This robustness
extends to non-zero reservation profits provided that the reservation
profit is proportional to the size of the market. If the agent’s reservation
profit is a fixed dollar amount, then the contract is not robust because
the optimal w and b will vary depending on θ.

Another contract that is distribution-free is a revenue-sharing
contract. An upstream manufacturer could simply specify a revenue-
share, say 30%, and set wholesale price the unit at 30% of marginal
production cost. In choosing inventories, the retailer maximizes 30% of
profits, which is identical to maximizing the total profits.

Other contracts do not necessarily achieve the robustness of the
Pasternack contract. For example, a two-part pricing cannot yield a
first-best solution because under this strategy the manufacturer must
know the size of the market (θ) to set the appropriate fixed fee
in the contract. And a contract specifying the optimal inventory x

directly does not work because the first-best level of inventory depends
upon θ.

The robustness of Pasternack’s solution to a lack of knowledge of θ

on the part of the manufacturer exemplifies a desirable property of any
solution to a decentralized supply chain problem: the contract eliciting
efficient incentives is ideal if it is independent of the size of the market.
That is, a doubling of market size should leave the first-best optimal
contract unchanged.

11.1 Price and Inventory

Suppose that we introduce price as a decision variable, in addition
to inventory. Under what conditions, under our simple asymmetric
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information world, can the optimal centralized solution continue to be
decentralized?

Decentralization is possible when demand is multiplicative in the
signal but not in general. To understand this result, recall the contrac-
tual solutions to the price and inventory incentive problem without
explicit asymmetry in information. In a 1–1 market structure, when
demand is uncertain and the downstream firm makes decisions on price
and inventory, the following contracts can elicit the first-best decisions
from the downstream agent provided that information is symmetric at
the time of contracting: (a) a two part price; (b) a contract dictating
downstream price and inventory, without a fixed fee; and (c) a price
ceiling and a buyback price, without a fixed fee.

The last of these contracts is invariant to the size of the market —
provided that the demand is multiplicative in the signal observed by
the agent. If demand is θq(p;ξ) where θ is a random variable observed
by the agent and ξ is a random variable observed by neither agent,
then the optimal price in the market p∗(θ) is independent of θ. This
is because multiplicative shocks to demand are “iso-elastic” shifts in
demand, leaving demand elasticity unchanged at any price, with the
implication that the optimal centralized price is independent of θ. By
setting a price ceiling at p∗, setting the necessary buyback price (which
again is invariant to the realization of θ), the contract elicits the first-
best decisions (p∗,y∗(θ)) on the price and inventory. A mark-up (w − c)
collects profits for the upstream firm that are proportional to θ. The
firms bear no cost at all from the information asymmetry. Once again,
invariance of the first-best contract to the value of the realized sig-
nal is the key to the robustness of the optimal contract. Marvel and
Wang [132] were the first to observe that knowledge by the manufac-
turer of the demand distribution is not necessary for implementation
of a first-best contract in this context.

11.2 The Mechanism Design Approach to
Supply Chain Contracting

The examples of supply chain contracts discussed in this section of the
monograph have introduced asymmetric information. But they leave
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us with a framework in which first-best profits are achieved, just as in
our models with symmetric information. The modern contracting liter-
ature, in contrast, is built on models that necessarily yield second-best
equilibria, with incentive compatibility constraints that are binding.
The principal–agent model is at the foundation of contract theory. This
framework posits a principal (typically an upstream supplier) writing
a contract with an agent or agents (typically downstream firms) in
order to elicit efficient decisions on the part of the agents. The agent
has either hidden action in that his effort cannot be observed or hid-
den information in that his characteristics, such as costs, cannot be
observed. Because of exogenous uncertainty, the principal cannot draw
an exact inference from the outcomes that he observes to the hidden
action or information on the part of the agent.

If a residual claimancy contract could be written, then incen-
tive distortions would be resolved in the principal–agent problem.
In principal–agent contexts, three factors arise that rule out residual
claimancy contracts. As discussed in Section 6.1.2, these give rise to
three classes of principal–agent models: principal–agent models with a
risk averse agent [83, 176]; principal–agent models with a wealth con-
straint on the part of the agent [166] and principal–agent models with
two or more agents.

In the remainder of this section, we apply the principal–agent
approach — more generally the mechanism design approach — to
supply chain contracting. We start with the simplest model to under-
stand the role of contracts in the resolution of hidden information or
adverse selection problems. The contracting solution to problems of this
type always involve a trade-off for the principal between eliciting better
incentives on the part of the agent and leaving a higher share of rents
with the agent. Appropriately designed supply chain contracts can alter
this trade-off to the benefit of the principal (the manufacturer).

As always, we begin with the simplest model. This model seeks to
characterize the optimal supply chain contract in a setting where a
downstream retailer has private information on demand. The incentive
issue is setting the right price. A manufacturer produces a product at
zero cost with demand equal to θq(p) where q′ < 0. The manufacturer
sells through a retailer. The retailer has private information on θ at the
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time of contracting (and, following the usual simplifying assumption,
bears no costs other than the payment to the manufacturer). For expo-
sitional purposes, we assume that θ takes on only two values, θ1 and
θ2, with θ2 > θ1. At the time of contracting, the retailer knows θ. The
manufacturer does not. What kind of contract would the manufacturer
and retailer write?

The revelation principle [51, 69, 141] tells us that we can, without
loss of generality, restrict contracts to offers of menus from which the
agent is allowed to choose. The simplest class of contracts specifies
choices over quantity and total payment, {(Q1,R1),(Q2,R2)}. (This is
equivalent to a nonlinear pricing contract.) An agent, after choosing
(Qi,Ri) from the menu will set price at the value where the demand is
equal to Qi.2

The optimal contract within this class follows a standard
setup [134]. The principal maximizes profit subject to individual ratio-
nality constraints for both types of agents and incentive compatibil-
ity constraints, that each type weakly prefers the choice in the menu
intended for him. It is well known that only one of the two IR con-
straints, and only one of the two IC constraints, will be binding in
equilibrium. Including only the constraints that we know will be bind-
ing, this problem is

max
{(Q1,R1),(Q2,R2)}

R1 + R2

subject to

R1 − q−1
(

Q1

θ1

)
Q1 ≤ 0 (IR)

q−1
(

Q1

θ2

)
Q1 − R1 ≤ q−1

(
Q2

θ2

)
Q2 − R2 (ICC)

The first of these constraints is that the low-demand agent must earn
non-negative net returns. The term q−1(Q1

θ1
) is the price that this agent

2 The choice from a menu offered in a contract is equivalent to the “announcement” by the
agent of his type. A mechanism in which agents with private information announce their
types is called a direct mechanism. The revelation principle states that the optimal allo-
cation in an asymmetric information setting can be achieved with an incentive compatible
direct mechanism.
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will set, following the selection of (Q1,R1). The second constraint is
that the type 2 agent prefers (Q2,R2) to (Q1,R1).

The first-best outcome (i.e., outcome without the constraints) sat-
isfies Q∗

i = θiq(pm) where pm is the (centralized firm’s) monopoly price
corresponding to the demand curve q(p), with R∗

i fully extracting the
profits of agent i: R∗

i = θiq(pm). It is clear that the first-best outcome
{(Q∗

1,R
∗
1),(Q

∗
2,R

∗
2)} is not achievable with this simple nonlinear pric-

ing mechanism. At the first-best mechanism, the incentive compatibil-
ity condition of the type 2 agent is violated, because instead of earning
zero profits by telling the truth, this agent could earn positive profits by
accepting (Q1,R1), since q−1(Q1

θ2
) ∗ Q1 − R1 > q−1(Q1

θ1
) ∗ Q1 − R1 = 0.

In violating the incentive compatibility constraint, the type 2 agent
would set a price for the small quantity Q1 (at the high demand θ2q(p))
that is greater than pm. The (second-best) optimal mechanism responds
to this potential IC constraint violation by shading Q1 downwards from
Q∗

1 and reducing R2 from R∗
2.

Price ceilings: The first-best optimum can be achieved, however, with
a price ceiling at pm. Under this constraint, in addition to the offer
of the menu {(Q∗

1,R
∗
1),(Q

∗
2,R

∗
2)}, while both types of agents earn zero

profits neither type has an incentive to deviate. In particular, the type
2 agent cannot gain by selling Q∗

1 at a price in excess of pm.

Buy-backs: This setting allows a price ceiling to elicit the first-best
(centralized) outcome, but only because the setting is very special.
The first-best optimal price, pm, is independent of θ because of the
multiplicative nature of uncertainty. When, instead, we allow the opti-
mal price to vary with uncertainty, then price ceilings do not elicit
the first-best. But a role for buy-back contracts emerges, as Arya and
Mittendorf [12] have shown. Arya and Mittendorf adopt an assumption
of demand uncertainty that captures in an extreme but simple way the
dependence of optimal price on the realization of uncertainty. Consider
a manufacturer with cost c(x) selling to consumers through a retailer,
who bears no cost other than the cost of the product. Consumers each
have a unit demand and reservation value made up of the sum of two
parameters: θ + α. At the time of contracting, the retailer knows θ.
The manufacturer does not. The prior probability densities of α and θ
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are f(α) and g(θ). The inverse hazard function H(θ) = [1 − G(θ)]/g(θ)
is non-increasing.

The manufacturer offers the retailer a menu of contracts from which
to choose. The contract [x(θ̂);s(θ̂);b(θ̂)] contains quantity x(θ̂), a pay-
ment per unit s(θ̂) and a buy-back rate, b(θ̂) which is the right to return
any amount purchased at a price. All are functions of the report θ̂ by
the agent as to his type.

By the revelation principle, one can restrict attention to incentive
compatible contracts, i.e., contracts that leave each agent with the
incentive to report the truth about his type. The role of the buy-back
policy is in following correlation: the right to resell all units back to
the manufacturer at any rate b is worth more to a low-θ agent than it
is to a high-θ agent. This follows from the fact that the high-θ agent
can sell the units at a higher price than the low-θ agent. Anything that
makes the menu choice intended for a low type relatively unattractive
to a high type relaxes the incentive compatibility constraint (which is
binding only in a downward direction). Note that b(θ̂) − θ is the critical
value of α below which a refund is sought.

The retailer’s and manufacturer’s expected profit when the retailer’s
type is θ and the retailer reports θ̂, given the contract [x(θ̂); s(θ̂); b(θ̂)]
are given by:

πR(θ̂|θ) =
∫ b(θ̂)−θ

0
b(θ̂)x(θ̂)f(α)dα

+
∫ ᾱ

b(θ̂)−θ
[θ + α]x(θ̂)f(α)dα − s(θ̂)x(θ̂)

πM (θ̂|θ) = s(θ̂)x(θ̂) − c(x(θ̂)) −
∫ b(θ̂)−θ

0
b(θ̂)x(θ̂)f(α)dα

The optimal contracting solution solves

max
x(θ),s(θ),r(θ)

∫ θ̄

0
πM (θ|θ)g(θ)dθ

subject to

πR(θ|θ) ≥ 0 ∀θ (IR)

πR(θ|θ) ≥ πR(θ̂|θ) ∀θ̂, θ (ICC)
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The optimal buy-back rate, b∗(θ) takes on a simple form in Arya–
Mittendorf. These authors show that the value of the buy-back policy
(or returns policy) is measured by the limit that it places on retailer
rents. The inverse hazard rate represents these savings, and the optimal
buy-back at any θ is set equal to the inverse hazard rate: b∗(θ) = (1 −
G(θ))/g(θ).

Other contributions: Many other papers in the supply chain coordina-
tion literature incorporate asymmetric information. Corbett et al. [45]
consider a manufacturer selling to a downstream retailer with private
information on costs, in a model that shares some similarities with the
famous Baron and Myerson [16] paper on regulating a monopolist with
uncertain costs. These authors derive the optimal nonlinear pricing
scheme as well as the optimal contract under additional assumptions
on the feasible set of contracts. Blair and Lewis [26] consider the case
of private information about demand, rather than costs, by the down-
stream retailer.

In the Blair and Lewis model, the downstream retailer increases
demand through promotional effort. A low level of sales can be due
to low promotional effort or a low state of demand; the manufacturer
is unable to distinguish between these root causes. Thus Blair and
Lewis bring to the supply chain context a canonical principal–agent
problem with hidden action and hidden characteristics. The uniqueness
of the supply chain setting expands the contract space in Blair and
Lewis compared to either a general principal agent model or the setting
considered in ref. [45]. Specifically, Blair and Lewis allow for vertical
restraints on the downstream price, i.e., resale price maintenance. The
optimal contract in Blair and Lewis contains resale price maintenance
as well as quantity restrictions.

Asymmetric information is important not just in the 1–1 market
structure that we have discussed in this section, but in other market
structures as well. The 1–2 setting, e.g., a setting with one manufacturer
selling to two retailers, builds on the canonical models of Demski and
Sappington [53] and Lazear and Rosen [118]. The key idea from these
models is that when hidden information is correlated across agents the
report by one agent (in a direct mechanism) conveys information to
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the principal about other agents’ hidden information. The principal
can exploit this additional signal to achieve superior outcomes.

The papers discussed adopt the standard assumption that the agent
possesses better information in some dimension (action or character-
istics) than the principal. In the economics literature, the case where
a principal or upstream supplier has private information as well has
also been analyzed. An upstream supplier who has private information
on the quality or potential success of a new market will signal this
quality by retaining a high percentage of residual claim in a contract
with a downstream firm that invests in distribution of the product. The
contract may, for example, allocate payment to the upstream firm in
terms of a downstream royalty or an input price above marginal cost —
even if pricing at marginal cost were optimal in terms of eliciting the
best incentives on the part of downstream agents. This is the informed
principal’s problem [171]. Desai and Srinivasan [56] analyze nonlinear
pricing contracts in a supply chain context in which the manufacturer
is informed about demand and the retailer undertakes effort. Gallini
and Wright [66] apply the informed principal framework to the issue of
technology transfer through licensing contracts.

In the supply chain context, a buyback policy is a natural instru-
ment for an informed principal, since the offer to buy back inventory
can signal the principal’s private information about high demand. This
informed-principal strategy has not, to our knowledge, been explored
to date.

We have followed the literature on supply chain control and indeed
most of the literature on asymmetric information in economics in taking
the state of information as exogenous. Other articles in both economics
and management science have taken the important step of studying
incentives for management of information flows or exchange. This lit-
erature is reviewed in Section 13.
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Contracting and the Theory of the Firm

We have adopted, to this point in our review, a static contracting
approach to the design of supply chain contracts. We have explored
how contracts can elicit efficient incentives of firms along a supply chain
in decisions such as inventory, pricing and sales effort. Our synthesis is
limited thus far in two respects. First, firms in the theory make only
short run decisions. We have set aside longer run decisions such as how
much investment to undertake in assets specific to particular supply
chain partners. Second, firms are assumed to act in their individual
short-term interest given the terms of a contract. Each firm decides on
effort, inventory or pricing without regard to the externalities imposed
on other parties to the contract. Firms have no concerns about protect-
ing the value of long run relationships with their contractual partners.

Supply chain management in reality involves a much richer set of
decisions than can be captured within the static contracting frame-
work. Firms are very often engaged in long run relationships with their
upstream suppliers of inputs and downstream distributors of their prod-
ucts, and within those relationships invest in specific assets, to the
benefit of both themselves and their relationship partners. In any long
run relationship, it is in reality not rational to follow the dictates of
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selfish, short run profit maximization. A firm must take into account
the benefits to supply chain partners with which it will be transact-
ing and negotiating contracts in the future. The terms of future con-
tract negotiations, as a matter of common business sense, depend on
how beneficial ventures or transactions with the firm have been in
the past.

Moreover, firms consider alternatives beyond entering simple
contracts. These alternatives include both maintaining long term rela-
tionships and vertical integration into input suppliers or downstream
distributors. As Coase [42] famously observed, the decision to undertake
a transaction within a firm versus in a market is itself a fundamental
economic question. The boundaries of the firm are in reality endogenous
along a supply chain. Lafontaine and Slade [115] estimate that the value
of transactions in U.S. firms is approximately equal to that in U.S. mar-
kets. The economics of supply chain management is not simply about
contracts among firms whose identities are given exogenously.

This section of our synthesis outlines the most important themes
within this broader view of supply chain relationships. Much of the
material falls within the modern economic theory of the firm. What
are the factors that determine whether a transaction happens within
a firm or in a market? And what are the defining characteristics of a
firm that distinguish intra-firm transactions from market transactions?
This area of economics was relatively quiet after Coase’s article, but
since the 1970s has been very active.

A related issue is the management of relationships over the long
run. Potential incentive distortions may be resolved or mitigated not
only through short term contracts or vertical integration but, as noted
above, through the establishment of a long term relationship. Long run
relationships can share some of the same features as vertical integration
in that parties are engaged in repeated transactions with the same set
of individuals.

Beyond short term contracts, vertical integration and relational con-
tracting a fourth factor influences incentives along a supply chain: the
reputation of a firm even outside its current relationships. Any firm in
a supply chain will value a reputation as an outlet with a low stock-
out rate (a reputation not just among consumers but among upstream
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manufacturers as well). The firm will value a reputation as one that
invests strongly in its relationships and in the quality of its products.

A comprehensive review of this broad area of supply chain manage-
ment and long run relationships would take a book. The contributions
of Coase, Klein, Williamson and others in this area are fundamental
and cannot be comprehensively summarized in a short section. Instead
of attempting such a summary, we capture the main ideas in this area
through a set of simple models, adapting those offered in the literature.

12.1 Specific Investment, Appropriable Quasi-rents and
Incomplete Contracts: The Incentive Problems

12.1.1 Introduction

The broader view of supply chain relationships incorporates two new
incentive problems: distortions in investment in assets specific to a
relationship as well as distortions in investment or effort in enhanc-
ing potential outside relationships. And the broader view incorporates
three solutions to incentive problems, or mechanisms to at least mit-
igate incentive problems, beyond the design of contracts on which
we have been focussed: vertical integration; relational contracting or
self-enforcing agreements; and reputation. This subsection explores the
problems. The following sections explore solutions.

Contracts are incomplete. Firms entering long term contracts can-
not specify as part of the contract all future decisions, rights and obli-
gations. Not only are short run decisions such as pricing, inventory
and effort missing from contracts, but longer run decisions, such as
investment by parties in the relationship, are also non-contractible.
The incompleteness of contracts remains the fundamental source of
incentive problems when investment is added to the set of decisions.

Incompleteness leads to two kinds of incentive problems. First,
incomplete contracts cannot guarantee that investment in assets specific
to a venture will be adequate. Assets are specific to the extent that they
are more valuable within a relationship than outside. For example, an
upstream supplier may invest in capital equipment specific to the needs
of a downstream buyer. Fisher Body invested in stamping machines and
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dies to produce bodies of automobiles for General Motors; once con-
structed the molds had much less value (essentially only the value of
the steel) outside the relationship than within.1 Another example comes
from franchising. When a franchisee invests in developing a local mar-
ket by promotion activities or simply maintaining high product quality,
it cannot always be assured (in the absence of specific guarantees) that
the franchisor will not take advantage of its efforts by placing a second
franchise in the market or even terminating the franchisee and selling
its position to a new entity.2

The return on relationship-specific investment is referred to quasi-
rents, and the vulnerability of quasi-rents to appropriation by the non-
investing party is referred to as the hold-up problem (Klein et al. [104],
hereafter KCA). For example, suppose that a coal mine invests one
million dollars in development to supply a local energy utility and sup-
pose that a return of 10 per cent would justify the investment. But
once the capital is sunk, and prices for the coal are renegotiated with
the utility, these prices would not reflect the sunk investment — and
therefore might provide less than the required 10 per cent return.

The hold-up problem is not a matter of fairness. Parties to a contract
rationally anticipate investment levels as well as the outcomes of future
negotiations. The parties could offset any future anticipated hold-up
with a transfer of wealth at the time of contracting. The problem is
that the incentive to undertake efficient investment is compromised by
the anticipation by the investing party that it will not appropriate the
full return to its investment. Any business relationship in which an
investing party does not capture the full return on its investment is
one with inefficiently low investment levels.

The literature on transactions cost economics (KCA; [202, 203, 204,
135]) emphasized a second type of incentive distortion arising from

1 The reference here is to a classic case of specific investment, the General Motors–Fisher
Body relationship [104, 100, 102, 103].

2 The franchising example raises the issue of a distinction between relationship-specific cap-
ital and venture-specific capital. When the franchise is broken up, the specific capital
does not disappear (as it would in the Fisher-Body/GM example). Instead, the brand
name capital remains with the other party, the franchisor. Because the capital survives
the relationship, it is logically incorrect to refer to it as “relationship-specific” . It remains
venture-specific, in the sense that it is valuable only within the specific venture or use.
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the combination of incomplete contracts and the specificity of assets.
Once specific investment is sunk, parties each have the incentive to
undertake effort or investment to capture a higher share of quasi-rents.
Masten [135] expresses this succinctly:

Idiosyncratic assets, because of their specialized and
durable nature, imply that parties to a transaction face
only imperfect exchange alternatives for an extended
period. The more specialized those assets, the larger
will be the quasi-rents at stake over that period, and
hence the greater the incentive for agents to attempt
to influence the terms of trade through bargaining or
other rent-seeking activities once the investments are in
place.

Investment solely to increase the share of the pie is a pure ineffi-
ciency in terms of maximizing the size of the pie. Investment to increase
total returns to a relationship is productive; investment to increase
one party’s share of the returns is unproductive. Williamson empha-
sizes the cost of constant haggling over the terms of exchange ex post.
Another example of inefficient expenditure is investment in outside
options, investment undertaken solely to increase the value of the assets
in the paths not taken. An oilfield builds a pipeline to a distant set of
refineries or an input supplier spends additional resources to render its
assets less specific to a particular buyer, all in the interests of increas-
ing the strength of its bargaining position in future negotiations rather
than for efficient, productive purposes. An example from one of the
author’s experiences as a corporate director involves a firm supplying
software for integration with a major downstream supplier of hardware,
network firewalls. Investment in the compatibility of the software with
other suppliers of firewalls (competitors of the main downstream pur-
chaser) is valuable not just because of the prospect that other firms
will purchase the software input, but because this investment strength-
ens the supplier’s bargaining position in future negotiations with the
main buyer. While valuable from the individual firm’s point of view,
investment in generality of the input so as to increase outside value is
wasteful.
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12.1.2 Unilateral Investment in Specific Assets

We capture in simple models the two kinds of incentive problems aris-
ing from contractual incompleteness and the need or specialized assets.
These two problems are the distortion in incentives for specific invest-
ment, and the distortion in investment in outside options. To address
the first problem consider the following model.3 A pair of firms contract
in period 1 engage in a project that will yield a return in period 2. The
profits from the project, π(I), depend entirely on the investment I by
firm 1 in period 1, investment undertaken just after the contract. This
investment is productive. The return π(I) is assumed to be concave
and differentiable. We suppress all expenditure by the second party:
the participation of the second party (i.e., its signature) in both peri-
ods is the only required input by this party. The parties cannot contract
today over the shares of the return π(I). Instead the firms bargain at
the beginning of period 2 over the shares of the profit to be distributed
in exchange for continued participation by both parties. In the second
period, the threat point of each firm in the bargaining is to walk away
from the venture, earning 0 dollars.

The firms can transfer wealth freely at the time of contracting. If the
firms could contract on investment, I, they would choose investment
to maximize π(I) − I, which is total net return, investing to the point
where π′(I∗) = 1. Since the firms cannot contract on investment or the
shares of the return, the contract consists only of the exchange of a
lump sum. The bargaining at the beginning of the second term over
the share of return and continuation of the project is assumed to follow
the Nash solution: equal shares, π(I)/2 to each firm. Since investment
is entirely a sunk cost at the time of bargaining, it is irrelevant to the
bargaining game in period 2 (except through the determination of the
total gains to be shared).

Since the two firms can engage in wealth transfer at the time of the
contract, but cannot commit to anything else, the lump sum transfer
is the only element in the contract. Instead of investing at the first-
best level, I∗, firm 1 undertakes an investment level in anticipation

3 For a more elaborate model along these lines, see ref. [76].
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of receiving only half of the return in the ex post bargaining. Firm 1
therefore chooses a level of investment, Î, satisfying π′(Î) = 2. From
the concavity of π(I), Î < I∗. The cost to the contracting pair of the
non-contractibility of investment is [π(I∗) − I∗] − [π(Î) − Î].

The distortion in the investment decision can, like any incentive dis-
tortion, be traced to an externality: the positive externality, (1/2)π′(Î),
which is the marginal gain that firm 1’s investment yields for firm 2.
The failure of firm 1 to appropriate the full marginal value of its invest-
ment results in too little investment.

Can the distortion in incentives for investment in specific assets
be resolved if the shares of profit are contractible (but the investment
remains non-contractible)? In the case where only one party is investing
in specific assets post-contract, the answer is yes. That party can be
allocated the entire stream of returns minus a lump sum paid to the
other party. As the holder of the residual claim, the investing party
would have first-best incentives.

Bilateral investment in specific assets: It would be wrong to suppose
that the asymmetry in investment requirements, with only one party
investing, is the source of the incentive problem. In virtually any busi-
ness relationship, both parties invest in capital to enhance the returns
from the relationship. If both parties are investing then because there
is only one residual claim to allocate, each party must receive less than
the full marginal return to its investment. This is the Holmstrom [84]
budget constraint that we discussed in Section 6.

In fact, guaranteed returns may yield close to the same result, in the
case of two investing parties, as simply Nash ex post bargaining to split
the returns. This is because in a bilateral incentive problem, optimal
contracted shares are likely to be very close to equal sharing. To see
this, consider a venture yielding a profit F (I1, I2) as a function of the
investment levels of the two parties. No uncertainty is involved, and F

is concave and twice-differentiable, with first derivatives Fi and second
derivatives Fii, i ∈ {1,2}. If the parties can exchange transfers ex post,
then without loss of generality the optimal sharing rule can be expressed
as shares λ and (1 − λ) of returns allocated to the parties 1 and 2.
The allocation of shares that maximize the total return, subject to the
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incentive compatibility constraints is given by the following problem.

max
λ,I1,I2

F (I1, I2) − I1 − I2

subject to

I1 = argmax
Î1

λF (Î1, I2) − Î1

I2 = argmax
Î2

(1 − λ)F (I1, Î2) − Î2

Replacing the incentive compatibility conditions with the respective
first-order conditions and solving the maximization problem yields the
following condition for the ratio of optimal shares [144].

λ

(1 − λ)
=
(

F22

F11

)1/4

(12.1)

The result requires no assumptions whatsoever on the form of F .4 Even
with moderate asymmetry in the technology, as reflected by a ratio of
F22/F11 that is substantially different from 1, the 1/4 power transfor-
mation of right-hand side brings the right-hand side close to 1, i.e., the
share close to equality.5 Optimal sharing rules, across a wide range of
technology, are close to 50–50.

12.1.3 Incentives for Non-productive Investment

The transactions cost economics literature focusses, as we discuss
above, on the inefficient expenditure by a party to increase its share of

4 The first-order conditions on the two incentive compatibility constraints are

λF1 − 1 = 0

(1 − λ)F2 − 1 = 0

The Lagrangian for the optimal contract problem becomes F (I1, I2) − I1 − I2 + µ1(λF1 −
1) + µ2[(1 − λ)F1 − 1]. The first-order conditions for this Lagrangian can be manipulated
to eliminate the shadow prices µ1 and µ2, leaving Equation (12.1).

5 For example, even if the ratio is as large as 5.6, the optimal shares are within the 40–60 to
60–40 band. Neary and Winter [144] apply this result to explain a puzzle in sharecropping
contracts: why shares in these contracts rarely deviate far from 50–50 over centuries and
wide geographical areas.
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quasi-rents. Masten [135] and Gibbons [70] refer to this expenditure as
rent-seeking, because of the parallel with the analysis of rent-seeking
in the political economy literature [192]. Rent-seeking is any expendi-
ture by an individual to increase the individual’s share of resources,
with a zero or negative impact on the total resources to be shared.
This includes investment to “keep options open” by rendering assets of
higher value in alternative relationships. This type of investment plays
the role of strengthening a party’s bargaining position in future nego-
tiations. As one would expect it can be excessive because it imposes a
negative externality on the contractual partner.

To see this, consider the following model. An upstream and down-
stream agent enter a contract that will yield a gross payoff π in period 2.
The parties need only participate in both periods 1 and 2 to earn π in
period 2. With no investment, the threat point of each party is to walk
away, earning 0. The first party, however, can invest an amount a that
will raise the value of its threat point, or alternative option, to u(a).
Given investment a, negotiations over sharing the profit π take place.
The Nash bargaining solution equal shares of quasi-rents will split the
gains π − u(a) between the parties. (The investment a is not deducted
from the returns being bargained over since it is sunk at the time
of bargaining.) This results in shares [u(a) + 1

2 [π − u(a), 1
2 [π − u(a)]].

Anticipating the outcome of the negotiation, the first party chooses a

to maximize u(a) + 1
2 [π − u(a)] − a = 1

2 [π + u(a)] − a. This yields an
equilibrium investment â solving u′(â) = 2. The total profits shared by
the parties are reduced by the nonproductive investment â. The source
of the distortion is a negative externality: with a marginal increase in
a, the non-investing party’s return is reduced by 1

2u′(a).
The effort or investment that we have labeled as a can refer to

any action on the part of an investing party that yields private gain
but is collectively a deadweight loss. Investment in outside options
is just one example. As noted above, Williamson [201, 203, 204] and
Klein et al. [104] identify another: the costs of haggling over rights and
obligations within the relationship. As our simple model demonstrates
haggling or other “inefficient” efforts to extract private gain in a rela-
tionship can be second-best efficient if these efforts encourage greater
investment in specific assets.
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12.1.4 Investment in Both Productive and Non-productive
Assets: The Efficiency Role of Rent-seeking

When both productive and non-productive investment is undertaken,
we suggest the seemingly wasteful “non-productive” investment in out-
side options can have a type of second-best efficiency role. The invest-
ment can actually be beneficial because it induces greater investment
in specific assets. Consider the following modification of the model.
Only the first party invests, but now this party undertakes two kinds
of investment. Specific investment I determines the payoff to be shared
ex post via π(I). And the party can invest an amount a per unit I that
increases the value of the investment to outside parties. The function
G(a) · π(I) represents the value of the investment to outside parties.6

G is smooth, G(0) = 0 and G(a) is bounded above by 1. The investment
aI is rent-seeking, in the sense that it increases the investor’s share of
the pie but reduces the total size of the pie. Let the outside parties
be competitive, so that all potential returns from using the investment
with outside parties accrue to the firm undertaking the investment.

In this model, given investments I and a, the ex post bargaining
takes place with a profit of π(I) available internally should both par-
ties continue to participate in the project. A profit G(a) · π(I) would
be available to the investing party should the relationship break down.
The outcome of bargaining is that the investing party captures a value
of equal to the outside value of its investment (its threat point in bar-
gaining), G(a) · π(I), plus half of the surplus from internal use of the
assets, which is π(I) − G(a) · π(I). Subtracting the investment costs
yields the payoff to the investing party7:

1
2
[π(I) + G(a) · π(I)] − I(1 + a)

6 The multiplicative form of G(a) and π(I) is essential. The investment in outside options
increases the outside value per unit of the specific investment.

7 Note our assumption that there is a type of economies of scale in the investment a: it is of
the same cost to raise the outside value of the asset by a given percentage when I = 1000
as when I = 10. For capital such as software, this is a sensible assumption. For physical
capital such as machines, a more natural formulation would be that a profit of G(a)π(I)
requires an investment of I + aI. The essential points are unchanged when this alternative
formulation is adopted.
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The first order conditions in I and a are

1
2
π′(I)[1 + G(a)] − (1 + a) = 0

1
2
G′(a)π(I) − 1 = 0

(12.2)

As a benchmark, note that the first-best efficient levels are a∗ = 0 and
I∗ satisfy π′(I∗) = 1. The first-order conditions (12.2), compared to the
first-best, show that the equilibrium investment Î in specific investment
is too low. And the investment in the outside option — being pure waste
from the point of view of efficiency — is excessive.

If G(a) is close to zero even for high levels of a, then the model repre-
sents essentially the case where a is unavailable and specific investment
is too low. Suppose, however, that G(a) allows the creation of an effi-
cient outside option at very low-cost. That is, G(a) is close to 1 even for
small a. Then the opportunity to invest in outside options improves effi-
ciency. This is because the investment a allows the investing party to
largely recoup the return on its investment. When G(a) is close to 1 at
even small levels of a, the first-order condition determining π in (12.2)
is approximately the first-best condition. The amount a is an invest-
ment in the generality of the asset in this example. When G(a) = 1, the
investment I is perfectly general in the sense that the marginal value
created for the asset does not depend on whether the asset is used
internally or externally. General investment carries no incentive prob-
lems; as we have emphasized it is only specific investment that gives
rise to the hold-up problem. When a renders G(a) = 1 for small a, then
the investment a has, at low cost, transformed the decision on I from
one of specific investment to one of general investment. As Gibbons [70]
expresses the point using a similar example, which he captures nicely in
the expression “hold-up may be your friend.” Segal and Whinston [170]
offer a comprehensive, high-level review of the property rights theory.

To summarize, investment by an individual in a contractual rela-
tionship can vary among three types: specific investment, investment in
outside alternatives and general investment which adds value equally
inside and outside the relationship. With incompleteness in contracts,
specific investment is too low; investment in outside alternatives is
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excessive; and general investment, like Goldilocks’ porridge, is just
right.

12.2 The First Solution: Vertical Integration

12.2.1 Introduction

One potential resolution to the two distortions resulting from the speci-
ficity of assets is vertical integration. Throughout this monograph we
have used as a benchmark a mythical centralized firm with no incentive
distortions. All decisions in this centralized firm are taken in the col-
lective interest. The neoclassical economic literature on the incentives
for vertical integration [199] has adopted the same ideal, as a means of
focussing on the benefits of vertical integration rather than the costs. In
our search for the simplest contractual resolutions of incentive problems
along supply chains, we have recognized the costs of vertical integration
as well as its complete infeasibility in some cases, but this recognition
has been only implicit.

If vertical integration led in reality to the centralized firm that we
have used as a benchmark, then vertical integration would indeed be
an easy solution to the hold-up problem. Integration would in fact
solve any of the incentive problems that we have examined in this
monograph.

In reality, of course, vertical integration is not a panacea. Internal-
izing transactions within a firm presents its own incentive and trans-
action problems. The vertical integration or make-or-buy decision, as
Coase [42] famously pointed out in 1937, must trade off the costs of
transacting in the market with the costs of transacting inside a firm.
The costs involved in market transactions, including the hold-up prob-
lem, have been discussed above. Choosing transactions within a firm
involves exposure to a different, if similar, set of incentive problems.
Much of the contracting literature can be interpreted as the design
of optimal contracting within a firm, between an employer and an
employee or between owners of a firm and the CEO. Incentives are far
from perfect within a firm. Contracts and other incentive mechanisms
mitigate intra-firm inefficiencies but not perfectly.
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While this monograph has focussed on decentralized solutions to
incentive problems, the make-or-buy decision is such a critical part of
supply chain management, it is well worth taking a closer look at the
costs and benefits of complete internalization. To undertake this exer-
cise, let us suppose that a task, such as the production of an input, is
transferred from the market to within the firm. Consider the two pos-
sible impacts on efficiency of this integration: incentives to undertake
the task itself, and the impact of internalization on the management of
the other, existing assets.

Regarding the first impact, taking a task such as the production of
an input inside the firm means that the market incentives to undertake
the task must be replaced by the incentives within the firm. The
manager of an input-providing firm that becomes the division of a
downstream firm is no longer incented by market prices but by the
threat of termination upon poor performance, the potential for pro-
motion and higher wages upon strong performance. These incentives
involve costly monitoring and, as basic incentive theory demonstrates,
do not necessarily lead to first-best outcomes. The incentive distor-
tions and monitoring costs, which together Jensen and Meckling [93]
refer to as agency costs, may well be greater than the transac-
tions costs including costs of incentive distortions associated with the
market.

Consider next the second component of integration efficiencies, the
impact of the internalization of the additional task on the general
agency costs of managing the entire firm. Suppose that the additional
return on assets resulting from the internalization of production is
uncertain — and, for simplicity, that the additional uncertainty is inde-
pendent of the uncertain return on existing assets. The issue reduces
to the impact of the addition of white noise on the total agency costs
within a firm.

We collapse the agency problems within a firm to a single principal–
agent problem, with the CEO as the agent. (This has been the stan-
dard approach since Jensen and Meckling.) Consider the addition of
white noise to the returns in this principal–agent problem. A CEO is
disciplined to exert effort by four mechanisms, apart from any inherent
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desire to do a good job:

• A manager is incented by performance-based pay, as in the
basic principal–agent model (e.g., [83, 176]).

• A manager is monitored by shareholders, through the board
of directors, and is vulnerable to being fired upon underper-
formance. Shareholders, at the top of the corporate hierarchy,
are the residual claimants and are motivated as such to be
the ultimate monitors [4].

• Managers are disciplined by the market for corporate control:
a poorly managed firm may be bought by a firm that values
the firm’s assets because it will apply more highly skilled
management talent to the assets. The poorly performing
manager will then be out of a job. As Manne [129] states
“The lower the stock price, relative to what it could be with
more efficient management, the more attractive the take-over
becomes to those who believe that they can manage the com-
pany more efficiently. And the potential return from the suc-
cessful takeover and revitalization of a poorly run company
can be enormous.” See also ref. [167].

• A manager always faces the likelihood of being back on the
labor market in the future and therefore has the incentive
to maintain a strong reputation. Reputation is enhanced
by strong performance of the firm being managed. These
career concerns enhance the manager’s incentive to perform
well [85].

12.2.2 An Offsetting Cost of Integration: An Additional
Task Clutters Incentives

Assume that the new task requires no additional oversight by the man-
ager. (We thus set aside any possible costs of “stretching” managerial
input to a larger set of tasks.) The impact of the addition of the task
on the four sources of discipline on the manager therefore reduces to
the impact of the addition of white noise to each of these sources. It
is straightforward to demonstrate, with simple models, that each of
the four disciplining factors are compromised by the addition of the
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noise. The basic principal–agent model solves to give a lower value for
the principal. The ability of shareholders to monitor the manager is
compromised by the addition of uncertainty, as is the inference by the
market for corporate control the CEO ability from the company’s per-
formance. The power of reputation to discipline management, which
operates through the ability of future labor markets to infer the char-
acteristics of management will also be reduced by the noise added to
firm returns by the internalization of the new tasks. All four mecha-
nisms for strengthening managerial incentives to perform are reduced
in power by the addition of noise to the output of the firm, because all
four mechanisms involve inference of the performance of the manager
from the observed output of the firm. Bringing more tasks inside the
firm adds to the noise and renders the output less powerful as a signal
of managerial talent. This is a fundamental cost of integration.

In terms of the formal development of the principle, the effect of
noise in the principal–agent model is well known. The effect on moni-
toring by shareholders or inference by the market for capital control has
not been developed formally, but is clear. We outline here the effect on
reputation in a simple version of the Holmstrom [85] career concerns
model. This theory will also be useful in our discussion, in a later
section, of a firm’s reputation in a supply chain.

Formal development of the dilution effect for reputational discipline:
The simple version of the Holmstrom model (see ref. [57]) considers a
manager earning profits on behalf of shareholders in each of two periods.
In each period, the profits y earned by the manager depend additively
upon three factors: the managers talent or type, θ, the manager’s cur-
rent effort, a, and noise: yt = θt + at + εt, t = 1,2. The noise terms εt

are independent and identically distributed each period according to
a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ2. The distribution
of talent across the potential pool of managers is normally distributed
with mean θT and variance σ2

T . The manager participates in a com-
petitive labor market in each of two periods and discounts the second
period wage at a discount rate δ. Talent is unknown to everyone, includ-
ing the manager, and effort is known only to the manager. The cost
of effort, c(a) is convex. Profits are observed at the end of each period
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but cannot be described (or contracted upon) ex ante. As a result, the
contract for the manager is simply a wage, wt in each period. In the sec-
ond period, the market rationally anticipates an effort of zero, a2 = 0,
and therefore pays the manager a wage equal to her expected talent,
as inferred from the observation of profit at the end of the first period.
It is this inference that gives the manager the incentive to exert effort
in the first period: a higher first-period output increases the market’s
expectation of the manager’s talent (i.e., the manager’s reputation) at
the beginning of the second period. This expectation is the manager’s
wage in the second period, w2. An equilibrium level of effort, a∗, in
the first period is a level of effort such that if the market anticipates
a∗ from the manager it is in fact in the manager’s interest to exert a∗.
An equilibrium wage in the second period is w∗

2 = E(θ|(y1,a
∗)). The

manager chooses a in equilibrium to maximize:

w1 − c(a) + δE[E(θ|(y1,a
∗))] (12.3)

In this expression, the inner expectation is with respect to talent θ and
the outer expectation is with respect to performance, y1. The first-order
condition characterizing a∗ is [57]:

[c′(a∗) = δσ2
T /(σ2

T + σ2)] (12.4)

Thus incentives depend upon the signal-to-noise ratio σ2
T /σ2.8

Simple comparative statics on Equation (12.4) shows that a∗ is
decreasing in σ2. Thus, the addition of noise (in our context, through

8 The following is a derivation of this equilibrium condition within the simplified framework
of our model (adapted from ref. [57]). Let f(θ,y|a) denote the joint distribution of θ
and y given effort level a and f̂(y|a) =

∫
f(θ,y|a)dθ be the marginal distribution of y. In

equilibrium,

w2(y1) = Eθ(θ|y1,a∗) =
∫

θ
f(θ,y|a∗)

f̂(y|a∗)
dθ (12.5)

The agent’s objective is maxw1 + δEy1w2(y1) − c(a). Omitting w1 and substituting in
(12.5) yields as the agent’s objective

maxδEy1{Eθ(θ|y1,a∗)} − c(a) =
∫ (∫

θ
f(θ,y|a∗)

f̂(y|a∗)
dθ

)
f̂(y|a)dy − c(a) (12.6)

The first-order condition for this maximization is∫ ∫
θf(θ,y|a∗)

f̂a(y|a)

f̂(y|a∗)
dydθ − c′(a) = 0
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the internalization of a task inside the firm) will diminish the power of
reputational forces to elicit high effort on the part of the manager. Prior
to internalization of the task within a large integrated firm, the task is
managed within a smaller, more focussed firm supplying the input. It
is reasonable to assume that the non-integrated organization, in a more
focussed production arrangement, involves more accurate inference of
managerial effort and therefore higher incentives for the task. Overall,
the integration of a task within a firm therefore reduces the efficiency
of managerial effort.

In summary, integrating a transaction in response to distortions in
market allocation does not magically allow a first-best outcome. The
impact on agency costs of internalization must be balanced against the
costs of transacting in the market.

In considering the incentives of only a single agent, this sketch of the
costs of vertical integration is but a starting point. The transactions-
cost literature in economics (see especially Williamson [202, 204])
discusses more fully the costs and benefits of vertical integration.

12.2.3 The Property Rights Theory

The property rights theory (PRT) of Grossman and Hart [75] is the first
formal model to incorporate both the costs and benefits of integration.
This theory is the most prominent recent contribution to the theory
of the firm. The focus of the PRT is on integration as an allocation

We can use the fact that E(f̂a/f̂) = 0, to rewrite this as

cov

(
θ,

f̂a

f̂

)
− c′(a) = 0 (12.7)

with yt = θt + at + εt , the conditional distribution of y1 given θ and a1 is normal with
mean θ + a1 and variance σ2

ε + σ2
θ . Therefore, letting θ̄ be the mean of θ we have that

f̂(y|a) is proportional to

exp−
[

(y − θ̄ − a)2

2(σ2
ε + σ2

θ)

]

Substituting in yt = θt + at + εt and differentiating w.r.t. a yields f̂a

f̂
= (θ−θ̄)+ε

σ2
ε+σ2

θ

from

which cov
(
θ, f̂a

f̂

)
= σ2

θ

σ2
ε+σ2

θ

. Substituting this into (4) yields the equilibrium condition.
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of ownership rights. Hart [79] offers the following summary in a recent
review:

Our approach yields a theory of asset ownership and
firm boundaries. In our formal model, parties renego-
tiate their incomplete contract once an uncontracted-
for contingency arises: this renegotiation occurs under
symmetric information (both observe the contingency).
The parties therefore reach an ex post efficient outcome.
However, the division of surplus depends on the alloca-
tion of asset ownership. Suppose you and I can both
undertake non-contractible investments that make us
more productive as long as we have access to asset A.
If I own A, then I can use my residual control rights to
deny you access (“hold you up”), thereby reducing your
share of the ex post surplus. Under reasonable assump-
tions, this will reduce your incentive to invest. On the
other hand, if you own asset A, then you can use your
residual control rights to hold me up, and knowing this
I will invest less. Under plausible assumptions, it can be
shown that ownership of asset A should be allocated to
the party whose investment is more important.

We discuss the PRT in a setting where at the outset only one party,
an upstream supplier, owns an asset that can be used in a venture
with a downstream buyer. Both the buyer and the seller can undertake
investment to increase value of the asset within the relationship and
investment to increase the potential value of the asset outside the rela-
tionship. We consider these two types of investment separately (as in
our previous discussion in this section), and then consider the interac-
tion between the two types of investment. The PRT game starts with
the allocation of control rights to the assets. Control or ownership rights
here refer to the right to use the asset in an alternative venture, with
a different partner. Once control rights are allocated, investment deci-
sions are undertaken. These investment decisions cannot be specified
in the contract between the two parties. Some time after the invest-
ment decisions have been made, the two parties negotiate on the use
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of the assets and the split of the returns generated by the assets. This
ex post negotiation takes place under full information by both par-
ties and therefore leads to the efficient decision, i.e., the decision that
maximizes the combined profits of the firms. While realized profits are
observable, these profits are not contractible, because the products,
prices and profits cannot be described in an ex ante contract.

In short, the investment levels and profit shares are not contractable
but the allocation of control rights is contractible under the PRT. The
shares to the two parties are determined by the allocation of control
rights: the party allocated the control rights in the contract is protected
against hold-up by the other party and will therefore, according to
Hart’s summary above, will be guaranteed a larger share of the return
from investing in the asset than if the other party has control.9

12.2.3.1 Specific Investment by the Supplier

Suppose that the supplier initially owns an asset essential to the prof-
itability of the relationship. The supplier invests iS with the effect of
increasing the surplus generated from the asset in the relationship.
The supplier is uniquely capable of investing to improve returns from
the asset. The asset has potential value in uses beyond the relationship,
such as the use in exchange with other buyers. But the supplier’s invest-
ment is entirely specific to the relationship in that it has no impact on
the outside value of the asset. The parties can contract on the ownership
of the asset. If the supplier retains ownership of the asset — the right
to dictate in the future any decisions on use of the asset — we say that

9 The model is most easily interpretable in terms of investment in human capital, as Hart [82]
notes. But the model applies potentially to incentives for any type of non-contractable
investment. Consider, for example, an individual supplying software development skills
and investment who partners with another individual supplying skills and effort in mar-
keting a software product. Both types of investment are essential for success in the soft-
ware industry. Yet neither type of investment can, realistically, be written into a contract
between the two parties in their venture. The exact nature of a software product and the
lines of code necessary for development of a successful product are impossible to specify
exactly. And the brand name capital, awareness and marketing channels that are built up
within a software firm are equally impossible to write down. The shares of profits may be
somewhat easier to contract upon in reality, via shares of equity in a joint firm, but often
both parties are involved in many other closely related activities in a way that makes it
impossible to attribute the precise costs and revenues to the product, and hence to write
down shares of profits in a way that would be enforceable by courts or another third party.
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the buyer and seller are non-integrated. If the buyer is allocated own-
ership by the contract, then upstream vertical integration has taken
place. Thus, integration in the PRT refers entirely to the allocation of
control rights. We denote the ownership as A = 0 for non-integration
and A = 1 for upstream integration.

The integration decision is taken at the outset of the game, then
investment decisions are taken. Once the investment is made, a set of
opportunities opens up as to the possible decisions that can be taken
to deploy the assets. The assets could be used in the relationship (to
produce an input that will be used by the downstream firm). Alterna-
tively, the assets could be deployed in another use, such as in produc-
tion elsewhere. Investment by the seller determines the internal surplus
generated via π(iS).

The alternative returns to the buyer and the seller each depend upon
the ownership decision. We let wB(A) and wS(A) represent the parties’
returns from alternative relationships, and assume that wB(1) > wB(0)
and wS(0) > wS(1). For example, if the outside option is simply to sell
the assets to an alternative user at a price w, then [wB(0); wS(0)] =
(0,w) and [wB(1); wS(1)] = (w,0). The alternative returns are invariant
to investment.

Once investments have been undertaken, the parties negotiate the
terms of exchange for the input, which divides up the surplus π(iS).
Negotiations, we assume, will allocate shares of surplus to the two
parties according to the Nash bargaining solution. That is, the total
surplus over outside alternatives is divided equally. Letting the returns
to the buyer and the seller be πB(iS ;A) and πS(iS ;A) we have
πB(iS ;A) = wB(A) + 1

2{π(iS) − [wB(A) + wS(A)]} and πS(iS ;A) =
wS(A) + 1

2{π(iS) − [wB(A) + wS(A)]}.
The supplier’s return on investment is given by πS(iS ;a) and the

increase in this return, from having control over the assets as opposed
to releasing control to the buyer via vertical integration, is (after sim-
plification):

∆ = πS(iS ;0) − πS(iS ;1) =
1
2
{[wS(0) − wB(0)] − [wS(1) − wB(1)]}

Note that ∆ is completely independent of iS . The integration decision
has no impact at all on the investment decision. The change in control
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of the assets gives the seller greater rents, but does not change the
marginal impact of the seller’s investment on rents. In this simplest
case, involving only specific investment and investment only by the
supplier, the vertical integration decision is irrelevant.10

12.2.3.2 Rent-seeking Investment by the Supplier

We move now to the case where investment (still by the supplier only)
affects the value of the use in outside alternatives. This type of invest-
ment we referred to above as rent-seeking investment because it is non-
productive in terms of increasing surplus in the use to which the asset
will be put; the investment is undertaken only to attract a higher share
to the investing party in future negotiations.11

In the case of rent-seeking investment by the supplier, vertical
integration becomes relevant. To demonstrate this, suppose that the
supplier’s investment, aS , has only the effect of increasing the supplier’s
outside alternative:

The rent-seeking investment has value to the supplier only if the
supplier controls the asset since only then can the supplier threaten to
use the asset outside. We can thus write

wS(as;A)
{

w̄S : A = 1,

w̃S(aS) : A = 0

with ∂w̃S/∂aS > 0. In the case of rent-seeking investment, the impact
of vertical integration on investment incentives is captured by the dif-
ference in payoffs to the supplier under the two integration alternatives.
Retaining the same notation as above this difference is,

∆ = πS(aS ;1) − πS(aS ;0) = −1
2
{[w̃S(aS) − wB(0)] + [w̄S − wB(1)]}

(12.8)
The equilibrium supplier investment is 0 in the case of integration and
is positive, given by the solution to 1

2∂w̃S/∂aS − 1 = 0, in the case

10 See Whinston (2003) for a discussion of parameter values for which the integration deci-
sion is irrelevant in a related model.

11 Note that in a more complex model, with uncertainty, investment in outside alternatives
could have a (productive) option value reflecting the chance that outside options turn
out to be more valuable. We set aside any productive value of outside investment.
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of non-integration. Since the efficient level of non-productive invest-
ment is 0, integration is optimal. Upstream integration eliminates the
supplier’s incentive to enhance the value of the asset in outside alterna-
tives since the supplier cannot take the asset upon leaving the relation-
ship. The decision to vertically integrate, in this case of non-productive
investment in outside alternatives, is optimal because it minimizes the
supplier’s investment incentives.

12.2.3.3 Both Productive and Rent-seeking
Investment by the Supplier

We move now to consider, within the PRT, the feature that we have
introduced into the discussion of vertical integration and investment
incentives: the interaction of incentives for specific investment and
rent-seeking investment. Firms in relationships pursue investments that
both add to the value of assets in the relationship and add to the value
of assets in outside alternatives. The investment in flexibility, general-
ity or non-specificity of the assets in reality serves two roles. As in our
models above, the investment serves to enhance the firm’s bargaining
power in negotiations within the relationship. But investment in flex-
ibility or non-specificity also adds to the value of the firm should the
current relationship fail. In this sense, investment in generality of assets
can be a kind of insurance. We continue to focus entirely on the first of
these sources of incentives in considering the case where a firm invests
in both productive and rent-seeking investment.

If the impacts of productive investment, iS , and rent-seeking invest-
ment, aS , are independent, then these impacts of the investments are
captured by π(iS) and w̃S(aS) as in the two cases above. The impact
of vertical integration on investment incentives, as captured by the dif-
ference, ∆, in payoffs to the supplier in the case of vertical integration
and non-integration is unchanged from (12.8). Productive investment is
unaffected by vertical integration and rent-seeking investment is elim-
inated by vertical integration. Integration is optimal because its only
effect on investment decisions is to eliminate wasteful investment.

It is realistic, however, to allow the two kinds of investments to
interact in the sense that aS serves to add proportionate value to the
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asset when the asset is transferred to an outside use. This is captured
in an assumption that the outside value of the asset can be expressed
as w̃S(iS ,aS) = G(aS)π(iS); here aS determines the proportion of the
inside value that can be captured in an outside use.12 G(aS) ≤ 1 is a
measure of the generality of the asset. In this case, the payoffs to the
supplier to the supplier under non-integration and vertical integration
are the following

πS(iS ,aS ;0) = w̃S(iS ,aS) +
1
2
{π(iS) − [wB(0) + w̃S(iS ,aS)]}

=
1
2
[π(iS) − wB(0) + G(aS)π(iS)]

πS(iS ,aS ;1) =
1
2
[π(iS) − wB(1) + w̄S ]

and the impact of integration on the supplier’s payoff is now given by

∆ =
1
2

[−wB(1) + w̄S + wB(0) − G(aS)π(iS)]

The changes in incentives are reflected in ∂∆/∂iS and ∂∆/∂aS , which
are given by

∂∆
∂iS

= −1
2
G(aS)π′(iS)

∂∆
∂aS

= −1
2
G′(aS)π(iS)

The impact of integration is now completely dependent on the cost
of achieving asset generality. If this cost is low, i.e., if G(aS) is very
near 1 for even small levels of aS , then the choice of productive
investment IS in the non-integration case determined essentially by
1
2 [π′(iS) + G(aS)π′(iS)] = 0 or 1

2 [π′(iS) + 1 · π′(iS)] = 0 which is equiv-
alent to π′(iS) = 1, yielding the first-best incentives. And little of the
“wasteful” investment aS need be expended to achieve this effect. The
optimal organizational form is to remain non-integrated. This principle
is consistent with the rent-seeking literature: the message is that verti-
cal integration is unnecessary when assets can easily be rendered non-
specific. On the other hand if G(aS) remains very near 0 for even large

12 In other words, under this formulation investment in aS allows investment in IS to add
value to both inside and outside ventures. Thus aS is an investment in asset generality.
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levels of aS , then the opportunity to invest in aS plays only a small
role in enhancing the incentives for productive investment. The opti-
mal organizational form is vertical integration, with the buyer retaining
control over the asset and preventing the supplier from capturing any
gains from rent-seeking.

12.2.3.4 Summary of the Property Rights
Theory of Vertical Integration

Our brief review of the PRT has established several points. With only
specific or productive investment at issue, the assignment of control
rights is irrelevant. The incentives for investment are unaffected by the
integration decision. Only when we allow for rent-seeking investment,
or investment in outside options, does the allocation of control rights
matter. In this case, the integration decision hinges on the interaction
of productive investment and investment in outside options. (This inter-
action is captured in our function G.) Where the return on investment
in outside options is independent of the internal value of the asset, then
we are in a pure rent-seeking world. The allocation of control rights is
directed towards minimizing the investment (rent-seeking) incentives.
When the non-productive investment increases value of outside ven-
tures in proportion to inside value, and at low cost, then we are in a
world of low-cost investment in asset generality. With any asymmetry
between the buyer and the seller in the extent to which non-productive
investment adds to asset generality at low cost, the integration decision
is one that allocates control rights to the party for which non-productive
investment is more in the nature of an investment in asset generality.

We began this section of the monograph by discussing two potential
incentive problems that arise within the longer run perspective of sup-
ply chain management: the incentive to under-invest in specific assets
and the incentive to over-invest in rent-seeking. These two incentive
problems with market transactions are at the heart of the explanation
of the benefits of vertical integration within the Coase–Williamson–
Klein literature. In that literature, vertical integration is profitable if it
enhances the incentives for specific investment and dampens the incen-
tives for rent-seeking.
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What is the relationship between the Coase–Williamson–Klein lit-
erature and the PRT? As Gibbons [70] discusses, this question elicits
a wide variety of responses — from the view that the earlier literature
has finally been formalized by Grossman and Hart [75] to the view
that these are alternative perspectives. Our set of simple models sug-
gests three points. First, with respect to rent-seeking behavior, the
PRT indeed formalizes the idea that this wasteful investment can be
reduced by vertical integration. Second, with respect to specific invest-
ment, the earlier literature (especially Grout [76]) has a simple theory
of why vertical integration solves the inadequacy of incentives. Once
a firm is integrated, the firm itself captures the full return from spe-
cific investment (instead of 1/2 the return in the simplest model). The
problem of appropriability of quasi-rents largely disappears. In the sim-
plest PRT model, in contrast, vertical integration has no impact at all
on incentives for purely specific investment. The seller, in our exam-
ple, earns higher profits when he retains control of the asset (non-
integration) but his marginal return from additional investment is unaf-
fected. Third, the analysis by Williamson in particular allows specific
investment to be contractible. The problem of excessive rent-seeking
exists even if specific investment is contracted. The Williamson analysis
applies, for example, to the case where specific investment is in easily-
measurable physical assets. The PRT model, in contrast, assumes that
all investment is non-contractible and in particular does not apply to
contractible investment in physical assets.13

13 The standard PRT model has both parties owning assets at the outset, but has only one
type of investment (e.g., [27, p. 498–508]). The failure to distinguish productive (inside)
investment from nonproductive (outside) investment in our view, leads to some confusion.
For example, Bolton and Dewatripont, [27, p. 506], note that in their framework, alloca-
tion of all assets to the upstream supplier increases the supplier’s incentive to invest to
the extent (and only to the extent) that the investment increases the value of the assets
to the supplier in an outside relationship — to the extent, that is, that the supplier’s
threat point in the negotiation with the buyer is increased. But this investment is then
referred to as “specific investment.” And the allocation of all assets to the supplier is
described as one way to enhance the supplier’s incentive to invest. We suggest that if the
supplier’s investment mainly increases the value of the assets in another relationship, the
ownership structure will be chosen to minimize, not maximize, incentives to invest.
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12.3 Relational Contracting

Most supply chain contracting models assume that contractual obliga-
tions can be enforced by a court. Litigation is expensive and disruptive,
however, and disputes can be resolved in other ways. Macaulay [126]
and others (see ref. [88]) have noted that trading partners are often
reluctant, or unable, to use courts to resolve disputes. Litigation about
contract terms usually marks the end of the trading relationship, and
trading partners do not use the courts to help resolve disputes that
arise in any normal trading relationship. Baker et al. [14] note that
supply chains “often involve long-run, hand-in-glove supplier relation-
ships through which the parties reach accommodations when unfore-
seen or uncontracted-for events occur.”

A recent and growing literature on relational contracts seeks to bet-
ter understand implicit agreements between firms.14 A relational con-
tract is an implicit agreement sustained by the value of future returns
to the relationship. “Implicit” here means that the agreement need not
be written down as an explicit, court-enforced agreements. A relational
contract must be self-enforcing, and the trading partners adhere to the
agreed upon obligations because it is in their best interest to do so.
Deviations from agreements are discouraged by the threat of receiving
less beneficial terms of trade in the future. This self-interested adher-
ence to the agreement is achieved because players value the future
revenue stream from continuing the relationship.

14 While the word “contract” is usually defined to mean a “legally enforceable promise,”
Eisenberg [60] notes that in everyday usage, it is often stripped of its legal connotation
and can refer to any bargain struck by two (or more) parties. In Eisenberg’s definition, a
“contract” (or a “bargain”) is “an exchange in which each party views his performance
as the price of the other party’s performance.” Much of the existing supply chain liter-
ature on contracts uses the legal interpretation of the word. The relational contracting
literature generally follows Eisenberg’s definition and uses the word “contract” to refer
to an agreed upon exchange between parties which need not be legally binding. Another
way to interpret this is to assume the compliance with the terms of a relational con-
tract are voluntary. Cachon and Lariviere [37] discuss the notion of contract compliance,
where they either require a firm to supply the contracted quantity (forced compliance)
or they allow the firm to supply any quantity upto the contracted quantity (voluntary
compliance). Cachon [33] expands on this idea in his survey paper.
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Relational contracts have three main advantages over explicit
contracts. First, the potential scope for relational contracts, or self-
enforcing agreements, is very broad. A manufacturer and a retail dis-
tributor may agree that the performance of the retailer be adequate in
dimensions of sales effort, including enthusiasm, that would be impos-
sible to write down in an explicit contract, but which are nonetheless
within the scope of implicit contracts. Second, relational contracts are
flexible. The parties to a relational contract may agree that should
unforeseen circumstances arise, a fair revision of the contract be under-
taken even where writing down ex ante the revisions conditional upon
all possible future circumstances would be impossible. Third, relational
contracts avoid the costs of writing and court enforcement. Because of
these advantages, many business relationships are governed more by
relational contracting than by explicit contracts.

Because of these advantages, efficient relational contracts can
emerge and be enforced even when the terms of the contracts conflict
with existing law. The mix of relational and explicit contracts varies
substantially from place to place in general and among supply chain
participants. Obviously, developing countries rely heavily on relational
contracts because of the weaker tools for court enforcement. But even
among developed countries, relational contracts are relied upon much
more in some countries than others. It is well known that business
relationships in Japan are dominated by an infrastructure or network
of relational contracts, as compared to the U.S. Reflecting this differ-
ence in reliance on implicit versus explicit contracts, Japan has only
one-twentieth of lawyers per capita as the U.S.15

At the theoretical foundation of relational contracting is a simple
principle from the theory of supergames. Consider two players, inter-
acting for an infinite number of periods in an implicit contract. Suppose
that the benefit to either player from cheating on the contract in any
period is x and that the benefits from sustaining cooperation are π per
period, for each agent. The two players can sustain the cooperation as
an equilibrium outcome using grim trigger strategies (“cooperate unless
there is a history involving cheating, then cheat forever”) providing x

15 Magee [128]: Table 1.
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is not greater than the present value of π for each period. That is, an
agreement can be sustained if x < π · δ/(1 − δ) where δ is the play-
ers’ common discount rate. In more complex environments, where the
detection of cheating is not immediate or where players do not interact
in a way that yields a constant stream of benefits, the condition must,
of course, be adjusted.

Relational contracts are imperfect even when they are feasible. The
cooperative equilibrium is of course only one equilibrium among a con-
tinuum in the relational contracting supergame. No economic argument
can support economic cooperation as the unique outcome of interaction
even when the necessary condition for cooperation does hold. Cheating
every period by both players is always a subgame perfect Nash equilib-
rium. This element of informal contracting thus introduces uncertainty
(intrinsic uncertainty in the game) that could be avoided by explicit
contracts. The game theoretic foundations for relational contracting
assume perfect information, in the simplest model, but in reality imper-
fect information about contracting partners, especially at the beginning
of a relationship, adds to the uncertainty. And the chief disadvantage
of relational contracting is simply that the necessary condition for effi-
ciency may fail. Where transactions between parties are large, discrete
with large gaps of time between them, the gains from cheating will
exceed the present value of the profit from the relationship into the
future. The relational contract will fail.

Plambeck and Taylor [156] offer an analysis of a canonical setting for
relational contracting in supply chains. The setting is the one we have
discussed: a buyer and seller facing uncertainty about future require-
ments write an incomplete contract. Relational contracting plays a role
because these firms anticipate the potential for future business through
repeated interactions. With asymmetric information and imperfect
monitoring of investments, optimal relational contracts are complex.
Taylor and Plambeck characterize the optimal relational contract and
also study the performance of simpler contracts.

Relational contracting is not a strategy that is used in isolation.
Klein et al. [101] makes the point that explicit contracts can play the
role of reference points in an ongoing relationship based on implicit
contracts. (See also ref. [81].) A theme in refs. [81] and [14] is that
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asset ownership, explicit contracts and relational contracting are used
together. Explicit contracts are designed to maximize the range over
which relational contracts can be sustained. MacLeod [127] offers a
superb discussion of the intersection of explicit contracts and relational
contracting.

12.4 Reputation

Incentives of firms along a supply chain are influenced not just by the
terms of the contracts that they write with their suppliers and buyers,
and not just by the value of future transactions within their current
relational contract partners, but also by reputation. A firm that gains a
reputation for low quality or frequent stock-outs, for example, will suffer
relative to a firm that sustains a reputation as a reliable supplier. Earlier
in this section of the monograph we discussed reputation of managers
within firms, in the context of illustrating a cost of vertical integration
in reducing the incentives for effort into managing a task. Here, the
focus is the reputational forces for the firm as a substitute for explicit
contracts, vertical integration or relational contracts in coordinating
incentives along a supply chain.

In the economic research on reputational dynamics from which one
could draw upon in applying this idea to supply chain management,
the classic articles are Shapiro [173], Klein and Leffler [105] and the
Holmstrom [85] “career concerns” model. We discussed Holmstrom’s
model, in our subsection on vertical integration in the context of rep-
utational incentive forces on managerial incentives. Recall that in this
model, there is both hidden action and hidden information. An agent’s
reputation is the mean of the market’s rational posterior distribution
as to his type at any time. The agent exerts effort to increase observed
output so as to raise his reputation, which is conditioned on output.
In applying this model to investigate the power of reputational forces
to coordinate supply chain incentives, we consider one particular
decision that is subject to incentive distortions: the choice of adequate
inventories.

In the inventory context, in the case of a single firm, the natu-
ral hidden information assumption is private information about firms’
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unit costs of production. (These are the costs of producing inventory.)
A stock-out and low fill-rate in one period would lead buyers to increase
their (Bayesian-updated) probability that the firm is high cost and
therefore less likely to produce adequate inventory in the future. The
firm’s “reputation” at any time would be perceived probability that a
firm was a high-cost type, conditional upon its history of stock-outs;
and the firm would invest in inventory in the current period partly to
avoid a drop in reputation resulting from a stock-out.

The full development of reputational dynamics would be of most
value initially in a single-firm, optimal inventory model.16 But the inte-
gration of reputational dynamics, while complex, would also add insight
the theory of supply chain coordination as developed here. A new issue
that would emerge in a decentralized equilibrium would be reputational
spillovers: when costs are correlated among outlets, the inference by
consumers from a stock-out at one outlet would be that the proba-
bility of a future stock-out higher at all outlets. The integration of
reputational dynamics into inventory “availability” models would also
be complicated by the fact that rational consumers would infer product
availability not only from the history of fill rates but also from prices,
as in ref. [49].

16 Somewhat related ideas are explored in ref. [147] and references therein, but they do not
represent reputation as a state variable.
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Conclusion and Additional Issues in

Supply Chain Management

Under the ideal conditions of frictionless, perfectly competitive mar-
kets, the management of firms along a vertical production chain would
be simple. The firms would choose the right quantities of inputs to buy
and outputs to produce. No incentive coordination via complex con-
tracts would be necessary. The price mechanism itself would, through
Adam Smith’s invisible hand theorem, achieve coordination perfectly.
Firms, in this ideal world, would react anonymously to input and out-
put prices and not establish any kind of contractual or other business
relationships.

In reality, we observe complex contracts all along a supply chain.
This monograph reviews the dual questions at the economic founda-
tions of supply chain management. The positive economic question: why
do we observe complex contracts, taking the form that they do? And the
normative, management question: how do we design an optimal con-
tract in a given set of market conditions? Our methodology in tackling
these questions involves a careful delineation of the sources of coordi-
nation failure of the price system under realistic market conditions. We
identify for each market environment the externalities among firms that
would distort their decisions if the firms relied solely on the simplest

290
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price contracts or mechanisms. These decisions can be pricing, quan-
tity orders (inventories), sales effort and any other decision affecting
the supply chain. Then we identify contracts that are minimally suffi-
cient to resolve the incentive distortions. These contracts internalize or
balance the externalities in some decisions and constrain the decisions
of firms dimensions for which externalities are not internalized.

The main departure of market conditions from the competitive
ideal is market power. We adopt in our analysis a series of different
market structures incorporating market power. We identify in each
setting the incentive distortions that arise in the market structure,
as well as the contracts that optimally respond to the distortions. To
elicit efficient decisions on prices, inventories and sales effort, contracts
must incorporate nonlinear pricing, vertical price restraints (resale price
maintenance), inventory buyback prices, or exclusivity restrictions. For
example, resale price maintenance is in many settings essential to elicit
efficient decisions on inventories.

In most of our analysis, we follow the operations management lit-
erature on supply chain coordination and the neoclassical literature on
vertical control in searching for the simplest contract that can dupli-
cate the outcome that maximizes the combined profits of the contract-
ing firms. Equivalently, we search for the simplest contracts that can
duplicate the decisions of an ideal, centralized firm. This framework
recognizes the costs of writing complete contracts only implicitly, in
asking how the complete contract can be avoided. The neoclassical
economic approach to the incentives for vertical integration [199] simi-
larly focusses on the benefits of integration, setting aside the real-world
costs of integration by supposing that the new entity implements effi-
cient decisions costlessly.

We then synthesize, in Section 12, recent approaches to the full
costs and benefits of vertical integration. Viewed from the perspec-
tive of a firm looking upstream, this is the make-or-buy decision, but
a firm faces a parallel decision in the choice of vertical integration
versus decentralization (e.g., vertical integration versus franchising) in
downstream operations. Following the modern literature on integra-
tion, we delineate the impact of moving a transaction from the market
to the firm. Vertical integration does not magically eliminate the costs
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of transacting. Instead, following Coase’s principle, one must compare
the various sources of transactions costs within a firm to the costs of
transacting in a market to arrive at an optimal make-or-buy decision.
“Transactions costs” include the costs of mitigating incentive distor-
tions as well as the consequences of remaining distortions. Vertically
integrating to eliminate the hold-up problem associated with specific
assets and vertical integration as a decision on the assignment of the
control rights of assets, are two examples of prominent themes in this
area.

In synthesizing the foundational issues in supply chain management,
we have left open many important topics. We conclude with a brief
discussion of six of these.

The 2–2 market structure: Within the set of market structures, we left
open the case of the “2–2” structure. In this setting, two upstream man-
ufacturers compete, both offering products through two downstream
retailers. While not dealt with substantially in the literature, this is
an obviously realistic structure. Any retailer in this setting may have
an influence over which product a consumer will buy. Producers then
compete for the sales effort or influence of retailers in selling their
products. A more attractive contract by a manufacturer, including a
higher markup of price over cost, leaves the retailer with an incen-
tive to push the manufacturer’s product. At the same time, retail-
ers compete in a retail market that rewards them for gaining repu-
tations as respecting consumers’ preferences or well-being in recom-
mending products. A prominent role of multiproduct retailers such
as department stores is to screen products on behalf of consumers,
offering sets of products of high utility for any cost level [130]; two
extremes of this model are well-known. If differentiation in the retail
market is so strong that retailers are effectively local monopolists, then
the model collapses to the Bernheim–Whinston [17] common agency
model. If retail differentiation approaches zero, and competitive retailer
pressure increases to promote the highest utility product package (con-
ditional upon costs), then the model collapses to two manufacturers
competing through competitive intermediaries. We conjecture that con-
tract equilibria in the intermediate structure in which retailers compete
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imperfectly involves manufacturer competition for retailer influence
(through, perhaps, contracts such as resale price maintenance or slot-
ting allowances), constrained in their ability to capture retailer influ-
ence by the discipline of competition across retailers.1

Market allocation versus contracts: the portfolio approach: We have
to this point analyzed the optimal single contract or organizational
arrangement for a single transaction. One can pose the problem as
whether a particular input should be supplied by the market with:
(a) a simple contract; or (b) through a more complex contract; or (c)
as through vertical integration of the transaction within the firm. In
reality, firms often use a portfolio approach. A firm may, for example,
obtain some amount of an input from the market and produce an addi-
tional amount internally. Or, looking downstream, a firm may employ
the strategy known as dual distribution, in distributing some of its prod-
uct through owned outlets and the rest of its output through indepen-
dent (but contractually constrained) outlets. The portfolio approach
extends the Coasian question of markets versus intra-firm allocation to
the question of the mix of each alternative to adopt.

An example of this approach would be the need for a firm to
integrate into supply — to some extent — to assure optimally critical
supply of an input. A lumber mill may purchase most of its electric-
ity from the market, but retain a diesel generating system for use in
extreme circumstances. The provision of the input, electricity, is neither
entirely internal to the firm nor purchased entirely in the market. The
optimum is a mix of the two. Dual distribution, to take another exam-
ple, is used extensively in the restaurant chain business with some
outlets being owned centrally and others operated as franchises. Wu
and Kleindorfer [209] characterize the optimum mix of spot market

1 Adida and DeMiguel [2] adopt the market structure of multiple manufacturers selling
through multiple retailers, in analyzing supply chain competition. These authors show
that with sufficiently many firms at each level, the equilibrium (which can be computed
using numerical optimization techniques) approaches first-best efficiency. Asymmetries
or concentration in either the manufacturer or retailer level introduce distortions. On
the economics side of the literature, a well-known article, ref. [149] in the context of
exclusionary strategies or strategies that raise profits by raising the costs of production
for a rival. For a recent economic theory of vertical restraints in a 2–2 market structure
see ref. [162].
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purchases of an input and contracted procurement of the input, in the
context of electronic B2B exchanges. Tunca and Zenios [193] consider
auctions and relational contracts, and characterize conditions where
both procurement approaches co-exist and where only one of the two
approaches exists in equilibrium. Gallini and Lutz [67] offer a theory of
dual distribution involving signalling of high quality by the upstream
firm. Lafontaine [112] and Lafontaine and Shaw [113] offer evidence
related to the optimal choices of dual distribution.

Contractual assignment of decision rights along a supply chain: The
contractual assignment of decision rights (decisions on inventory, pric-
ing and asset disposition) has entered our survey in only one place:
the property rights theory of vertical integration. In our analysis of the
coordination of optimal inventory, for example, we have taken as prede-
termined the decision of which firms should take responsibility for the
inventory decision. The bulk of the literature follows this approach. In
reality, however, the decision of whether a downstream firm should
invest in inventory or leave the decision to upstream suppliers, is
important and sometimes highly contentious. After the 2000 bust in
the technology sector, Cisco was criticized for having indemnified the
risks of inventory investment by upstream suppliers.2 It seems likely
to us that it was in fact efficient to allocate inventory risk to the
downstream firm, Cisco, since it was in a better position to remain
informed about demands for final products. With asymmetric informa-
tion arising over time in any organization or set of contracts, decisions
should in general be allocated to those who are best informed about
the costs and benefits of the decisions. On the issue of downstream
versus upstream inventory decisions, Mishra and Raghunathan [139]
analyze vendor-managed inventory as an alternative to retailer inven-
tory decisions. These authors show that vendor-managed inventory can
intensify upstream competition to the benefit of the downstream firm.
(This result is established under the assumption of non-transferability
of profits, unlike our main approach in this paper.) Cachon [34] com-
pares the impact of downstream inventory decisions with upstream
(vendor-managed) inventory but in a model that does not involve the

2 See ref. [142].
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choice of the optimal allocation of the responsibility to take inventory
decisions.3

Flexibility in production decisions: Increased operational flexibility and
responsiveness can significantly improve supply chain performance, and
firms often invest in technologies (e.g., flexible manufacturing systems)
and processes (e.g., delayed differentiation) that enhance flexibility and
responsiveness. In a supply chain context, however, the strategic impact
of such investments need to be considered. An early paper to study the
strategic effects of investing in responsiveness within a supply chain
was ref. [92]. The authors make the point that if an upstream firm
reduces its lead time to supply a downstream firm, the upstream firm
may end up decreasing its sales because the downstream firm has less
need for high inventories. This argument works only under the assump-
tion of non-transferable profits: if the investment in lead time reduc-
tion would increase joint profits, then it would be undertaken if the
firms could share the increased profits. Krishnan et al. [109] show, in
a common agency setting, that lead time reduction by one upstream
agent can reduce the downstream retailer’s incentive to promote that
agent’s product. Simple distribution contracts such as minimum-take
contracts, advance-purchase discounts, and exclusive dealing, when
adopted in conjunction with investments in lead time reduction, can
remedy the incentive problem. Anand and Girotra [6] also identify
another potential pitfall of operational improvement. These authors
argue that delayed differentiation, which is beneficial in a centralized
setting, may not be an equilibrium under competition. In their model,
delayed differentiation allows a firm to exit a competitive market and
instead sell the product in other markets. By not delaying differentia-
tion, firms make a credible commitment to compete aggressively. This
commitment carries a strategic advantage.

Coalitional incentives within a supply chain: Competing firms in a sup-
ply chain often have an interest in collaborating on specific aspects
of their operations. For example, competing retailers that stock inven-
tories in anticipation of demand may find it mutually beneficial to

3 The order of moves in setting the wholesale price, w, drives the results of the Cachon
model.
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pool their inventories. Or they may transship inventory once demand
uncertainty is resolved, by moving unsold inventory from one loca-
tion to another location where there is excess demand. Anupindi and
Bassok [9] analyze the impact of inventory pooling (centralization) by
downstream retailers on the manufacturer’s profits. The manufacturer
benefits only if consumers facing a stock-out at a particular are unlikely
to search for the product at other outlets. Anupindi et al. [10] and
Granot and Sosic [73] analyze the sequential inventory ordering and
allocation decisions and characterize the impact of different (ex post)
allocation rules on the incentives of retailers to share residual invento-
ries. Depending on the allocation rule, retailers may not share residual
inventories. Sosic [179] uses the notion of “farsighted” stability where
retailers consider not just immediate payoffs but also reactions of other
retailers to their decisions. Bernstein and Nagarajan [24] summarize
related issues.

Information management in supply chains: We have synthesized incen-
tive management issues within supply chains and organizations taking
the information structure of the environment or organization as pre-
determined. In reality, the management of information is itself a critical
area and the distribution of information is endogenous. A literature in
operations management has focussed on the challenges, benefits and
incentives associated with information sharing in supply chains. Infor-
mation distortion in supply chains, resulting in the “bullwhip effect,”
has been discussed in ref. [120]. In a vertical supply chain, Gavirneni
et al. [68] and Lee et al. [121] have demonstrated the value of informa-
tion sharing. Ren et al. [160] show that long-term relationships (i.e.,
repeated interactions) can provide incentives for firms to share forecast
information truthfully.

In a setting with one manufacturer and multiple retailers, Cachon
and Fisher [35] demonstrate the value of sharing information. The
supply chain structure analyzed by Cachon and Fisher [35] also allows
the study of “information leakage” in the supply chain. In ref. [123]
retailers compete as Cournot firms and procure an input from a com-
mon supplier. The price set by the input supplier in Li’s model depends
on information shared by retailers with the supplier. Retailers in Li’s
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model who choose not to share information with the supplier can infer
the information of those who do from the input price. Li shows that this
potential for “information leakage” inhibits incentives to share infor-
mation, and in fact in his model retailers do not share at all with the
upstream supplier. Li and Zhang [124] and Gal-Or et al. [65] investigate
similar issues. Anand and Goyal [7] analyze a model in which product
or material flows and information flows are jointly determined. Infor-
mation acquisition is a decision variable in their model, rather than an
exogenous endowment. The decision to share information is made ex
post to the realization of signals rather than committed to ex ante as
in other papers in the literature. Firms may decide not to share infor-
mation, so as to avoid distortions in product market flow that may
result from unavoidable leakage. A related topic is the incentive for
voluntary sharing of information by competitors, which is studied by
Vives [197], Li [122], Gal-Or [63, 64] and Shapiro [174]. The integra-
tion of information management, product flow management and longer
run investment management remains a critical and open area in supply
chain management.

We have merely sketched additional topics within the foundations
of supply chain management. And this monograph is merely an out-
line of the main issues in the economic foundations of supply chain
management. As Spence [180] suggested in his Nobel Prize lecture:

the range of economic activity that can be effectively
coordinated across a complex multifirm supply chain is
just starting to be explored by companies and those who
do research on these subjects. The boundaries of the
firm, transaction costs, supply-chain architecture and
coordination, and outsourcing are all facets of a large
mosaic in which incentives, communication and coordi-
nation, and the boundaries of the firm are worked out.
. . . these issues are far from being settled in the world
of practice and in the world of economic research.
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